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Abstract

On television you hear a lot about discrimination in the United States. This also holds for
the justice system. An example is the violence during the arrest of black offenders. There is
a lot of discussion about police officers who shoot at black offenders. The discussion is about,
the police shoot because the offender is black or just because he is armed. Therefore we were
wondering if offenders receive a harder punishment for there offense because of there race,
gender or nationality.

Our research question is: Which demographics are of influence on the sentence offenders
receive? There has already been a lot of studies on this reference. They found for example
that hispanic offender receive more often a prison sentence. Because discrimination does not
belong in the justice system we want to know if there is evidence for bias in the system.

For our analysis we used lasso. We first searched for the crime related variables that in-
fluence the sentence. Then we correct for these and search for the demographics which still
influence the sentence. For the analysis of the continuous sentence variables we used a log
transformation. But unfortunately also after this transformation the residuals did not fit the
normal distribution. Also they are probably not linear. For the binary sentence variable we
used logistic regression, but the findings are completely similar. Despite that the models do
not fit the data we present our result in this thesis. We found that age, gender, race, U.S.
citizenship and education are of influence on the sentence. Therefore based on our findings
we conclude that the U.S. juridical system is currently biased.
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1 Introduction

Discrimination is a hot issue also in the justice system. If you did something wrong, you don’t
want to be punished harder because you are black or a man or something else. Therefore we want
to investigate which demographic influences there or on the sentencing of offenders. We are only
looking to bias in the justice system of the U.S. because this was the only available dataset.

In the past there have been several reports on this subject. In a studie of the United States
Sentencing Commission [3] they found that black male offenders get longer sentences than white
male. Also has been found that female received shorter sentences than male. Further they found
that non-citizen received longer sentences than U.S. citizens. Furthermore offenders with some
college education were getting shorter sentences then offenders without any college education. In
Racial Disparity in Sentencing [14] they found that the inequality cannot only be found in the
sentence length but also in the decision of imprisonment. For example black offenders are more
likely to get a longer sentence, but Latino offenders have more change to get a prison sentence.
Further they found that young black and latino males are sentenced harder than young white
males and unemployed black males are sentence harder than white males. Furthermore white
offenders get a larger reduction then black and Latinos for helping with the prosecution. What
also disturbing is, is that the race of the victim also matters with the conviction. There has been
found that black defendants who have a white victim are more often harder punished than when
both are black or white. Furthermore they found that offenders with white victim are more often
getting a death sentences and in some jurisdictions defendants that are not white have a larger
change to receive a death penalty. In a study by Andrew Wiseman and Michael Connelly [1] they
found that it dependents on the offense which race is harder punished.

2 Data

The data that has been used in this study can be found on the cite of the United States Sentenc-
ing Commission [5]. We used the datafile of individual offenders. On this cite are also datafiles
present of organizational offenders and congressional reports. We used the datafile of the fiscal
year 2014, because this was the most recent file available. On the cite are files present from the
fiscal year 2002. Also there is a Codebook available in which stands what every variable in the
data means. Further there is a file in which stands how you can download the data for SAS and
SPSS. We used this file to download the data into SPSS and after that we transferred it to R.
The data has 75836 observations and 25001 different variables. These variables are continuous,
binary or categorical. There are three types of variables. We have sentence variables. These
variables are related with the sentence the offenders received, such as months of imprisonment,
receiving probation or not and months of alternative sentence. The sentence variables are the
outcome variables in the analysis. For the explanatory variables we have two different types. We
have the crime related variables. These variables are about the crime the offender has committed.
An example of a variable is the type of crime, such as murder, sexual abuse or robbery. Another
example is the guideline that is been applied in the case. To the crime related variables belongs
also the history of the offender. These variables tells us if the offender has already committed a
crime before and the gravity of the crime. The last type of variables is the demographic variables.
These variables tells us about the location, age, gender, race, nationality and education.

Before we were able to do are analysis we needed to adjust the dataset. The dataset has a
lot of ’missing values’. These missing values are really values that are missing, but also represent
that the variable is inapplicable. We do not know which of the ’missing values’ is missing and
which are inapplicable. We chose to remove al the variables for which 50% or less is missing.
This means that we remove some of the sentence, crime related and demographic variables out
of the data. Further we replaced the categorical variables by multiple binary variables, where
each variable represent a different level of the original categorical variable. After removing and
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replacing variables we are left with 5827 variables. In our new dataset we have 3544 crime related
variables and 438 demographic variables. Of the crime related variables we were initially left with
more variables but we left out two categorical variables which had many different levels and are
also represented in another variable that is kept in the data. The analysis that we did is on 32
outcome variables. These 32 variables are chosen out of all the outcome variables, because these
where the ones which worked with the built in function of R. Next we made 32 different datasets.
Each dataset with the same crime related and demographic variables and further for each a dif-
ferent outcome variable. For every outcome variables we have that there are still a lot of missing
values. We tried to implement the missing values, but do to the size it took to much time to do
it. Therefore we removed al the observations which had one or more missing values. We did this
for all the datasets we created. Therefore some of the datasets have less observations present.

Outcome variables: sentence variables
The analysis that we did were to find the demographic influence on the following sentences related
variables.

• Total months of imprisonment ordered.

• Receiving probation.

• The total dollar amount of both fine and cost of supervision that is imposed.

• Receiving an alternative sentence.

• The total months of alternative sentence.

• Receiving a cost of supervision.

• Receiving a fine/cost of supervision or restitution amount.

• Receiving a fine/cost of supervision amount.

• Receiving home detention.

• Receiving an intermittent confinement.

• Total term of community confinement that is ordered in months.

• Total term of home detention ordered in months.

• Total term of intermittent confinement ordered in months.

• Receiving a prison sentence.

• Receiving supervised release.

• Total days of imprisonment ordered.

• The time in months that has already been served by the offender and is credited to him.

• The time in months that is granted to the offender.

• There is no fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution ordered.

• There is a fine/cost of supervision ordered but no restitution.

• There is both fine/cost of supervision and restitution ordered.

• There is no other type of sentence ordered.

• There is denial of federal benefits ordered.
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• There is an other unique sentence ordered.

• There is no prison or probation ordered.

• There is only a prison sentence ordered and no alternatives.

• The offender belongs to Zone A of the sentence table.

• The offender belongs to Zone B of the sentence table.

• The offender belongs to Zone D of the sentence table.

For all these variables we have that the dataset on which we produces our analysis has 23306
observations. Therefore approximately 30,73% of the observation are used. We also analysis the
variable which is about the total prison sentence in months whithout probation. For this variable
we had that after removing the observations which contain missing values, we are left with 18131
observation. This is approximately 23,91% of the observation. Further we analyzed the total
amount of time that is credited to the offender at the time of sentenicing. In this case we were
left wit 22163 observations, which is approximalty 29,22%. The last variable which we analyzed is
about the dollar value of the special assessment fee that is assigned by the court. For this variable
we analyzed 23081 observations, which is 30,44%.

For every outcome variable we did two analysis. The first analysis is with all the demographic
variables. The second analysis is with some of the demographic variables. The demographic vari-
ables can be put in the categories location, age, gender, race, nationality, education and other.

Location
To this category belongs the variable which tells us the probation office to which the offender
belongs, the district in which he/she is sentenced and in which judicial circuit he/she is sentenced.
The output of the variable about the probation office is depending on the district and therefore it
is difficult to interpret this variable. The variable about the judicial circuit to which to offender
belongs takes multiple districts together. Therefore we have chosen to only keep this variable in
the second analysis.

Age
To the category age belongs the variables about the age of the offender, the month of birth, the year
of birth and the category of age. In the last different years of age are taken together. Here we have
the categories: younger then 21, 21 thru 25, 26 thru 30, 31 thru 35, 36 thru 40, 41 thru 50 and older
then 50. For the second analysis we only include the variable which tells us the age of the offender.

Gender
This category includes only the variable which tells us the gender of the offender. This is also
included in the second analysis.

Race
To the category race we have a variable which tell us if the offender is hispanic or not. Also we
have a variable about the race of the offender. For this variable we have the distinction between:
White/Caucasian, Black/African American, American Indian/Alaskan native, Asian or Pacific
islander, Multi-racial, Other, Race not available in the documents and non-US American Indian.
The last variable in this categories includes both of the variables. It makes a distinction between:
White, Black, Hispanic and Other. In the second analysis we only included the last variable.

Nationality
The category nationality includes if the offender is a citizen of US or an alien. Where we made
a distriction between U.S. Citizen, Resident/legal Alien, Illegal Alien, Not a U.S Citizen/Alien
Status Unknown, Extradited Alien and no information in the data available. Another variable is
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only comparing US citizen with non-US citizen. Further we have a variable which tells us about
the country of citizenship of the offender. For the second analysis we excluded the variable which
only tells us if the offender is a US citizen or not.

Education
The last categorie is that of education. In this categorie we have two different variables where one
has a lot of different education categories and the other has some of the categories put together.
The first variable makes a distinction between: no schooling, actual years of elementary or high
school, high school graduate, one year of college, two years of college, three years of college, col-
lege graduate, general education diploma, trade or vocational degree, associates degree, graduate
degree, some elementary school, some high school, some trade or vocational school, some college,
some graduate school, military training and graduated middle school/junior high. The second
variable makes a distinction between: less than High School graduate, High School graduate,
Some college and College graduate. For the second analysis we have that only the second variable
is included.

Other
Further we have a variable which tells us how many persons supported the offender and the unique
identification number of the case. Both of these variables are included in the second analysis.

Also for all the continuous outcome variables we used a log transformation on the outcome vari-
ables. This is to improve the fit. Above we only mentioned the demographic variables and not the
crime related variables. We believe that a lot of these variables influence the sentence but they
or not of interest. Therefore we do not mention them in the report. But they are included in the
model. The reason for this is confounding which is explained below.

3 Confounding

Confounding variables are variables in a statistical model that influence the outcome but are not
of interest. They interact with the independent and dependent variable. In our investigation these
are the crime related variables. We are not interested in these variables but they influence the
penalty. It is logically that offenders who committed a murder are punished harder then offenders
who committed a robbery. Another example is that offenders who committed for the first time a
crime are punished softer then offenders who committed already multiple offenses.

Figure 1: independent, dependent, confounding variables [4]

For the independent variable we take D, which are the demographic variables, and for the depen-
dent variable S, which is the sentence variable. Further we let C be the crime related variables,
which are the confounding variables. We let M be the causal model that explains the cause-effect
relationships between the variables. We have in our case the model below.
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Figure 2: Our causal model.

To estimate the effect of D on S, we have to keep down the effects of the confounding variables
C, that influence both D and S. By d-separation we have that putting the parents of S which
are in C in the model blocks the path of node D to node S through C. This results in that there
goes no information from the demographic variables through the crime related variables to the
sentence variables. By [7] we have that C satisfy the back-door criterion relative to (S,D). This is
because S and D are d-separated with respect to C. Further we have that no descendant of S is
in C. Definition 2 of [7] tells us that given the two disjoint sets D and S we have that the causal
effect of D on S, which we denote by P (s|do(d)), is a function from D to the space of probability
distribution on S. By theorem 1 of [7] we have that because the subset of variables C, which are
the parents of S, satisfies the back-door criterion we have that the causal effect of D on S is given
by

P (s|do(d)) =
∑

c∈pac(s)

P (s|d, c)P (c) = Ec(P (s|d, c)). (1)

Where pac(s) means the parents of the variables in S which are in C. For linear regression we have
that S = β0 +βD+βc∈pac(s)Cc∈pac(s) + ε. Therefore by [7] we have that β = ∂E(S|do(d))/∂d. So
before we can find the influence of the demographic variables on the sentence variables we have to
find which of the crime related variables are the parents of the sentence variables. Also we need
to know how they influence the sentence.

4 Methodology

4.1 Lasso: Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator

We consider the regression data: Yi = XT
i β + ε, i = 1, . . . , n, where Yi is the outcome, Xi =

(xi1, . . . , xim)T is the ith row of the predictor variable matrix and β = (β1, . . . , βm)T is the
coefficient vector. Further is ε an independent and identical distributed random vector with a
normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ2. One way to estimate β is by using the
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimator, which minimizes the residual squared error. There are
two downsides to this method. Whereas OLS has a low bias, it often has a large variance. We
can improve this by shrinking the coefficients such that some of them become zero. Unfortunately
we are getting a little more bias by doing this, but the variance of the predicted values will be
reduced. The other downside is the interpretation. We often get a large model which is more
difficult to interpret than a smaller. Therefore when we have a lot of predictors, we want to find
a smaller subset of predictors which has the strongest influence. One way to improve the OLS
is by using Lasso which shrinks some of the coefficients and put the rest to zero. For Lasso it is
necessarily that the observations are independent or conditional independent given the predictors.
We also standardize the xij ’s, such that 1

n

∑
i xij = 0 and 1

n

∑
i x

2
ij = 1. We define the Lasso

estimate by [16]

(α̂, β̂) = argmin{
n∑
i=1

(Yi − α−
m∑
j=1

βjxij)
2} subject to

m∑
j=1

|βj | ≤ t. (2)

Here t ≥ 0 controls the amount of shrinking. If we solve the equation for all t then we see that
α̂ = Ȳ [16]. Because we can center the data, we can assume without loss of generality that Ȳ = 0,
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and therefore we omit α. Lets call the OLS estimator β̂o and t0 =
∑m
j=1 |β̂oj |. Then we have that

for all t < t0 the solution shrinks towards zero and some of the coefficients will become zero. If
t > t0 then we have that the lasso estimate is the same as the least square estimates [17]. The
definition of the Lasso estimate in (2) is equivalent to [17]

β̂lasso = argminβ{
1

2

n∑
i=1

(Yi −
m∑
j=1

xijβj)
2 + λ

m∑
j=1

|βj |}. (3)

Where λ ≥ 0 is the parameter that controls how much the coefficients should shrink. The param-
eter t or λ should be chosen so that it minimizes an estimate of the expected prediction error [17].
An algorithm that can be used for finding the Lasso estimate is by using LARS.

4.2 LARS: Least Angle Regression

To calculate the coefficients by using LARS we only need m steps. Further it is a pretty fast
algorithm. We start by putting all coefficient to zero. Then we look for the covariate, xj1 , that
has the largest correlation with the response. We will walk along this covariate until another
covariate, xj2 , has as much correlation with the response as the current residual. Next we walk
further in the direction of the equiangular between xj1 and xj2 . We walk in this direction until
a predictor xj3 has as much correlation as the residuals of the others. We shall then follow the

equiangular between xj1 , xj2 and xj3 . We will go on in this way until all the β̂j ’s are nonzero.

Now we understand what LARS does, but what means it mathematically? We start with µ̂ = Xβ̂,
where all β̂j ’s are zero. Then we build up this estimate by adding one covariate in each step until

all β̂j ’s are nonzero. For m = 2 covatiates we get the progress shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: LARS progress for 2 covariates.

Let c(µ̂) = XT (y − µ̂). We begin with µ̂0 = 0. We see in figure 3 that ȳ2 − µ̂0 makes a smaller
angle with x1 than x2, so c1(µ̂0) > c2(µ̂0). Therefore we let µ̂1 = µ̂0 + γ̂1x1. γ̂1 is chosen so that
ȳ2 − µ̂ is equally correlated with x1 as x2. In other words ȳ2 − µ̂1 bisects the angle between x1
and x2. We have in this case that c1(µ̂1) = c2(µ̂1). We get that µ̂2 = µ̂1 + γ̂2u2, where u2 is the
unit vector in the direction of the bisector and γ̂2 is chosen so that µ̂2 = ŷ2. In the case of m > 2
we would have γ̂2 smaller such that we get another change of direction.

We have now seen the case where we had 2 covariates. Let assume now that we have m co-
variate vectors x1, x2, . . . , xm which are linearly independent. Also let A be a subset of the indices
{1, 2, . . . ,m}. We define the matrix XA = (. . . sjxj . . . )j∈A, with the signs sj equal to ±1. We

also let GA = XT
AXA, and AA = (1TAG

−1
A 1A)−

1
2 , where 1A is a vector of 1’s with the same length
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as the size of A, let p be the size of A. Further is GA an p × p matrix and AA a scalar. We
also let uA = XAwA, with wA = AAG−1A 1A, which is a vector of length p and uA is a vector of
length n, which is the number of observations. uA makes equal angles, less than 90◦, with the
columns of XA and are of unit length. Therefore XT

AuA = XT
AXAAAG

−1
A 1A = GAAAG−1A 1A =

AAGAG−1A 1A = AA1A and ||uA||2 = 1.

We give now the full mathematical description of the LARS algorithm. We start with µ̂0 = 0
and build µ̂ up. We let µ̂A be the current LARS estimate. Also let ĉ = XT (y − µ̂A) be the
vector of current correlations, this means that ĉj = xTj (y − µ̂A) is proportional to the correlation
between covariates xj and the current residual vector. We let A be the active set for which the
indices corresponds to the covariates with the greatest absolute current correlations. Therefore
Ĉ = maxj{|ĉj |} and A = {j : |ĉj | = Ĉ}. We let sj = sign{ĉj} for j ∈ A. Next we compute
XA, AA and uA. Also we compute the inner product vector a = XT

AuA. The following step is to

update µ̂A, by µ̂A+ = µ̂A + γ̂uA. Here γ̂ = min+j∈Ac{ Ĉ−ĉj
AA−aj ,

Ĉ+ĉj
AA+aj

}, with min+ indicating the

minimum that is taken over only the positive components within each choice of j.

We define µ(γ) = µ̂A + γuA for γ > 0. The current correlation becomes cj(γ) = xTj (y − µ(γ)) =

ĉj − γaj for j ∈ A, which gives us that |cj(γ)| = Ĉ − γAA, so all of the maximal absolute cur-
rent correlations decrease equally. For j ∈ Ac we have that cj(γ) equals the maximal value at

γ =
Ĉ−ĉj
AA−aj . −cj(γ) which is the current correlation for the reversed covariate −xj , has its max-

imum at
Ĉ+ĉj
AA+aj

[2]. This gives us that γ̂ is the smallest positive value of γ for which some new

index ĵ enters the active set. The new active set becomes A+ = A ∪ ĵ and the new maximum
absolute correlation Ĉ+ = Ĉ − γ̂AA.

The successive LARS estimate µ̂A always approach but never reach the ordinary least square
estimates. There is an exception at the last stage, because A contains all covariates we have that

γ̂ is not defined. In this case the algorithm takes γ̂ = Ĉ
AA

, making µ̂A = ȳm and β̂m equal to the
ordinary leas square estimate for the full set of m covariates.

4.3 The relationship between Lasso and LARS

We let β̂ be the Lasso solution, with µ̂ = Xβ̂. Then the sign of β̂j must agree with sj . So

sign(β̂j) = sign(ĉj) = sj . Suppose completed a LARS step with the new active set A and the

LARS estimate µ̂A which corresponds to a Lasso solution µ̂ = Xβ̂. We define d̂ = sjwA for j ∈ A
and zero elsewhere. So d̂, which is a vector of length m, moves in the positive γ direction along
the LARS line (µ(γ) = µ̂A+γuA). We have that µ(γ) = Xβ(γ) where βj(γ) = β̂j +γd̂j for j ∈ A.

Therefore βj(γ) will change sign at γj =
−β̂j

d̂j
. The first time is at γ̃ = minγj>0{γj}, for covariate

xj̃ . If non of the γj > 0 than γ̃ is infinity and if γ̃ < γ̂ than βj(γ) cannot be a Lasso solution
for γ > γ̃, because the sign restriction has then be violated. This is because βj̃(γ) has changed
sign and cj̃(γ) has not, the continuous cj̃(γ) cannot change sign within a single LARS step since

|cj̃(γ)| = Ĉ − γAA > 0.

If we want to use the LARS algorithm for calculating the Lasso estimate, then we need to change
it a bit. If γ̃ < γ̂, then we stop the LARS step at γ = γ̃ and remove j̃ in the next active set. So
µ̂A+ = µ̂A+ γ̃uA and A+ = A−{j̃}. In the LARS progress the active sets A grows monotonically
larger but for the Lasso modification it is also allowed that A decreases. Using this modification
of the LARS and the assumption that the increase and decrease of the active set never involve
more than one index j, we have that the LARS algorithm gives us all Lasso solutions. This is
known as theorem 1 of [2].
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4.3.1 Proof theorem 1

Theorem 1 [2]: Under the Lasso modification, and assuming the ’one at a time’, the LARS algo-
rithm yields all Lasso solutions.

In this proof we use lemma 4 of [2]. Suppose we completed step k − 1 of LARS, with esti-
mate µ̂k−1 and active set Ak for step k, where covariate xk is the newest addition to the active
set. Then by lemma 4 we have that if xk is the only addition at the end of step k − 1, then the
kth component of wk, wkk, has the same sign as the current correlation ckk = xTk (y− µ̂k−1). This

gives us that, the kth component of β̂k, β̂kk, has the same sign as ckk.

The proof of theorem 1 is by induction. We start at β̂0 = 0. Then we follow the LARS-Lasso al-
gorithm and will show that at every step the calculated estimate must satisfy the Lasso definition.
Suppose that β̂, which is our Lasso and our LARS-Lasso solution, has strictly appeared in a
LARS-Lasso step. This gives us that A0 is empty and therefore A cannot change its current
value. This means that the equivalence between Lasso and LARS-Lasso must continue the end
of the step. By the one-at-a-time assumption we have that at a LARS-Lasso breakpoint, A0 has
exactly one element, which we call j0, Therefore A is equal to A1 or A10.

We have two cases. The first is where j0 has been added and the second is where j0 has been
removed form A. Suppose j0 has been added to {|ĉj | = Ĉ}. Then we have by lemma 4 that
sign(wj0) = sign(ĉj0). Therefore the Lasso choice A = A10 is in agreement with the LARS-Lasso
algorithm. We now assume that j0 has been deleted form the active set. Therefore we can not
have A = A10, because then we would have the same wA as in the previous LARS-Lasso step.
This is not possible because we know that this step was stopped to prevent a sign contradiction
at coordinate j0. Therefore we have A = A1, which is in agreement with the Lasso modification
of LARS. And thereby is the proof of theorem 1 completed.

In theorem 1 we have assumed the one-at-a-time condition but the LARS-Lasso algorithm is
also available if this condition does not hold. Unfortunately this gives us some additional compu-
tation. If for example we assume that two new elements j1 and j2 are added to {|ĉj | = Ĉ}, which
gives us A0 = {j1, j2}. We can have that A10 does not violate sign(wA) 6= sign(ĉj) and therefore
we have that A = A10. Otherwise we have to examine both of the possibilities A = A1 ∪{j1} and
A = A1 ∪ {j2}, to find the one that gives us the smallest value of AA.

4.4 Group Lasso

To implement a categorical variable we have to change the vector to a matrix of zeros and ones
with each column representing another level of the categorical variable. If we use lasso then every
level of the categorical variable is seen as an individual variable. So we keep some of the levels in
the model and others not. But it is also possible to put the whole variable, so all the levels, in the
model or not. This can be done with the use of group lasso.

We consider the regression problem that has J factors. So we have Y =
∑J
j=1Xjβj + ε. Here we

have that the response vector Y is a vector of length n, ε ∼ Nn(0, σ2I) and Xj is an n×pj matrix
of predictors which corresponds to the jth factor. Further is βj a coefficient vector of length pj ,
where j = 1, . . . , J . The predictor matrix is orthonormalized so we have that XT

j Xj = Ipj .

We denote by X = (X1, X2, . . . , XJ) and β = (βT1 , β
T
2 , . . . , β

T
J )T . Therefore we have that

Y = Xβ + ε. So we have that the lasso estimator is

β̂LASSO(λ) = argminβ(||Y −Xβ||2 + λ||β||l1) (4)

Where λ is the tuning parameter and || · ||l1 is the l1-norm [11].

We are going to use the following notation. Let η be a vector of real values of length d where
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d ≥ 1. Further let the matrix K be a symmetric d × d positive definite matrix. Then we denote
by ||η||K = (ηTKη)

1
2 . For K being the identity matrix we omit the subscript. For given positive

definite matrices K1, . . . ,KJ , the group lasso estimate β is defined to be the minimizer of

1

2
||Y −

J∑
j=1

Xjβj ||2 + λ

J∑
j=1

||βj ||Kj
(5)

Here is λ ≥ 0 a tuning parameter [11]. If we take p1 = . . . = pJ = 1 then this equation becomes
the same as that of the lasso. The penalty function that is used is between the l1-penalty of the
lasso and the l2-penalty of the ridge regression (which is not discussed in this paper). There are a
lot of reasonable choices for the matrices Kjs. An obvious one is to take Kj = Ipj for j = 1, . . . , J .
In [11] they choose Kj = pjIpj . With this choice of Kj we have that according to [11] that a
neccessary and sufficient condition for β = (βT1 , . . . , β

T
J )T to be a minimizer of (5) is

−XT
j (Y −Xβ) +

λβj
√
pj

||βj ||
= 0 ∀βj 6= 0 (6)

and
|| −XT

j (Y −Xβ)|| ≤ λ√pj ∀βj = 0 (7)

Let Sj = XT
j (Y −Xβ−j), where β−j = (βT1 , . . . , β

T
j−1, 0

T , βTj+1, . . . , β
T
J ). This gives us

−XT
j (Y −Xβ) = −XT

j (Y −Xβ−j −Xjβj)

= −XT
j (Y −Xβ−j) + βj

= −Sj + βj .

For βj 6= 0 we have that −XT
j (Y −Xβ) +

λβj
√
pj

||βj || = 0. Therefore −Sj + βj +
λ
√
pj

||βj || βj = 0. So we

have that (1 +
λ
√
pj

||βj || )βj = Sj . Therefore

βj =
1

(1 +
λ
√
pj

||βj || )
Sj

=
1

||βj ||+λ
√
pj

||βj ||

Sj

=
||βj ||

||βj ||+ λ
√
pj
Sj .

Further we have the following

||Sj || = ||βj +XT
j (Y −Xβ)||

=
√

(βj +XT
j (Y −Xβ))T (βj +XT

j (Y −Xβ))

=
√
βTj βj + βTj X

T
j (Y −Xβ) + (Y −Xβ)TXjβj + (Y −Xβj)T (Y −Xβ)
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and because for βj 6= 0 we have that XT
j (Y −Xβ) =

λβj
√
pj

||βj || . By substitution we get

||Sj || =

√
βTj βj + βTj

λβj
√
pj

||βj ||
+ (

λβj
√
pj

||βj ||
)Tβj + (

λβj
√
pj

||βj ||
)T (

λβj
√
pj

||βj ||
)

=

√
βTj βj +

λ
√
pj

||βj ||
βTj βj +

λ
√
pj

||βj ||
βTj βj +

λ2pj
||βj ||2

βTj βj

=

√
βTj βj(1 + 2

λ
√
pj

||βj ||
+

λ2pj
||βj ||2

)

=
√
βTj βj ·

√
(
λ
√
pj

||βj ||
+ 1)2

= ||βj || · (1 +
λ
√
pj

||βj ||
) = ||βj ||+ λ

√
pj .

Therefore we have that ||βj || = ||Sj || − λ
√
pj . So for the equation of βj we get

βj =
||βj ||

||βj ||+ λ
√
pj
Sj

=
||Sj || − λ

√
pj

||Sj || − λ
√
pj + λ

√
pj
Sj

=
||Sj || − λ

√
pj

||Sj ||
Sj

= (1−
λ
√
pj

||Sj ||
)Sj .

For βj = 0 we have that || − XT
j (Y − Xβ)|| ≤ λ

√
pj . Therefore || − Sj + βj || ≤ λ

√
pj . So we

need that ||Sj || ≤ λ
√
pj . If we take in the solution of βj for βj 6= 0, with βj = 0 then we get

(1 − λ
√
pj

||Sj || )Sj = 0. So we need that 1 − λ
√
pj

||Sj || = 0. Therefore ||Sj || = λ
√
pj . So this equation for

βj holds also for βj = 0.

So the solution of the necessary and sufficient condition for β are βj = (1 − λ
√
pj

||Sj || )Sj , for each

j = 1, . . . , J .

4.4.1 ”Multiresponse” Lasso

Sometimes we are interested in multiresponse regression. Where we have an n×m response matrix
Y , an n× p covariate matrix X and β is a p×m matrix. If we believe that the response variables
have roughly the same subset of covariates, then we like to use lasso on the whole response matrix
to find which covariates are important for all response variables. For this problem we can use a
version of lasso that is based on the group-lasso idea. Here we use the group-penalty of the lasso
on the rows of β instead of on the columns. Therefore we have to solve

β̂ = argminβ
1

2
||Y −Xβ||22 + λ

p∑
k=1

||βk·||2 (8)

Where βk· is the kth row of β [13]. We can find this minimum by minimize it one row at a time.
We consider a single βk· and fix all βj· for j 6= k. Further let R−k = Y −

∑
j 6=kX·jβj· be the

partial residual, where X·j refers to the jth column of X. Recall that Xj· refers to the jth row of
X. So we have to solve

min
1

2
||R−k −X·kβk·||22 + λ||βk·||2 (9)
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This is the same as taking the derivative with respect to βk· of
1
2 (||R−k||22 − RT−kX·kβk· − βTk·XT

·kR−k + ||X·kβk·||22) + λ||βk·||2. Therefore we have that β̂k· must
satisfy

||X·k||22β̂Tk· −XT
·kR−k + λS(β̂k·) = 0 (10)

Here

S(β̂k·)

{
= β̂k·
||β̂k·||2

, if a 6= 0

∈ {u s.t ||u||2 ≤ 1}, if a = 0
(11)

Therefore we have that

β̂k· =
1

||X·k||22

(
1− λ

||XT
·kR−k||2

)
+
XT
·kR−k (12)

here (a)+ = max(0, a).

An algorithm for calculating this estimator is as following. We start with β = β0 and R = Y −Xβ0.
Then we iterate for k = 1, . . . , p until convergence is reached. In every iteration we have three
steps.
Step 1: We update Rk by Rk = R+X·kβk·.

Step 2: We update βk· by β̂k· = 1
||X·k||22

(
1 − λ

||XT
·kR−k||2

)
+
XT
·kR−k. When ||XT

·kR−k||2 ≤ λ then

we update β̂k· by putting it equal to zero.
Step 3: We update R by R = R−k −X·kβk·.

5 Results

In this section we shall present our results. In the appendix B you can find the results for all the
outcome variables. This are the variables which represent the sentence that the offenders received.
We choose to not include these results here, because we have analyzed a lot of outcome variables
and otherwise it become to large and not readable at all. First we look only at the marginale
imputation. After that we shall present the results for joint imputation, where the outcome is a
matrix.

5.1 Marginale analysis

For choosing the best model we used multiple methods. For the outcome variable which are
continuous we used both AIC and BIC. For the binary outcome variable we used cross-validation
in the way it is implemented in the glmnet function of R. For the marginale analysis we did two
different analysis. The first analysis was with every demographic variable. On the whole, we did
not find a pattern. We saw that some variable where more of influence then others. But the way
of influence did not have a pattern for most of the demographics. Further we have that for some
demographics the results where contradictory. The cause of this can be that multiple variables of
one category of demographic variables where present. For example two variables about education
with different range. Because we cannot say much about the first analysis, these result are not
include here. But they can be found in appendix B. For the second analysis we have chosen one
or two variables from every category as mentioned in section 2. Below we present our results for
every category.

Location

For the location we used the variable that divide all the district into 12 judicial circuits. The map
for the different judicial circuits is below. Circuit 0 which is Washington D.C. is not visible in the
map.
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Figure 4

The sentence variable which where not influenced by the judicial circuit are the number of months
of imprisonment ordered, the total prison sentence in months without probation, total months of
alternative sentence, receiving an intermittent confinement and receiving no prison nor probation.
Below we have the table with the lasso coefficients for every sentence variable and judicial circuit.
Where the empty places means that this judicial circuit was not of influence.
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Receiving
probation

-1,22 -0,23 0,43 -0,28 0,15 -0,31 0,45 -0,51

Dollar
amount
for fine
and cost
of super-
vision for
AIC

0,05 0,99 0,18 -0,02 0,43 -0,02 0,10 -0,04

Dollar
amount
for fine
and cost
of super-
vision for
BIC

0,90 0,11 0,35 -0,01 0,03 -0,03

Time
credited

0,57 0,66 -0,09

Receiving
alter-
native
sentenc-
ing

0,45 0,20 -0,01 -0,16 0,02 -0,06 0,11
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Receiving
cost of
supervi-
sion

0,40 -0,43 -0,04 -0,55 0,36

Receiving
fine/cost
of super-
vision or
restitu-
tion

-0,06 1,56 0,18 0,58 -0,12 0,85 0,43 -0,14

Receiving
fine/cost
of super-
vision

0,03 1,51 0,45 -0,10 0,98 -0,17 -0,20 0,29 -0,13

Receiving
home
detention

0,33 -0,12 -0,24 -0,06 -0,24 -0,14

Months
of com-
munity
confine-
ment for
AIC

0,03 -0,02 -0,02 -0,02 -0,01 0,01 0,01 0,07 0,01 -0,02

Months
of com-
munity
confine-
ment for
BIC

0,06

Months
of home
detention
for AIC

0,03 0,001 -0,01 -0,02

Months
of home
detention
for BIC

0,01

Months
of inter-
mittent
confine-
ment for
AIC

0,001 0,003 -0,001

Receiving
prison
sentence

1,21 0,21 -0,40 0,29 -0,16 0,33 -0,03 -0,07 0,11

Receiving
super-
vised
release

1,02 -0,25 0,34 -0,05 0,05 -0,05 0,28 -0,50 0,26
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Days of
imprison-
ment for
AIC

0,02 0,02 -0,001 0,02 -0,003 0,005 -0,004 0,08 0,003

Days of
imprison-
ment for
BIC

0,06

Months
that are
already
served
and cred-
ited for
AIC

0,57 0,12 0,62 0,07 -0,01 -0,01 0,06 0,06 -0,02

Months
that are
already
served
and cred-
ited for
BIC

0,40 0,03 0,56 -0,06

Months
that are
granted
under
5G1.3 for
AIC

0,005

Dollar
value
of the
special
assess-
ment fee
for AIC

0,11 0,08 0,06 -0,02 -0,06 -0,51 0,06

Dollar
value
of the
special
assess-
ment fee
for BIC

0,09 0,07 0,04 -0,02 -0,05 -0,50 0,05

Receiving
no
fine/cost
of super-
vision,
nor resti-
tution

0,07 -1,56 -0,18 -0,57 0,12 -0,86 -0,43 0,14
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Receiving
fine/cost
of super-
vision or
restitu-
tion

0,17 1,72 0,52 -0,04 1,24 -0,01 0,50 -0,11

Receiving
both
fine/cost
of super-
vision
and resti-
tution

-0,47 0,34 -0,27 0,68 0,02 0,26 -0,56 -0,11 -0,09

Receiving
no other
type of
sentence

0,83 0,61 1,04 0,62 -1,72 -0,23 0,33 0,44 1,69 -0,63

Receiving
denial of
federal
benefits

-0,70 -1,20 -1,46 -0,84 0,12 1,83 0,36 -1,12 -0,50 -2,05 0,50

Receiving
other
unique
sentence

-0,78 0,47 -0,06 1,08 -0,51 0,42

Receiving
only
prison

-0,21 0,25 0,19 -0,20 -0,10 0,08

Belonging
to zone A

1,48 0,07 -0,12 -0,62

Belonging
to zone B

0,18 -0,24 0,58 0,03

Belonging
to zone D

-0,14 -0,19 -0,30 0,33 0,01 -0,50

For the sentences involving money we have that circuit 0 only appears ones where it reduces the
chance of getting both fine/cost of supervision and restitution. Further circuit 10 and 11 is present
in all cases except for receiving cost of supervision, but they switch randomly from positive to
negative. Circuit 7 appears in all cases except one and circuit 3 appears in all cases where it is only
one time negative. The other circuits appears four to six times of the eight different sentence vari-
ables about money. It seems that the place of sentencing influence the sentence involving money
a lot but we cannot find a pattern. Therefore we believe that the influence appears randomly.

If we look at sentencing other then cost and prison we see that also here circuit 10 and 11 are
in almost every case present but appears randomly. Further circuit 0 appears in eight of the
ten cases. Where we see that offenders in this circuit receive less often probation and denial of
federal benefits. For the other sentences it has a positive influence. Also here are a lot of circuits
influencing the sentence but it appears randomly.

If we look only to prison related sentences we can not say anything. We have that a lot of
circuits influence the sentence but totally random. Further there are not any circuits that appears
in almost all cases or almost never. So we conclude that the circuit of sentencing influence the
sentence randomly for all types of sentencing.
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Age

We have that the age is not of influence on the following sentence variables: Receiving an alter-
native sentence, receiving home detention, receiving intermittent confinement, total term of home
detention, total term of intermittent confinement, the time that is already served and is credited
to the offender, no other type of sentences ordered, receiving denial of federal benefits, no prison
or probation ordered, beloning to zone B and beloning to zone D of the sentencing table. The
table below gives the lasso coefficient for the variable age.

Sentence Age

Months of imprisonment -0,009
Receiving probation 0,010
Dollar amount for fine and cost of supervision for AIC 0,007
Dollar amount for fine and cost of supervision for BIC 0,006
Total prison sentence 0,003
Time credited 0,00001
Months of alternative sentence 0,003
Receiving cost of supervision 0,009
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution 0,008
Receiving fine/cost of supervision 0,011
Months of community confinement for AIC -0,0003
Months of community confinement for BIC -0,0002
Months of home detention for AIC 0,024
Months of home detention for BIC 0,020
Receiving prison sentence -0,009
Receiving supervised release -0,010
Days of imprisonment for AIC -0,0002
Months that are granted under 5G1.3 for AIC -0,00005
Months that are granted under 5G1.3 for BIC -0,00004
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for AIC 0,001
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for BIC 0,001
Receiving no fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution -0,008
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution 0,010
Receiving both fine/cost of supervision and restitution 0,017
Receiving other unique sentence 0,002
Receiving only prison -0,005
Belonging to zone A -0,003

If we look at the variable involving money we see that older offender receive more often a money
sentence and they also receive a higher amount. Further older offender need less often to prison
and receive less months/days of imprisonment. They get also less often only a prison sentence.
Furthermore they receive less time granted. Looking to alternative sentence we see that older
offender receive more often probation and more months of alternative sentence. Also the receive
more months of home detention and more often a unique alternative sentence. But they receive
less often supervised release and less months of community confinement.

Gender

The following sentence variables are not influenced by gender: Receiving an intermittent confine-
ment, Total term of intermittent confinement, receiving denial of federal benefits, receiving no
prison or probation and belonging to zone A of the sentencing table. The table below gives the
lasso coefficients for the variable gender.
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Sentence Gender

Months of imprisonment -1,110
Receiving probation 0,341
Dollar amount for fine and cost of supervision for AIC -0,175
Dollar amount for fine and cost of supervision for BIC -0,130
Total prison sentence -0,491
Time credited 0,130
Receiving alternative sentencing 0,187
Months of alternative sentence 0,155
Receiving cost of supervision 0,179
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution -0,102
Receiving fine/cost of supervision -0,0294
Receiving home detention 0,213
Months of community confinement for AIC 0,008
Months of home detention for AIC 0,035
Months of home detention for BIC 0,024
Receiving prison sentence -0,345
Receiving supervised release -0,189
Days of imprisonment for AIC 0,013
Months that are already served and credited for AIC 0,049
Months that are already served and credited for BIC 0,009
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for AIC -0,051
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for BIC -0,041
Receiving no fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution 0,102
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution -0,282
Receiving both fine/cost of supervision and restitution -0,277
Receiving no other type of sentence 0,014
Receiving other unique sentence -0,246
Receiving only prison -0,396
Belonging to zone B 0,042
Belonging to zone D 0,013

If we look at sentencing involving money we see that female offenders receive less often a money
sentence and also a smaller amount of money. But they pay more often a cost of supervision.
If we look to alternative sentences we see that female offenders receive more often an alternative
sentence and also more months of alternative sentence. Further female offenders need less often to
prison and also for a smaller time period. Furthermore they get more often probation and more
time credited.

Race

The race is not of influence on the following sentence variables: The number of months of im-
prisonment, the total prison sentence in months without probation, total months of alternative
sentences, receiving an intermittent confinement, total term of home detention, total term of in-
termittent confinement, no prison or probation ordered and belonging to zone B of the sentencing
table. Below is the table of the lasso coefficients for the race.
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Sentence White Black Hispanic Other Unknown

Receiving probation 0,026 -0,033 -0,854
Dollar amount for fine and cost
of supervision for AIC

0,0798 -0,076 0,108

Dollar amount for fine and cost
of supervision for BIC

0,069 -0,048 0,051

Time credited -0,077
Receiving alternative sentencing 0,020
Receiving cost of supervision -0,068 0,203 -0,033
Receiving fine/cost of supervi-
sion or restitution

0,318 -0,075 0,240

Receiving fine/cost of supervi-
sion

0,105 -0,195 0,122

Receiving home detention -0,115
Months of community confine-
ment for AIC

0,003 -0,004 0,016

Receiving prison sentence -0,019 0,046 0,291
Receiving supervised release 0,115 -0,010 0,389
Days of imprisonment for AIC 0,004 -0,007 0,009
Months that are already served
and credited for AIC

0,004 -0,020 0,001

Months that are granted under
5G1.3 for AIC

-0,002

Dollar value of the special assess-
ment fee for AIC

0,014 -0,075 0,031

Dollar value of the special assess-
ment fee for BIC

0,009 -0,078 0,006

Receiving no fine/cost of super-
vision, nor restitution

-0,315 0,074 -0,242

Receiving fine/cost of supervi-
sion or restitution

0,111 -0,097 0,129

Receiving both fine/cost of su-
pervision and restitution

0,059 -0,510 0,073

Receiving no other type of sen-
tence

-0,111 0,215

Receiving denial of federal bene-
fits

0,049 -0,308

Receiving other unique sentence -1,229 0,466 -0,162
Receiving only prison -0,038 0,014 0,561
Belonging to zone A 0,111
Belonging to zone D 0,286 -0,209

If we look at sentences involving money we see that white offenders and offenders of type other
need more often to pay some cost and also a higher amount. Further we see that black offenders
need less often to pay a cost. If we look at prison sentence then we see that hispanic offender need
more often to prison and are getting less time credited. Further black offenders need less often
to prison and get more time granted that has already been served. For the alternative sentence
variables we see that the race influence the sentence, but there is not a pattern.

Nationality

For this category we have two variables. One which tells us the status of citizenship and the other
the country of citizenship. We include only the table for the status of citizenship because the other
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would be to large. For the status of citizenship we have that they do not influence the following
sentence variables: The number of months of imprisonment ordered, the total prison sentence
in months without probation, the total amount of time credited to the offender, total months of
alternative sentences, receiving intermittent confinement, total term of intermittent confinement,
time granted under paragraph 5G1.3, no prison or probation ordered and belonging to zone B of
the sentencing table. Below is the table with the lasso coefficient for the status of citizenship.
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Receiving probation 0,671 -0,810 -1,740
Dollar amount for fine and cost
of supervision for AIC

0,114 -0,038 0,054

Dollar amount for fine and cost
of supervision for BIC

0,089 -0,025

Receiving alternative sentencing 0,809 -1,025
Receiving cost of supervision 0,719 -0,442
Receiving fine/cost of supervi-
sion or restitution

0,609 -0,514

Receiving fine/cost of supervi-
sion

0,644 -0,527

Receiving home detention 0,561 -1,081
Months of community confine-
ment for AIC

-0,126 -0,270 -0,263 -0,295

Months of home detention for
AIC

0,024 -0,014

Months of home detention for
BIC

0,020 -0,011

Receiving prison sentence -0,599 0,946 1,025
Receiving supervised release 0,291 -1,198 0,221 -1,392
Days of imprisonment for AIC -0,026 0,019 -0,007 -0,007
Months that are already served
and credited for AIC

0,009 -0,004 0,040

Dollar value of the special assess-
ment fee for AIC

-0,004 0,103

Dollar value of the special assess-
ment fee for BIC

0,060

Receiving no fine/cost of super-
vision, nor restitution

-0,610 0,511

Receiving fine/cost of supervi-
sion or restitution

0,621 -0,566

Receiving both fine/cost of su-
pervision and restitution

1,012

Receiving no other type of sen-
tence

0,367 -0,988 0,222

Receiving denial of federal bene-
fits

-0,373 0,074 1,156

Receiving other unique sentence 0,360 -0,303
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Receiving only prison -0,939 0,973 0,023
Belonging to zone A -0,480
Belonging to zone D -0,431

For the citizenship we see that offenders that are U.S. citizen receive more often probation, and
alternative sentences. Also they receive more often home detention and more months of home
detention. Further the receive more often a sentence involving money and also a higher amount
of money. Furthermore they receive less often a prison sentence. For illegal alien this is the other
way around. The other types of non-U.S. citizenships occur not often enough to say that they
influence a certain type of sentences.

The country of citizenship does not influence the following sentence variables: The number of
months of imprisonment ordered, the total prison sentence without probation, the total amount
of time credited to the offender, total months of alternative sentences, receiving an intermittent
confinement, receiving an other unique sentence and no prison nor probation ordered. For this
variable we look to the maps in appendix B. If we compare all maps we can see that a lot of
countries influence the sentence but it seems random.

Education

The following sentence variables are not influenced by the education of the offender: The number
of months of imprisonment ordered, the total prison sentence without probation, the total amount
of time credited to the offender, total months of alternative sentences, receiving an intermittent
confinement, total term of community confinement, total term of intermittent confinement, the
amount of time already served and credited to the offender, time granted under paragraph 5G1.3
and no prison nor probation ordered. Below we have the table with lasso coefficients for the edu-
cation.
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Receiving probation 0,070 0,045 0,565
Dollar amount for fine and cost of supervision for AIC -0,014 0,071 0,347
Dollar amount for fine and cost of supervision for BIC -0,012 0,034 0,292
Receiving alternative sentencing -0,054 0,156 0,209
Receiving cost of supervision -0,090 0,207 0,418
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution -0,076 0,132 0,219 -0,350
Receiving fine/cost of supervision -0,112 0,123 0,449 -0,293
Receiving home detention -0,195 0,004 0,139
Months of home detention for AIC -0,014 0,014
Months of home detention for BIC -0,007
Receiving prison sentence -0,067 0,007 -0,040 -0,489
Receiving supervised release -0,022 -0,760
Days of imprisonment for AIC 0,009 0,010
Months that are already served and credited for AIC -0,004 0,015 -0,064
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for AIC -0,016
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for BIC -0,009
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Receiving no fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution 0,075 -0,130 -0,214 0,366
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution -0,089 0,153 0,502 -0,231
Receiving both fine/cost of supervision and restitution -0,275 0,345
Receiving no other type of sentence -0,102
Receiving denial of federal benefits 0,132
Receiving other unique sentence 0,518 -0,273
Receiving only prison -0,054 -0,181
Belonging to zone A -0,199 0,117 0,082
Belonging to zone B 0,116 0,117
Belonging to zone D -0,330 0,023

If we look at sentencing involving money we see that offenders with less then High School graduate
receive less often this type of sentencing and also a lower amount of money. Offenders with some
college or college graduate receive it more often and also a higher amount. Further we have tot
High school graduate and college graduate offenders receive more often alternative sentence and
probation and offenders with less then High School less often. Furthermore offenders with some
college need more often to prison and offenders who are High School graduate less often.

Other

In this category of demographic variables we have two different variables. The first is about the
number of people who support the offender. The second is the unique case number that is as-
signed to the offender. For the number of people who support the offender we have that the
following sentence variables are not influenced by them: The number of months of imprisonment
ordered, the total prison sentence in months without probation, the total amount of time credited
to the offender, receiving an alternative sentence, total months of alternative sentence, receiving
the cost of supervision, receiving an intermittent confinement, total term of home detention or-
dered, the number of days of imprisonment, the amount of time already served and credited to
the offender, time granted under paragraph 5G1.3, receiving both fine/cost of supervision and
restitution, receiving denial of federal benefits, no prison nor probation ordered, belonging to zone
B and belonging to zone D of the sentencing table. Below is the table with lasso coefficients for
the number of people who support the offender.

Sentence Number of people who support the offender

Receiving probation -0,0008
Dollar amount for fine and cost of supervision for AIC -0,0069
Dollar amount for fine and cost of supervision for BIC -0,0001
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution -0,0310
Receiving fine/cost of supervision -0,0295
Receiving home detention 0,00261
Months of community confinement for AIC -0,0020
Months of intermittent confinement for AIC 0,0005
Receiving prison sentence 0,0025
Receiving supervised release 0,0116
Days of imprisonment for AIC -0,00000007
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for AIC 0,0073
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for BIC 0,0049
Receiving no fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution 0,0310
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution -0,036
Receiving no other type of sentence 0,0248
Receiving other unique sentence -0,298
Receiving only prison 0,0139
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Belonging to zone A -0,0978

We have that there are only a few sentences influenced by this variable. Looking to the money
related sentences we see that offenders who are supported by more people receive less often a
money sentence. Further they receive more often a prison sentence. For the alternative sentences
we do not see a pattern. Also we see that most influence are small. Therefore we believe that the
number of people who support the offender is not affecting the judges.

The table below is about the lasso coefficients for the unique case number. We have that the
following sentence variables are not influenced by this number: The number of months of impris-
onment ordered, the total dollar amount of both fine and cost of supervision, the total prison
sentence in months without probation, the total amount of time credited to the offender, receiving
an alternative sentence, total months of alternative sentence, receiving an intermittent confine-
ment, total term of community confinement ordered, total term of home detention ordered, total
term of intermittent confinement ordered, time granted under paragraph 5G1.3, receiving both
fine/cost of supervision and restitution, receiving other unique sentence, no prison nor probation
ordered, only a prison sentence ordered, belonging to zone A, belonging to zone B and belonging
to zone D of the sentencing table.

Sentence Unique case number

Receiving probation 0,000001
Receiving cost of supervision -0,000003
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution -0,000002
Receiving fine/cost of supervision -0,000001
Receiving home detention -0,0000003
Receiving prison sentence -0,0000009
Receiving supervised release 0,0000008
Days of imprisonment for AIC -0,00000007
Months that are already served and credited for AIC 0,0000004
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for AIC -0,0000004
Dollar value of the special assessment fee for BIC -0,0000002
Receiving no fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution 0,000001
Receiving fine/cost of supervision or restitution -0,000002
Receiving no other type of sentence -0,000004
Receiving denial of federal benefits 0,000005

For the unique case number we see that the influences are very small. Also a lot of sentence
variables are not influenced by the case number. For the sentences that are influenced by the case
number we have that offenders with a higher case number receive less often a money sentence.
Further they receive less often a prison sentence and get more months credited that has already
been served. For the alternative sentences we do not see any pattern. But do to the many sentences
that are not influences by the case number and that the influences that occur are very small we
believe that the unique case number do not affect the judges.

5.2 Joint Analysis

Here we put all the continuous outcome variables together and analyzed it as a whole. We shall
only say if the influence is negative or positive. The influence on POOFFICE0, POOFFICE1,
POOFFICE2, POOFFICE5, POOFFICE6, POOFFICE7, POOFFICE8,POOFFICE9 are posi-
tive. Further POOFFICE4, POOFFICEE and POOFFICEG have negative influence. This holds
also for older offenders. Below stand the maps of the district of sentencing. Here a plus means
positive and minus means negative. Further we have for CIRCDIST that Puerto rico and Hawaii
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are positive and Virgin island, Alaska, Guam and northern mariana islands are negative. For
DISTRICT we have that puerto rico is positive and Virgin islands, Alaska, Guam and northern
mariana islands are negative.

Further offenders that are US citizen and extradited alien have a negative influence. Further we
have that resident/legal alien and illegal alien are positive. Below we have the map of the country
of citizenship. Here the green countries have a positive influence and the red a negative.

The birthday month has a positive influence. Offenders with no schooling, 6th grade, 8th grade,
9th grade, one year of college, two years of college, general education diploma, associates degree,
some trade or vocational school, some graduate school and military training has a positive influ-
ence. In against 1st grade, 2nd grade, 3th grade, 7th grade, 10th grade, high school graduate, trade
of vocational degree, graduate degree, some elementary school, some high school and education
unknown has a negative influence. Offenders of whom information on hispanic origin not available
has a negative influence. Further circuit 0 (dark green), 2 (red), 3(orange), 9(deeppink) and 10
(brown) are negative and circuit 5 (blue), 6(navy), 8(pink) and 11 (gold) are positive. Offenders
that are black/african american, american indian/alaskan native, asian or paicific islander, multi-
racial and information not available have a positive influence. Further race other is negative. Also
female have a negative influence. Offenders with less than high school graduate have a positive
influence. Further some college, college graduate or education unknown is negative. Also white
offenders have a negative influence. Offenders with more people supporting him have a positive
influence. The age categories less than 21, 21 thru 25, 31 thru 35 are negative. Further 26 thru
30, 36 thru 40 and 41 thru 50 are positive. Also a higher birthday year has a positive influence
and a higher unique case number has a negative influence.

We see that almost all the demographic variables are of influence. It is hard to say anything
about it. For this analyses we put all the continuous variables together. But for some variables
we have that a positive influence means a harder punishment. In against for other variables we
have that a positive influence is in favor of the offender.

6 Fit of the models

In this section we shall talk about the fit of the model. In appendix C we have all the QQ plots
and Residual plots for the outcome variables. In appendix D we have the p-values for the chi
square test. For the continuous variables we have here presented the p-values for the F test which
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is given in the summary of the lm function of R. What stand out is that the p-value for the F
test gives us in all the cases 2.2 × 10−16. Therefore according to the F test we have that the
variables used in the model are significant. By the chi square test we have that most models
doesn’t fit the data. The following models fits the data according to the chi square test. For the
second analysis we have that for BIC the model for the total dollar amount of both fine and cost
of supervision that is imposed fits the data. The models for the total prison sentence in months
without alternative confinements fits the data also. For the first analysis the models for the total
months of an alternative sentence fits the data. The models for the total term of home detention
ordered in months fits the data except for the BIC case of the second analysis. For the second
analysis the models of the total term of intermittent confinement fits the data. The models for
receiving a prison sentence fits the data. For the first analysis we have that the models for the
time in months that is granted under paragraph 5G1.3. of the guideline fits the data. Further the
models for the dollar value of the special assessment fee assigned by the court fits the data. Also
the models for no other type of sentences ordered fits the data. The same holds for only a prison
sentence ordered. Lastly the models for beloning to zone D fits also the data.

We know going to look to the QQ plots. These plots tells us if the data is normal. We see
that only the total prison sentence in months without alternative confinement fits the QQ plot.
Further we see that for some variables it fits on an smaller interval. This interval is most often
between the quantiles -2 and 2 or -1 and 1. Further we see often the same pattern. An example of
this is the QQ plot for the total amount of time credited to the offender at the time of sentencing.

This plot suggest that it is not normal in the way we suspected. It can actually be the case that
it is still normal but that the variance is different then we suspected. Further we see also that
the residual plots are not random around zero. Therefore we have probably that the regression
we used should not be linear. So the assumption that we made about normality and linearity are
probably not correct.

We talked before already about confounding. Because of confounding we corrected for the non-
demographic variables. Also this is the reason that we need to be careful with interpreting the
results. This was because by correcting for non-demographic variables we can create confounding.
But there is another type of confounding. This is the unmeasured confounding. We used a dataset
that was free available on the web. This dataset is a sample of the reality. Therefore it can be that
there are influences on the outcome that are not present in the explanatory variables. Therefore
the true model can be more difficult than we assumed. This type of confounding can also cause
the non-normality and non-linearity that are suspected by the QQ plots and the residual plots.

7 Conclusion

For this thesis we did two analysis on the dataset about individual offenders of the fiscal year
2014 of the United States Sentencing Commission. For the analysis we used lasso. In the first
analysis we had all the available demographic variables present. The result of this analysis was
that there are many demographics of influence on the sentence. On the whole the influence was
random. Also there were some contradictions in the results caused by multiple variables about
the same subject. By the second analysis we removed some of the demographics. Therefore it
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was impossible that the results gave contradictions. Further we saw that the results where very
different then that of the first analysis.

We have seven different categories for the demographic variables. These are location, age, gender,
race, nationality, education and other. We found that the location of sentencing influence the sen-
tence randomly. For age we have that older offenders are harder punished when we look at money
sentences. Further they are softer punished for prison sentences and they get also more often an
alternative sentence. For gender we see that female offender are punished softer and get more
often an alternative sentence. For the race we have that white offender are punished harder for
money related sentences and black offenders softer. Further hispanic offender need more often to
prison and black offender less often. For the nationality of the offender we see that U.S citizen are
getting more often an alternative sentence. Also they are punished harder for sentences involving
money and need less often to prison. For illegal alien it is the other way around. The country of
citizenship influence the sentence but this appears randomly. For education we have that offender
with less than High School graduate are softer punished for sentencing involving money and re-
ceive less often an alternative sentence. Further offenders with some college or college graduate
are punished harder for sentences involving money. Offenders that are graduate from High School
or college receive more often an alternative sentence and offenders with some college receive more
often a prison sentence. Whereas offender that are High school graduate receive it less often. For
the category other we have that they only influence the sentences a few times and the influence
are very small.

We have to be careful with the result that we have found. This carefulness is caused because
of confounding. Also we have to be careful because the models we found are not fitting the data
well. We found that in most cases the model is not normal and maybe even not linear. Therefore
we need to study this dataset further to give better results. Some of our results are in line with
other studies. We can not compare all our results because we analyzed different types of sentence
variables. Based on our findings we conclude that the U.S. juridical system is still biased.
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Appendices

A POOFFICE

POOFFICE0 POOFFICE1
Yuma (Arizona) Biloxi (Mississippi, Southern)
Woodland Hills (California, Central) Cape Girardeau (Missouri, Eastern)
Elk Grove (California, Eastern) Billings (Montana)
San Mateo (California, Northern) Concord (New Hampshire)
Fort Lauderdale (Florida, Southern) Camden (New Jersey)
Ashland (Kentucky, Eastern) Albuquerque (New Mexico)
Plymouth (Massachusetts) Brooklyn (New York, Eastern)
Northfield (New Jersey) Albany (New York, Northern)
New Town (North Dakota) New York City (New York, Southern)
Salem (Oregon) Buffalo (New York, Western)
Plano (Texas, Eastern) Durham (North Carolina, Middle)
Garland (Texas, Northern) Asheville (North Carolina, Western)
Alpine (Texas, Western) Bismarck (North Dakota)
Fredericksburg (Virginia, Eastern) Saipan (North Mariana Islands)
Tukwila (Washington, Western) Cleveland (Ohio, Northern)

Cincinnati (Ohio, Southern)
POOFFICE1 Medford (Oregon)
Dothan (Alabama, Middle) Harrisburg (Pennsylvania, Middle)
Anniston (Alabama, Northern) Erie (Pennsylvania, Western)
Mobile (Alabama, Southern) Providence (Rhode Island)
El Dorado/Texarkana (Arkansas, Western) Aberdeen (South Dakota)
Fresno (California, Eastern) Chattanooga (Tennessee, Eastern)
Chula Vista (California, Southern) Columbia (Tennessee, Middle)
Denver (Colorado) Jackson (Tennessee, Western)
Wilmington (Delaware) Beaumont (Texas, Eastern)
Washington, D.C. (District of Columbia) Abilene (Texas, Northern)
Gainesville (Florida, Northern) Brownsville (Texas, Southern)
Miami (Florida, Southern) Austin (Texas, Western)
Albany (Georgia, Middle) Ogden (Utah)
Atlanta (Georgia, Northern) Brattleboro (Vermont)
Augusta (Georgia, Southern) Alexandria (Virginia, Eastern)
Hagatna (Guam) Abingdon (Virginia, Western)
Honolulu (Hawaii) Yakima (Washington, Eastern)
Peoria (Illinois, Central) Everett (Washington, Western)
Chicago (Illinois, Northern) Clarksburg (West Virginia, Northern)
Fort Wayne (Indiana, Northern) Bluefield (West Virginia, Southern)
Indianapolis (Indiana, Southern) Green Bay (Wisconsin, Eastern)
Cedar Rapids (Iowa, Northern) Eau Claire (Wisconsin, Western)
Bowling Green (Kentucky, Western) Casper (Wyoming)
Hammond (Louisiana, Eastern)
Alexandria (Louisiana, Western) POOFFICE2
Bangor (Maine) Montgomery (Alabama, Middle)
Baltimore (Maryland) Birmingham (Alabama, Northern)
Boston (Massachusetts) Selma (Alabama, Southern)
Bay City (Michigan, Eastern) Phoenix (Arizona)
Grand Rapids (Michigan, Western) Fort Smith (Arkansas, Western)
Aberdeen (Mississippi, Northern) Los Angeles (California, Centrla)
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POOFFICE2 POOFFICE3
Sacramento (California, Eastern) Jonesboro (Arkansas, Eastern)
San Rafael (California, Northern) Lancaster (California, Central)
El Centro (California, Southern) Redding (California, Eastern)
Durango (Colorado) San Francisco (California, Northern)
Hartford (Connecticut) San Diago (California, Southern)
Dover (Delaware) Grand Junction (Colorado)
Fort Myers (Florida, Middle) New Haven (Connecticut)
Fort Pierce (Florida, Southern) Jacksonville (Florida, Middle)
Gainesville (Georgia, Northern) Pensacola (Florida, Northern)
Brunswick (Georgia, Southern) Hollywood (Florida, Southern)
Coeur d’Alene (Idaho) Athens (Georgia, Middle)
Hammond (Indiana, Northern) Newnan (Georgia, Northern)
Terre Haute (Indiana, Southern) Moscow (Idaho)
Kansas City (Kansas) Springfield (Illinois, Central)
Covington (Kentucky, Eastern) Rockford (Illinois, Northern)
New Orleans (Louisiana, Eastern) East St. Louis (Illinois, Southern)
Lake Charles (Louisiana, Western) South Bend (Indiana, Northern)
Portland (Maine) Evansville (Indiana, Southern)
Detroit (Michigan, Eastern) Davenport (Iowa, Southern)
Marquette (Michigan, Western) Frankfort (Kentucky, Eastern)
Hattiesburg (Mississippi, Southern) Louisville (Kentucky, Western)
Jefferson City (Missouri, Western) Houma (Louisiana, Eastern)
Las Vegas (Nevada) Baton Rouge (Louisiana, Middle)
Newark (New Jersey) Monroe (Louisiana, Western)
Las Cruces (New Mexico) Springfield (Massachusetts)
Greensboro (North Carolina, Middle) St. Paul (Minnesota)
Bryson City (North Carolina, Western) Oxford (Mississippi, Northern)
Grand Forks (North Dakota) Jackson (Mississippi, Southern)
Columbus (Ohio, Southern) Glasgow (Montana)
Philadelphia (Pennsylvania, Eastern) Reno (Nevada)
Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania, Western) Trenton (New Jersey)
Charleston (South Carolina) Binghamton (New York, Northern)
Mission (South Dakota) Fayetteville (North Carolina, Eastern)
Greeneville (Tennessee, Eastern) Rockingham (North Carolina, Middle)
Cookeville (Tennessee, Middle) Charlotte (North Carolina, Western)
Memphis (Tennessee, Western) Fargo (North Dakota)
Amarillo (Texas, Northern) Toledo (Ohio, Northern)
Corpus Christi (Texas, Southern) Dayton (Ohio, Southern)
Del Rio (Texas, Western) Lawton (Oklahoma, Western)
Salt Lake City (Utah) Portland (Oregon)
Burlington (Vermont) Scranton (Pennsylvania, Middle)
Norfolk (Virginia, Eastern) San Juan (Puerto Rico)
Big Stone Gap (Virginia, Western) Columbia (South Carolina)
Spokane (Washington, Eastern) Pierre (South Dakota)
Seattle (Washington, Western) Knoxville (Tennessee, Eastern)
Elkins (West Virginia, Northern) Nashville (Tennessee, Middle)
Charleston (West Virginia, Southern) Dallas (Texas, Northern)
Milwaukee (Wisconsin, Eastern) Galveston (Texas, Southern)
Cheyenne (Wyoming) El Paso (Texas, Western)

St. George (Utah)
POOFFICE3 Richmond (Virginia, Eastern)
Florence (Alabama, Northern) Charlottesville (Virginia, Western)
Anchorage (Alaska) Tacoma (Washington, Western)
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POOFFICE3 POOFFICE5
Martinsburg (West Virginia, Northern) Huntsville (Alabama, Northern)
Huntington (West Virginia, Southern) Pine Bluff (Arkansas, Eastern)
Madison (Wisconsin, Western) Fayetteville (Arkansas, Western)
Jackson (Wyoming) Riverside (California, Central)

Bakersfield (California, Eastern)
POOFFICE4 San Jose (California, Northern)
Gadsden (Alabama, Northern) Bridgeport (Connecticut)
Fairbanks (Alaska) Ocala (Florida, Middle)
Tucson (Arizona) Panama City (Florida, Northern)
Little Rock (Arkansas, Eastern) Boca Raton (Florida, Southern)
Oakland (California, Northern) Macon (Georgia, Middle)
Tallahassee (Florida, Northern) Marietta (Georgia, Northern)
Key West (Florida, Southern) Bloomington (Indiana, Southern)
Columbus (Georgia, Middle) Sioux City (Iowa, Northern)
Rome (Georgia, Northern) Rock Island (Iowa, Southern)
Savannah (Georgia, Southern) Topeka (Kansas)
Pocatello (Idaho) Lexington (Kentucky, Eastern)
Rock Island (Illinois, Central) Paducah (Kentucky, Western)
Benton (Illinois, Southern) Shreveport (Louisiana, Western)
Lafayette (Indiana, Northern) Lawrence (Massachusetts)
New Albany (Indiana, Southern) Ann Arbor (Michigan, Eastern)
Des Moines (Iowa, Southern) Lansing (Michigan, Western)
Owensboro (Kentucky, Western) Duluth (Minnesota)
Worcester (Massachusetts) Roswell (New Mexico)
Flint (Michigan, Eastern) Syracuse (New York, Northern)
Kalamazoo (Michigan, Western) Raleigh (North Carolina, Eastern)
Minneapolis (Minnesota) Statesville (North Carolina, Western)
Greenville (Mississippi, Nothern) Akron (Ohio, Northern)
St. Louis (Missouri, Eastern) Oklahoma City (Oklahoma, Western)
Kansas City (Missouri, Western) Allentown (Pennsylvania, Eastern)
Great Falls (Montana) Wilkes Barre (Pennsylvania, Middle)
Lincoln (Nebraska) Rapid City (South Dakota)
New Bern (North Carolina, Eastern) Texarkana (Texas, Eastern)
Salisbury (North Carolina, Middle) Lubbock (Texas, Northern)
Minot (North Dakota) Laredo (Texas, Southern)
Youngstown (Ohio, Northern) San Antonio (Texas, Western)
Durant (Oklahoma, Eastern) West Valley City (Utah)
Tulsa (Oklahoma, Northern) St. Thomas (Virgin Islands)
Reading (Pennsylvania, Eastern) Harrisonburg (Virginia, Western)
Williamsport (Pennsylvania, Middle) Vancouver (Washington, Western)
Florence (South Carolina) Wheeling (West Virginia, Northern)
Sioux Falls (South Dakota) Beckley (West Virginia, Southern)
Clarksville (Tennessee, Middle)
Sherman (Texas, Eastern) POOFFICE6
Fort Worth (Texas, Northern) Flagstaff (Arizona)
Houston (Texas, Southern) Hot Springs (Arkansas, Western)
Pecos (Texas, Western) San Bernardino (California, Central)
Vernal (Utah) Roseville (California, Eastern)
St. Croix (Virgin Islands) Orlando (Florida, Middle)
Newport News (Virginia, Eastern) Tucker (Georgia, Northern)
Danville (Virginia, Western) Wichita (Kansas)
Richland (Washington, Eastern) London (Kentucky, Eastern)
Lander (Wyoming) Lafayette (Louisiana, Western)
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POOFFICE6 POOFFICE9
Southfield (Michigan, Eastern) Chinle (Arizona)
Fergus Falls (Minnesota) Santa Barbara (California, Central)
Gulfport (Mississippi, Southern) Modesto (California, Eastern)
Springfield (Missouri, Western) Santa Rosa (California, Northern)
Helena (Montana) Sarasota (Florida, Middle)
Tinton Fields (New Jersey) West Palm Beach (Florida, Southern)
Santa Fe (New Mexico) Missoula (Montana)
Central Islip (New York, Eastern) Newburgh (New York, Southern)
Rochester (New York, Western) Lufkin (Texas, Eastern)
Winston Salem (North Carolina, Middle) Benbrook (Texas, Northern)
Devils Lake (North Dakota) Rio Grande City (Texas, Southern)
Muskogee (Oklahoma, Eastern) Williamsburg (Virginia, Eastern)
Eugene (Oregon)
Ponce (Puerto Rico) POOFFICEA
Greenville (South Carolina) Long Beach (California, Central)
Pine Ridge (South Dakota) Belcourt (North Dakota)
Tyler (Texas, Eastern)
San Angelo (Texas, Northern) POOFFICEC
Victoria (Texas, Southern) Tuba City (Arizona)
Waco (Texas, Western) Ventura (California, Central)
Murray (Utay) Lakeland (Florida, Middle)
Colonial Heights (Virginia, Eastern) Champaign/Urbana (Illinois, Central)
Lynchburg (Virginia, Western) Jacksonville (North Carolina, Eastern)

POOFFICE 7 POOFFICE E
Tuscaloosa (Alabama, Northern) West Covina (California, Central)
Monterey (California, Northern) Hardin (Montana)
Valdosta (Georgia, Middle) Bend (Oregon)
Muncie (Indiana, Southern) Manassas (Virginia,Eastern)
Pikeville (Kentucky, Eastern)
North Platte (Nebraska)
White Plains (New York, Southern)
Wilmington (North Carolina, Eastern)
Johnston (Pennsylvania, Western)
Spartanburg (South Carolina)
Timber Lake (South Dakota)
Wichita Falls (Texas, Northern)
Midland Odessa (Texas, Western)
Roanoke (Virginia, Western)

POOFFICE8
Santa Ana (California, Central)
Colorado Springs (Colorado)
Tampa (Florida, Middle)
Statesboro (Georgia, Southern)
Lisle (Illinois, Northern)
Greenbelt (Maryland)
Tupelo (Mississippi, Northern)
Omaha (Nebraska)
Gallup (New Mexico)
Middletown (New York, Southern)
Wilson (North Carolina, Eastern)
Arlington (Texas, Northern)
McAllen (Texas, Southern)
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B Short description of the results of the marginale analysis

Months of imprisonment that is ordered

First analysis
Offenders belonging to the probation office represented by POOFFICE0 are more often receiving
a higher amount of months of prison sentence. Further female offenders receive more often a lower
prison sentence.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,008922762
Gender -1,110611157

Receiving probation

First analysis
Offenders belonging to the probation office which are represented by POOFFICE0, POOFFICE4
and POOFFICE5 are receiving more often probation. Offender of POOFFICE2 receive less often
probation. Also older offenders receive more often probation. The maps below are about the
district in which the offender is sentenced. Here a plus sign indicates that the offender in this
district receive more often probation and a minus sign means that they receive less often proba-
tion. Further offenders of the districts Puerto Rico and Alaska receive more often probation and
offenders of the districts Virgin Island and Hawaii less often.

Also US Citizen are getting more often probation. Further offenders belonging to the categories
illegal alien and not a US Citizen/alien status unknown are getting less often probation. For the
country of citizenship we have the map below. Here we see that the countries that are red receive
less often probation and the green countries more often probation. Further offenders who have
there citizenship in Yugoslavia receive less often probation. This holds also for offenders for who
the country of citizenship is unknown.

For offenders of whom the highest education is 9th grade, some trade or vocational school, or some
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college receive less often probation. In against offenders with highest education 3th grade, 4th
grade, high school, one year of college, three years of college, trade or vocational school, some grad-
uate school, or is missing in the data receives more often probation. Furthermore non-Hispanic
offenders receive more often probation. Offenders of circuit 0, which is Washington D.C., and
circuit 6, which is the color navy, receive less often probation. The offender of circuit 3, which
is orange, receive more often probation. Offenders belonging to the category white/caucasian or
american indian/alaskan native receive less often probation. But offenders that belong to asian or
pacific islander or belong to the categorie other receive more often probation. Furthermore female
offenders receive more often probation. This holds also for offender of whom the education is
unknown or missing in the data. Offenders of the age categories less than 21 and between 26 and
30 receive more often probation. Further younger offenders receive less often probation. Lastly
offenders with a higher unique case number receive more often probation.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,009598852
U.S. Citizen 0,6714777
Illegal Alien -0,8099928
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status unknown -1,740038
Citizen of Bolivia -0,2535465
Citizen of Canada -0,3714866
Citizen of Dominican Republic -0,4660176
Citizen of El Salvador 1,593701
Citizen of Guatemala -0,5784292
Citizen of Guyana -0,2428545
Citizen of Haiti -0,105697
Citizen of India 1,032697
Citizen of Iran -1,510884
Citizen of Israel 1,396438
Citizen of Jamaica 0,3890565
Citizen of Jordan -1,172285
Citizen of Korea 0,1942274
Citizen of Nigeria -1,260184
Citizen of Pakistan -1,649287
Citizen of Panama 1,232932
Citizen of Peru -0,882598
Citizen of Philippines 0,3783041
Citizen of Russia 1,283452
Citizen of Trinidad and Tobago -0,5107458
Citizen of Venezuela -0,07266819
Citizen of Vietnam 0,2798517
Citizen of Brazil 1,223655
Citizen of Costa Rica 2,369087
Citizen of Romania 3,548876
Citizen of Syria 0,4277089
Citizen of Togo 3,548876
Citizen of Yugoslavia -1,456015
Citizen of Armenia 0,397842
Citizen of Egypt -2,630960
Citizen of Iceland -0,4260194
Citizen of Kenya -0,5757303
Citizen of Tanzania 0,9687466
Citizen of Turkey 1,164576
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Citizen of Ukraine 0,489679
Citizen of Macedonia 2,464747
Country of citizenship unknown -0,5453328
Judicial circuit 0 -1,216849
Judicial circuit 2 -0,2315342
Judicial circuit 3 0,4277395
Judicial circuit 4 -0,2816676
Judicial circuit 5 -,1555213
Judicial circuit 6 -0,3127901
Judicial circuit 9 0,04476425
Judicial circuit 11 -0,05105442
Gender 0,3413353
High School Graduate 0,07000194
College graduate 0,04520513
Education unknown 0,565478
Black 0,0257702
Hispanic -0,03335096
Race unknown -0,8543807
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,0008129902
Unique case number 0,000001152963

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

The total dollar amount of both fine and cost of supervision that is imposed

First analysis
For AIC we have that offenders who belong to the probation office represented by POOFFICE5
pay less. Further offender of POOFFICE0, POOFFICE1, POOFFICE6 and POOFFICE7 pay
more. The map below is about the district in which the offender is sentenced. Here a plus sign
means that the offender who is sentenced in this district pays more. For the districts with a minus
sign we have that he pays less. Further below is the map for the country of citizenship. In the
map the offenders of the green countries pay more and that of the red countries less.
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Further offender that are US Citizen need to pay more. Offenders who have three years of college,
associates degree or graduate degree pays also more. Offenders belonging to circuit 2, which is
red, and circuit 3, which is orange, pay more. In against offenders of circuit 6, which is navy, and
circuit 11, which is gold, pay less. Further Offenders who are asian or pacific islander or belong to
the category other need to pay more. But offenders that are black or african american pay less.
Also female offenders pay less. Further non-U.S citizen pay less. We see that offender with less
than high school graduate receive a lower amount of money to pay. Offender with some college
or college graduate a higher amount. Further white offenders pay more and offenders who has
more people supporting him receive a smaller amount to pay. Furthermore offenders of the age
categories 31 thru 35 and 36 thru 40, pay less. Lastly offenders with a higher birthday year pay less.

For BIC we have that offenders belonging to the probation office represented by POOFFICE0,
POOFFICE1 and POOFFICE7 receive a higher amount to pay. Below is the map for the district
of sentencing. Here we have that a plus sign means that the offender pays more and a minus sign
means paying less. Also below is the map of the country of citizenship. For the green countries
the offenders pay more and for the red countries they pay less.

Further US Citizen offenders and offenders with a graduate degree pay more. Also offenders of
circuit 3, which is orange, pay more. Offenders that are black or african american pay less. Fur-
ther offenders that are asian or paicific islander pay more and female offenders pay less. The same
holds for non-U.S. citizen. Offender with less than high school graduate pay less and offenders
who are college graduate pay more. Furthermore white offenders pay more and offenders with a
higher birthday year pay less.

Second analysis
For AIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,007330970
U.S. Citizen 0,114297827
Illegal Alien -0,037815226
Extradited Alien 0,053999962
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Citizen of Cuba -0,019748278
Citizen of Bahamas 0,322285035
Citizen of China 0,768473822
Citizen of El Salvador 0,022980022
Citizen of Great Britain 0,039886595
Citizen of Guatemala -0,136733592
Citizen of Haiti -0,0931591
Citizen of India 0,4520391
Citizen of Iran 0,164125803
Citizen of Korea -0,298121109
Citizen of Mexico -0,057390505
Citizen of Russia -0,382816372
Citizen of Thailand 0,263802658
Citizen of Australia -0,435615287
Citizen of Bangladesh 3,208217658
Citizen of Brazil 0,272003507
Citizen of Iraq 0,613574319
Citizen of Romania -0,04743461
Citizen of Spain 2,189888225
Citizen of Gambia 4,946602207
Citizen of Kenya 1,480184687
Citizen of Ukraine 0,136910627
Citizen of United States 0,114297838
Citizen of Macedonia 0,4941581418
Judicial circuit 2 0,047518089
Judicial circuit 3 0,987610477
Judicial circuit 5 0,174963576
Judicial circuit 6 -0,019557008
Judicial circuit 7 0,427491593
Judicial circuit 9 -0,024330000
Judicial circuit 10 0,097992593
Judicial circuit 11 -0,048203255
Gender -0,175492639
Less than High School graduate -0,013928735
Some College 0,071428371
College graduate 0,346782080
White 0,07978227
Black -0,076029944
Race other 0,108119847
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,006949022

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.
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For BIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,006166912
U.S. Citizen 0,089395247
Illegal Alien -0,024850995
Citizen of China 0,364465119
Citizen of Mexico -0,062674442
Citizen of Bangladesh 1,861810699
Citizen of Spain 1,301310935
Citizen of Kenya 0,375299631
Citizen of United States 0,089395255
Judicial circuit 3 0,903486129
Judicial circuit 5 0,113904732
Judicial circuit 7 0,350913464
Judicial circuit 9 -0,007676879
Judicial circuit 10 0,031653236
Judicial circuit 11 -0,032882966
Gender -0,130068792
Less than High School graduate -0,011631271
Some College 0,034315312
College graduate 0,292382886
White 0,068989040
Black -0,048441282
Race other 0,050665692
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,001236033

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Total prison sentence in months without alternative confinement

For this variable we have that AIC and BIC gives the same results.

First analysis
Offender that belong to the probation office represented by POOFFICE0 receive a longer prison
sentence. Further female offender receive a shorter prison sentence.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,003468648
Gender -0,491112758
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The total amount of time credited to the offender at the time of sentencing

First analysis
For AIC we have that offenders belonging to POOFFICE0 receive less time credited and offenders
of POOFFICE8 more time. Below is the map of the district of sentencing. Here a plus sign
means more time credited and a minus sign less time. Further is here the map of the country of
citizenship, where the green countries receive more time credited and the red countries less time.
Furthermore offenders of whom the country of citizenship is unknown receive more time credited.

Offenders that are US citizen get more time credited. The same holds for offenders with some
high school or some college. Offenders that are Hispanic receive less time credited. Offenders of
circuit 0 (which is dark green), circuit 1 (which is purple), circuit 2 (which is red) and circuit
8 (which is pink) receive more time credited. Further offenders of circuit 5, which is blue, re-
ceive less time. Offenders that have race type other receive more time credited. This holds also
for female offenders. Furthermore Non-US citizen and hispanic offenders receive less time credited.

For BIC we have below the maps of the district of sentencing and the country of citizenship.

Further offenders belonging to circuit 0 (which is dark green) and circuit 2 (which is red) receive
more time credited. In against offenders of circuit 5, which is blue, receive less time credited.

Second analysis
For this analysis we have that AIC and BIC gives the same results.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,00001490004
Judicial circuit 0 0,5672710
Judicial circuit 2 0,6586437
Judicial circuit 5 -0,09013805
Gender 0,1298859
Hispanic -0,07690992
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Receiving alternative sentencing

First analysis
Offenders belonging to POOFFICE4, POOFFICE5, POOFFICE6, POOFFICE7, POOFFICEA
and POOFFICEE receive less often an alternative sentence. Further offenders of POOFFICE8
and POOFFICEC receive this more often. Below we have the maps of the district of sentencing.
For CIRCDIST we have that offenders in the districts Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Northern Mariana
Islands receive less often an alternative sentence. But offenders in Guam receive it more often.
For the variable DISTRICTS we have only that offenders in Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Northern
Mariana Islands receive less often an alternative sentence. Further a plus sign in the map means
that the offender receives more often an alternative sentence and a minus sign means less often.

Offenders that are US citizen receive more often an alternative sentence. Further illegal aliens
receive it less often. Below is the map of the country of citizenship. The green countries receive
more often an alternative sentence and the red countries less often. Further offenders of whom
the country of citizenship is unknown receives more often an alternative sentence.

Offenders who have no schooling, high school graduate, one year of college, two years of college,
graduate degree, some trade or vocational school, middle school/junior high or education unknown
receive more often an alternative sentence. In against offenders with 9th grade, three years of col-
lege, general education diploma, trade or vocational degree or associates degree receive it less
often. Offenders of whom the information on his hispanic origin is not available receive less often
an alternative sentence. Further non-Hispanics receives it more often. American indian/alaskan
native offenders and offenders of whom there is no information on the race in the documents avail-
able receive less often an alternative sentence. In against asian or pacific islander offenders receive
it more often. This holds also for female offender. Further non-US citizen and offenders with less
than high school graduate receive less often an alternative sentence. Furthermore offenders who
are college graduate or the education is unknown receive it more often. Also white offender and
offenders of whom the race is unknown receive it more often. Lastly offenders of the age category
21 thru 25 receives more often an alternative sentence and that of 31 thru 35 less often.
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Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
U.S. Citizen 0,8092101994
Illegal Alien -1,0245783934
Citizen of Cuba 0,4138035828
Citizen of Belize -0,5563937063
Citizen of Canada -0,5229098308
Citizen of China 1,0786416035
Citizen of India 0,1627500620
Citizen of Iran -0,4787116953
Citizen of Jordan 0,7236667483
Citizen of Mexico -0,8342001682
Citizen of Pakistan -0,6194090715
Citizen of Panama 0,8183347352
Citizen of Russia 0,3468066004
Citizen of Vietnam 0,34250501
Citizen of Costa Rica 0,997694238
Citizen of Laos 1,779909778
Citizen of Liberia 1,5780261122
Citizen of Romania -0,0005160046
Citizen of Syria 0,7239563156
Citizen of Armenia -0,6488997724
Citizen of Azerbaijan 1,3712764052
Citizen of Egypt -0,0192973096
Citizen of Kenya 1,0153291059
Citizen of Morocco 2,0106867657
Citizen of Somalia 0,3367238198
Citizen of Tanzania 0,6271879905
Citizen of Ukraine 0,2896558783
Country of citizenship unknown 0,9835048778
Judicial circuit 0 0,454427362
Judicial circuit 3 0,2031954733
Judicial circuit 4 -0,0061073227
Judicial circuit 5 -0,1569140094
Judicial circuit 7 0,0196380738
Judicial circuit 8 -0,0617534984
Judicial circuit 9 0,1083068885
Gender 0,1873090544
Less than High School graduate -0,0535249066
College graduate 0,1564913121
Education unknown 0,2092891572
White 0,0196777088

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.
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The total months of an alternative sentence

First analysis
For AIC we have that offender of POOFFICE5 and POOFFICE6 receive less months of alternative
sentence. Further offender of POOFFICE8 and POOFFICEC receive more months. Below is the
map of the districts of sentencing. In the districts with a plus sign, offender receive more months
of alternatives. A minus sign means less months of alternatives. Further offenders in the districts
Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Northern Mariana Islands receive less months of alternative sentence.
Offenders in Guam receive more months. Also below is the map of the country of citizenship.
Here the green countries receive more months of alternatives and the red counties less months.

Offenders that are US citizen receive more months of alternatives and illegal aliens less months.
Also offenders with highest education 9th grade or associates degree receive less months. Further
offenders with high school graduate, one year of college, two years of college, graduate degree,
some trade or vocational school, middle school/junior high or unknown are receive more months.
Offender of whom there is no information on the hispanic origin available receive less months
of alternatives. Further offender of circuit 0, which is Washington D.C., receive more months.
Furthermore offender in circuit 8 (which is pink) and circuit 10 (which is brown) receive less
months. This holds also for american indian/alaskan native offenders. Further asian or pacific
islander offender receive more months. Also female offenders receive more months. Offenders who
are non-US citizen and offender who have less than high school graduate receive less months of
alternative sentence. Further offenders who are college graduate or education is unknown receive
more months of alternatives.

For BIC we have below is the map of the country of citizenship.
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Further US citizen receive more months of alternatives and that non-us citizen receive less months.

Second analysis
We have for AIC and BIC the same results.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,00316005
Gender 0,155030062

Receiving a cost of supervision

First analysis
Offenders belonging to POOFFICE3 receive more often a cost of supervision and offenders of
POOFFICE4 less often. Below is map of the district of sentencing. Here a plus sign indicates that
in this district offenders receive more often a cost of supervision and a minus sign that they receive
it less often. Further offenders of the district Puerto rico receive less often the cost of supervision.

Offenders that are US Citizen receive more often a cost of supervision and illegal alien receive it
less often. Below is the map of the country of citizenship. The offenders of the green countries
receive more often a cost of supervision and the offenders of the red countries less often.

Offenders who are high school graduate, one year of college or trade or vocational degree receive
more often the cost of supervision. Further offenders of whom there is no information on hispanic
origin available receive less often this cost. In against hispanic offenders receive more often this
cost. Offenders of circuit 6 (which is navy) and circuit 8 (which is pink) receive less often this cost
and offenders of circuit 9 (which is deep pink) receive more often this cost. Also white/caucasian
offenders and asian or pacific islander offenders receive more often this cost. Further american
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indian/alaskan native and other receive less often this cost. Furthermore female offenders receive
more often the cost of supervision. Offenders that are non-US citizen receive this cost less often.
In against college graduate offenders receive more often this cost. Offenders in the age category
26 thru 30 receive it less often and offender above 50 receive it more often. Offenders who have a
higher unique case number receive less often this cost.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,008522401
U.S. Citizen 0,7192601
Illegal Alien -0,4421693
Citizen of Cuba 0,5992016
Citizen of China 2,354193
Citizen of Colombia 0,1374090
Citizen of Guyana 2,897982
Citizen of Israel 2,685435
Citizen of Korea 2,043446
Citizen of United States 0,04699953
Judicial circuit 3 0,4011465
Judicial circuit 6 -0,431992
Judicial circuit 7 -0,03733224
Judicial circuit 8 -0,5541165
Judicial circuit 9 0,3608468
Gender 0,1792068
Less than High School graduate -0,08946144
High School graduate 2,073484
College graduate 0,418269
Black -0,06808964
Hispanic 0,2034090
Race unknown -0,03348745
Unique case number -0,00000280379

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Receiving a fine/costs of supervision or restitution amount

First analysis
Offenders belonging to POOFICE0, POOFFICE1, POOFFICE6 and POOFFICE7 are getting
more often this amount. In against offenders of POOFFICE3, POOFFICE5 and POOFFICE9
get it less often. Further older offenders receive more often this cost. Below is the map of the
districts of sentencing. A minus sign indicate that the offenders in this district receive less often
this amount of money. A plus sign indicates that they need to pay it more often. Further for
CIRCDIST the offenders in the district Puerto Rico pay it less often and offenders in Alaska and
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Hawaii pay it more often. This last holds also for the variable DISTRICT.

Also US citizen offenders receive more often this amount and illegal alien less often. Below is the
map of the country of citizenship. Here the offenders of the green countries receive more often
this amount and that of the red countries less often.

Offenders that have there birthday latter in the year receive more often this cost. Further offenders
that have completed the 1st grade, 3th grade, 5th grade, 6th grade, 7th grade, military training
or education unknown receive less often this amount. Further offenders with one year of college,
three years of college, associates degree, graduate degree, some elementary school or some high
school receive more often this amount. Offenders that are non-Hispanic receive more often this
amount. Black or african american offenders receive less often this amount. This holds also for
offenders of whom there is no information available in the documents. For the race type asian
of pacific islander and other we have that the offenders of these types need to pay more often
his amount. Further female offenders pay it less often. This holds also for less than high school
graduate and education unknown. Offenders with some college and college graduate pay it more
often. The same for white offenders. We have that offenders with more people supporting him
and offenders of the age category 31 thru 35 receive less often this amount. Lastly we have that
offender with a higher birthday year receive less often this amount.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,008099361
U.S. Citizen 0,6088532
Illegal Alien -0,5135511
Citizen of Cuba 0,2060606
Citizen of Bahamas 1,176482
Citizen of Belize -,2643398
Citizen of Canada 0,4749374
Citizen of China 0,9961818
Citizen of Colombia 0,1358537
Citizen of El Salvador 0,7625843
Citizen of Ghana 0,4263734
Citizen of Great Britain -0,40564321
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Citizen of Guatemala -1,1984
Citizen of Haiti -0,1938894
Citizen of India 1,012253
Citizen of Iran 1,003942
Citizen of Israel 0,6600189
Citizen of Jamaica -0,1084352
Citizen of Jordan -1,493325
Citizen of Mexico -0,2220276
Citizen of Nicaragua -1,697656
Citizen of Nigeria 1,4456
Citizen of Pakistan -0,5747939
Citizen of Panama -0,04690212
Citizen of Peru -0,7338501
Citizen of Thailand 2,197333
Citizen of Trinidad and Tobago -0,2119072
Citizen of Antigua and Barbuda 1,534271
Citizen of Australia -0,387622
Citizen of Bangladesh 3,427054
Citizen of Benin 1,716715
Citizen of Brazil 1,313235
Citizen of Iraq 1,722253
Citizen of Laos 0,6524077
Citizen of Romania -0,3735163
Citizen of Spain 3,045557
Citizen of Syria -1,521299
Citizen of Armenia -0,2145697
Citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina 0,02799486
Citizen of Bulgaria 0,3923113
Citizen of Denmark -0,01327822
Citizen of Estonia -2,826089
Citizen of Gambia 1,186305
Citizen of Iceland 1,750458
Citizen of Mauritius -0,4512648
Citizen of Moldova 0,1416079
Citizen of Morocco 0,3055664
Citizen of Senegal 1,954395
Citizen of Somalia 0,3187353
Citizen of United States 0,02805031
Citizen of Macedonia 1,105544
Judicial circuit 1 -0,06373111
Judicial circuit 3 1,564175
Judicial circuit 4 0,1797339
Judicial circuit 5 0,5783844
Judicial circuit 6 -0,1227234
Judicial circuit 7 0,8533532
Judicial circuit 10 0,433217
Judicial circuit 11 -0,1372687
Gender -0,1023036
Less than High School graduate -0,07629011
Some College 0,1323673
College graduate 0,2186831
Education unknown -0,3499796
White 0,3175539
Black -0,07513432
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Race other 0,2404146
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,03098668
Unique case number -0,000001784713

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Receiving a fine/cost of supervision amount

First analysis
Offenders of POOFFICE0, POOFFICE1, POOFFICE6 and POOFFICE7 receive more often this
cost. In against offenders of POOFFICE5, POOFFICE9 and POOFFICEE receive it less often.
Further older offenders receive this amount more often. The map below is of the district in which
the offender is sentenced. Here a plus sign indicates that they have more change to receive this
cost and a minus sign means that they have less change. Furthermore offender in Guam and
Northern Mariana Islands receive less often this cost and offenders in Hawaii more often.

US citizen receive more often this amount and illegal alien less often. Below is the map of the
country of citizenship. Here offenders belonging to the green countries receive more often this
amount and offenders of the red countries less often.

Further offenders that have there birthday latter in the year receive more often this amount. Of-
fenders that have completed 5th grade, 6th grade, 7th grade, 9th grade or of whom the education
is unknown receive less often this cost. Further offenders who have completed one year of college,
three years of college, associates degree or graduate degree have more change of getting this cost.
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Offenders of whom there is no information on the hispanic origin available receive less often this
amount. Further offenders in circuit 2, which is red, receive more often this cost and offenders
of circuit 6 (which is navy) and circuit 8 (which is pink) receive less often this amount. Offend-
ers that are Black/african american, american indian/alaskan native or information on race not
available in the documents receive less often this amount. In against offenders that are asian or
pacific islander or other race receive more often this amount. Further we see that female offender
receive less often this amount. This holds also for non-US citizen. Offenders with less than high
school graduate are less often receiving this cost. Further offender with come college or college
graduate receive more often this amount. White offender receive this also more often. Further
offenders who are supported by more people are receiving less often this amount. This holds also
for offenders of the age category 31 thru 35. Further offender of the category 41 thru 50 are more
often receiving this amount. Lastly offender with a higher birthday year receive it less often.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,0106373
U.S. Citizen 0,6435856
Illegal Alien -0,5271858
Citizen of Bahamas 0,4563269
Citizen of China 1,639821
Citizen of Great Britain 0,182976
Citizen of Guatemala -0,8844386
Citizen of Guyana 1,598868
Citizen of Haiti -0,3084093
Citizen of India 0,6541902
Citizen of Iran 1,180548
Citizen of Italy -0,005045067
Citizen of Mexico -0,3471866
Citizen of Nigeria 0,3974643
Citizen of Peru -0,5181765
Citizen of Russia -0,5438236
Citizen of Thailand 1,115348
Citizen of Australia -0,4187063
Citizen of Bangladesh 3,951519
Citizen of Benin 0,06142945
Citizen of Brazil 1,674088
Citizen of Iraq 1,470688
Citizen of Portugal -0,2212447
Citizen of Spain 2,477987
Citizen of Syria -0,1014365
Citizen of Gambia 5,48064
Citizen of Kenya 1,643954
Citizen of Ukraine 0,1832064
Citizen of United States 0,007511002
Citizen of Macedonia 0,9410710
Citizen of Serbia -0,4974124
Judicial circuit 2 0,03214929
Judicial circuit 3 1,514138
Judicial circuit 5 0,4459246
Judicial circuit 6 -0,09997074
Judicial circuit 7 0,9838375
Judicial circuit 8 -0,1682030
Judicial circuit 9 -0,02012051
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Judicial circuit 10 0,2878262
Judicial circuit 11 -0,1337637
Gender -0,2935239
Less than High School graduate -0,1119022
Some College 0,1230857
College graduate 0,4490284
Education unknown -0,2931760
White -0,1047876
Black -0,1944688
Race other -,1224224
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,02949518
Unique case number -0,000001322143

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Home detention

First analysis
Offenders beloning to POOFFICE2, POOFFICE8, POOFFICE9 and POOFFICEC receive more
often home detention. Further offender of POOFFICE5, POOFFICE7 and POOFICEE receive
less often home detention. Below is the maps of the district of sentencing. Here a plus sign means
that the offenders of this district received more often home detention and a minus sign means less
often. Further offenders in Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Northern Mariana Islands receive less often
home detention. Furthermore for CIRCDIST we have that offenders in Guam receive more often
home detention.

Offenders that are US citizen receive more often home detention and illegal alien less often. Below
is the map of the country of citizenship. The offenders of the green countries receive more often
home detention and that of the red countries less often. Further offenders of whom the country
of citizenship is unknown receive more often home detention.
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Offenders who completed 8th grade, 9th grade, three years of college, general education diploma
or associates degree receive less often home detention. Further offenders who are high school
graduate, one year of college, two years of college, graduate degree or some trade or vocation
school receive more often home detention. Further offenders of whom there is no information on
hispanic origin available receive less often home detention. Offenders of circuit 2, which is red,
receive more often home detention. In against offenders in circuit 8, which is pink, receive less
often home detention. Offender that are american indian or alaskan native or of whom there is
no information on race in the documents available receive less often home detention. Furthermore
female offenders receive it more often. Offenders that are less than high school graduate receive
less often home detention and offenders who are college graduate more often. Further offenders
who are supported by more people and offenders of age category less than 21 receive more often
home detention. Further offenders of the category 41 thru 50 receive less often home detention.
Lastly offenders with a higher unique case number receive less often home detention.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
U.S. Citizen 0,5614892
Illegal Alien -1,081
Citizen of Cuba 0,4478596
Citizen of Belize -1,18418
Citizen of Canada -0,7116151
Citizen of China 1,105127
Citizen of India 0,1944417
Citizen of Iran -0,645876
Citizen of Jordan 0,8323232
Citizen of Mexico -0,5488779
Citizen of Pakistan -0,7390847
Citizen of Panama 0,8332073
Citizen of Peru -0,03078113
Citizen of Philippines -0,05573789
Citizen of Russia 0,4958308
Citizen of Vietnam 0,4141424
Citizen of Costa Rica 1,401453
Citizen of Laos 2,110244
Citizen of Syria -0,7640329
Citizen of Armenia -0,6994256
Citizen of Azerbaijan 1,421208
Citizen of Egypt -2,273934
Citizen of Kenya 0,5949867
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Citizen of Morocco 1,963464
Citizen of Somalia -0,5893983
Citizen of Tanzania 0,6399523
Citizen of Ukraine 0,3354392
Country of citizenship unknown 1,224101
Judicial circuit 0 0,330846
Judicial circuit 1 -0,1242027
Judicial circuit 3 0,2398129
Judicial circuit 5 -0,06112622
Judicial circuit 8 -0,2423095
Judicial circuit 10 -0,1423687
Gender 0,2129246
Less than High School graduate -0,1945944
High School graduate 0,003809892
College graduate 0,1393782
Race other -0,1152594
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,002610885
Unique case number -0,0000002510479

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Intermittent confinement

We found that for this variable there where no demographic variables of influence. This holds for
both analysis.

Total term of community confinement that is ordered in months

First analysis
The results are the same for AIC and BIC. Offenders of POOFFICE0 receive less month of com-
munity confinement. Below is the map of the district of sentencing. A plus sign means that the
offender in this district received more months of confinement. Here is also the map of the country
of citizenship. Where offenders of the red countries receive less months of community confinements
and that of the green countries more months.
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Further US citizen, resident/legal alien and illegal alien receive less months of confinement. Fur-
thermore non-Hispanic offender receive more months of confinement and hispanic offenders less
months. Offenders that are Non-US citizen are given more months of confinement. Lastly hispanic
offenders receive less months of confinement.

Second analysis
For AIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,0003159181
U.S. Citizen -0,1255203167
Resident/Legal Alien -0,2696349714
Illegal Alien -0,2629835572
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown -0,2951897049
Citizen of Jordan 0,2712177362
Citizen of Mexico 0,0033624588
Citizen of Syria 0,3056545749
Citizen of Somalia 0,3122225801
Citizen of United States -0,1255202571
Judicial circuit 0 0,0347032025
Judicial circuit 2 -0,0177469396
Judicial circuit 3 -0,0215875900
Judicial circuit 4 -0,0179500762
Judicial circuit 5 -0,0078085856
Judicial circuit 7 0,0111172523
Judicial circuit 8 0,0094128381
Judicial circuit 9 0,0672849467
Judicial circuit 10 0,0139042913
Judicial circuit 11 -0,0190677078
Gender 0,0082229723
White 0,0028599849
Hispanic -0,0041517860
Race other 0,0161183024
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,0019816048

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

For BIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,000177898
Judicial circuit 9 0,060132515
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Total term of home detention ordered in months

First analysis
For BIC there are no variables of influence. For AIC we have that offenders of POOFICE2,
POOFFICE8 and POOFFICEC receive more moths of home detention. Further offenders of
POOFFICE5 and POOFFICE7 receive less months. Below is the map for the district of sen-
tencing. A plus sign means more months of home detention and a minus sign means less months.
Further offenders in Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Northern Mariana Islands receive less months of home
detention. In against we have that offenders in Guam receive more months. Also below is the map
of the country of citizenship. Where the green countries means that the offender here received
more months of home detention and offenders who belong to the red counties received less months.

Offenders who are US Citizen receive more months of home detention and illegal alien less months.
Further offenders who completed 8th grade or associates degree receive less months of home deten-
tion. Offender who are high school graduate, one year of college, two years of college or graduate
degree receive more months of alternatives. Offender of whom there is no information on hispanic
origin available receive less months of home detention. Offenders of circuit 0 (which is dark green)
and circuit 4 (which is green) receive more months of home detention. Further offenders in circuit
8 (which is pink) and circuit 10 (which is brown) receive less months of home detention. Offenders
who are american indian or alaskan native receive also less months. This holds also for offenders
for whom the information on race is not available in the documents. Further female offender re-
ceive more months of alternatives and non-US citizen receive less months of alternatives. Offender
that have less than high school graduate receive less often home detention and offenders that are
college graduate receive more months. Lastly offenders of age category 36 thru 40 year receive
more months of home detention and offenders between 41 and 50 receive less months.

Second analysis
For AIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
U.S. Citizen 0,0243163451
Illegal Alien -0,0144962350
Citizen of Cuba 0,0114146321
Citizen of Canada -0,0305726520
Citizen of China 0,0601801840
Citizen of Pakistan -0,0816213904
Citizen of Panama 0,0288890108
Citizen of Costa Rica 0,1562019871
Citizen of Laos 0,1813481078
Citizen of Romania -0,0412159853
Citizen of Syria -0,1822188489
Citizen of Azerbaijan 0,4235541430
Citizen of Egypt -0,0904550245
Citizen of Morocco 0,0272342665
Citizen of Somalia -0,1900861485
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Citizen of United States 0,0243163526
Citizen of Serbia -0,1325008878
Judicial circuit 3 0,0301005272
Judicial circuit 4 0,0005668416
Judicial circuit 8 -0,0149966942
Judicial circuit 10 -0,0159776931
Gender 0,0353389658
Less than High School graduate -0,0138137165
College graduate 0,0142397899

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

For BIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
U.S. Citizen 0,019870510
Illegal Alien -0,010702063
Judicial circuit 3 0,010244256
Gender 0,024361105
Less than High School graduate -0,006927495

Total term of intermittent confinement ordered in months

First analysis
For AIC it holds that offenders of POOFFICE0 are receiving less months of confinement and
offenders of POOFFICE3 more months. Further the map below is of the district of sentencing.
Where a plus sign means more months of confinement. Also below is the map of the country of
citizenship. Here the offender belonging to the green countries receive more months of confinement
and that of the red countries less months.

Further offender with no schooling, 3th grade or one year of college receive more months of con-
finement.
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For BIC we have that offenders of POOFFICE0 receive less months of confinement. Further
the map below is of the districts of sentencing and the country of citizenship.

Furthermore offender with one year of college receive more months of confinement.

Second analysis
For AIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Citizen of Trinidad and Tobago 0,0175069405
Citizen of Egypt 0,0356432186
Citizen of Kenya 0,3972768154
Judicial circuit 0 0,0011092501
Judicial circuit 5 0,0025355892
Judicial circuit 9 -0,0006289299
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,0004517833

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

For BIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Citizen of Kenya 0,3159063

Received a prison sentence

Offenders of POOFFICE0, POOFFICE4 and POOFFICE5 receive less often a prison sentence.
Also older offender receive less often a prison sentence. The maps below is of the district of sen-
tencing. Here a minus sign means receiving less often a prison sentence and a plus sign more often.
Further for CIRCDIST offenders in Puerto Rico and Alaska receive less often a prison sentence
and offenders in Virgin island and Hawaii receive more often a prison sentence. For the variable
DISTRICT offenders in Alaska receive less often a prison sentence and offenders in Hawaii receive
more often a prison sentence.
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Offenders that are US citizen receive less often a prison sentence and illegal alien more often. This
holds also for not US citizen/the alien status is unknown. Below is the map of the country of
citizenship. Offenders of the green countries receive more often a prison sentence and offenders
of the red countries less often. Further citizen of Yugoslavia are receiving more often a prison
sentence. The same holds for the offender of whom the country of citizenship is unknown.

Offenders who completed 4th grade, high school graduate, one year of college, three years of col-
lege, trade or vocational degree, some graduate school or education unknown receive less often
a prison sentence. Further offenders who completed 9th grade, some trade or vocational school
or some college receive more often a prison sentence. Non-hispanic offenders receive less often a
prison sentence and hispanic offenders more often. Offenders of circuit 0 (which is dark green) and
circuit 6 (which is navy) receive more often a prison sentence and offenders in circuit 3, which is
orange, receive less often a prison sentence. Offenders who are american indian or alaskan native
receive more often a prison sentence. Further offenders who are asian or pacific islander or other
receive less often a prison sentence. Further female offender receive less often a prison sentence.
For unknown education the offenders receive less often a prison sentence. This holds also for black
offenders. Furthermore hispanic and race unknown receive more often a prison sentence. Offenders
of the age categories less than 21 and 26 thru 30 receive less often a prison sentence and offenders
of the category 21 thru 25 receive more often a prison sentence. This holds also for offenders with
a higher birthday year. Lastly offenders with a higher unique case number receive less often a
prison sentence.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,009225065
U.S. Citizen -0,598919
Illegal Alien 0,9461501
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown 1,025489
Citizen of Cuba -0,1592176
Citizen of Bolivia 0,2552793
Citizen of Canada 0,6504146
Citizen of Dominican Republic 0,5391217
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Citizen of El Salvador -1,481434
Citizen of Guatemala 0,5830202
Citizen of Guyana 0,3426929
Citizen of Haiti 0,2803211
Citizen of India -1,775019
Citizen of Iran 1,593182
Citizen of Israel -1,302889
Citizen of Jamaica -0,2991869
Citizen of Jordan 1,32939
Citizen of Korea 0,6570046
Citizen of Nigeria 0,2707386
Citizen of Pakistan 1,65956
Citizen of Peru 0,9950661
Citizen of Philippines -0,2155488
Citizen of Russia -1,233187
Citizen of Trinidad and Tobago -0,424149
Citizen of Venezuela 0,07530481
Citizen of Vietnam -0,1593137
Citizen of Brazil -1,300567
Citizen of Costa Rica -2,246128
Citizen of Laos -3,120656
Citizen of Romania 1,351312
Citizen of Syria -0,2905862
Citizen of Togo -3,518234
Citizen of Yugoslavia 1,590554
Citizen of Armenia -0,9105333
Citizen of Egypt 2,587183
Citizen of Grenada 0,06811697
Citizen of Iceland 0,3032476
Citizen of Kenya -1,707363
Citizen of Tanzania -0,9474492
Citizen of Turkey -0,9945778
Citizen of Ukraine -0,4064975
Citizen of Macedonia -2,381638
Country of citizenship unknown 0,5807003
Judicial circuit 0 1,205321
Judicial circuit 2 0,2052647
Judicial circuit 3 -0,4043425
Judicial circuit 4 0,285174
Judicial circuit 5 -0,1602256
Judicial circuit 6 0,3309707
Judicial circuit 9 -0,03289934
Judicial circuit 10 -0,07262054
Judicial circuit 11 0,1055383
Gender -0,3445742
High School graduate -0,0665028
Some College 0,007338592
College graduate -0,03959863
Education unknown -0,4890709
Black -0,01927722
Hispanic 0,04580533
Race unknown 0,2909869
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,002491717
Unique case number -0,0000009064420
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Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Receiving supervised release

First analysis
Offender who belong to POOFFICE0, POOFFICE5, POOFFICE8, POOFFICEA and POOF-
FICEC receive less often a supervised release. Further offenders of POOFFICE1 receive this more
often. Also older offenders receive less often supervised release. Below are the maps for the district
of sentencing. Here a minus sign means less often and a plus sign means more often a supervised
release. Further offenders in Puerto Rico and Alaska receive less often this release and offenders
in Virgin island and Hawaii received it more often.

Further US citizen and not a US citizen but alien status unknown offenders are receiving more
often a supervised release. In against illegal alien and extradited alien are receiving this less often.
Below is the map of the country of citizenship. Here the green countries are getting more often
supervised release and the red countries less often. Further citizen of Yugoslavia are more often
receiving this release.

Offenders with no schooling, 1st grade, 8th grade, 9th grade, 10th grade or college graduate receive
more often supervised release. But offenders who completed 4th grade, 5th grade, 6th grade, 7th
grade, high school graduate, one year of college, trade or vocational degree, associates degree,
graduate degree, some trade or vocational school, military training, middle school/ junior high
or education unknown receive less often this release. Non-Hispanic offenders get less often a su-
pervised release. Offenders in circuit 0 (which is dark green), circuit 4 (which is green), circuit
9 (which is deep pink) and circuit 11 (which is gold) receive more often this release. Further
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offenders in circuit 3 (which is orange), circuit 7 (which is cyan) and circuit 10 (which is brown)
receive less often this release. Asian or pacific islander offenders or race other receive less often
this release. Further offenders of whom there is no information on race available in the docu-
ments receive more often this release. Further female offenders are getting less often supervised
release. Education unknown offenders receive also less often this release. The same holds for
unknown race offenders. Furthermore offender who are supported by more people receive more
often this release. Offenders that are younger than 21 are getting less often this release and of-
fender between 36 and 40 more often. Further offender with a higher birthday year receive more
often this release. Lastly offender with a higher unique case number receive more often this release.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,009567059
U.S. Citizen 0,2905849
Illegal Alien -1,197964
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown 0,220896
Extradited Alien -1,391672
Citizen of Cuba 1,030859
Citizen of Bahamas 0,7914776
Citizen of Belize -1,331271
Citizen of Bolivia 0,5798019
Citizen of Canada 0,02169084
Citizen of China 0,8127332
Citizen of Colombia -0,4659892
Citizen of Dominican Republic -0,1344717
Citizen of Ecuador -0,7182384
Citizen of France -0,703892
Citizen of Germany 0,2964115
Citizen of Ghana -0,6071268
Citizen of Guatemala 0,08301891
Citizen of Guyana 0,1300624
Citizen of Haiti 1,329467
Citizen of Honduras -0,2485878
Citizen of India -1,02967
Citizen of Israel -1,933369
Citizen of Italy 0,3253893
Citizen of Jordan 1,488429
Citizen of Korea 1,35342
Citizen of Mexico -0,6076368
Citizen of Nigeria -0,7069195
Citizen of Pakistan -0,8276244
Citizen of Peru 1,400451
Citizen of Philippines -0,1151608
Citizen of Russia -0,8096966
Citizen of Trinidad and Tobago 1,362003
Citizen of Vietnam 0,3332485
Citizen of Antigua and Barbuda 0,5488053
Citizen of Bangladesh -0,2290086
Citizen of Costa Rica -0,7291264
Citizen of Guinea 1,253345
Citizen of Iraq 0,9627197
Citizen of Kuwait 0,448327
Citizen of Laos -1,419041
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Citizen of Liberia -0,2710154
Citizen of Netherlands -0,4582822
Citizen of Romania -0,6367513
Citizen of Portugal 0,03002577
Citizen of Spain -1,301075
Citizen of Taiwan -1,320689
Citizen of Togo -1,938796
Citizen of Yugoslavia 1,323924
Citizen of Armenia 0,08973295
Citizen of Bulgaria 0,5254555
Citizen of Czech Republic -0,7585080
Citizen of Denmark -2,505686
Citizen of Estonia -5,033971
Citizen of Gabon -1,132426
Citizen of Gambia 0,5378488
Citizen of Grenada 1,612075
Citizen of Iceland -0,5434569
Citizen of Kenya 0,5648105
Citizen of Lithuania -2,282843
Citizen of Mauritius -2,740739
Citizen of Senegal -3,540706
Citizen of Sierra Leone -0,8311565
Citizen of Somalia 0,8571154
Citizen of Tanzania -2,307311
Citizen of Turkey -4,111848
Citizen of Ukraine -1,229011
Citizen of Macedonia -1,108782
Citizen of Serbia -1,998193
Judicial circuit 0 1,023959
Judicial circuit 3 -0,2452127
Judicial circuit 4 0,2375229
Judicial circuit 5 -0,04636057
Judicial circuit 6 0,05338754
Judicial circuit 7 -0,04853856
Judicial circuit 9 0,2787203
Judicial circuit 10 -0,4999963
Judicial circuit 11 0,2571948
Gender -0,1891411
High School graduate -0,02214021
Education unknown -0,7604616
Hispanic 0,1147232
Race other -0,01037909
Race unknown 0,3886521
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,01164651
Unique case number 0,0000007944811

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.
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The number of days of imprisonment ordered

First analysis
For AIC we have that offenders in POOFFICE2 are receiving more days of imprisonment. Further
we see that offenders belonging to POOFFICE3 receive less days. Below stands the map of the
district of sentencing. Here a plus sign means more days and a minus sign means less days ordered.
Further offenders in Hawaii receive more days. Also below is the map of the country of citizenship.
Here the offenders of the green countries receive more days and that of the red received less days.

Offenders that are Resident/legal alien receive less days and illegal alien receive more days of im-
prisonment. Further offenders with no schooling, 6th grade, three years of college or associates
degree receive more days. Furthermore offenders who completed 3th grade, 8th grade, 10th grade,
11th grade, general education diploma or some high school receive less days of imprisonment.
Non-Hispanic offenders receive more days and hispanic offenders receive less days. Offenders in
circuit 0 which is Washington D.C. receive more days. Further Asian or pacific islanders receive
more days. This holds also for female offenders. Offenders with less than High School graduate
receive less days of imprisonment. White offenders receive more days of imprisonment. Also his-
panic offenders receive less days. Offenders of the age categories less then 21, 21 thru 25 and 26
thru 30 receive more days and 36 thru 40 and 41 thru 50 receive less days. Lastly offenders with
a higher unique case number receive less days of imprisonment.

For BIC we have that offenders in POOFFICE2 receive more days. Below is the maps of the
district of sentencing and the country of citizenship.

Further offenders who are illegal alien receive more days. Offenders who completed 6th grade or
three years of college receive more days. In against offenders with a general education diploma
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receive less days. Lastly Asian or pacific islanders receive more days.

Second analysis
For AIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,000222497
Resident/Legal Alien -0,02569238
Illegal Alien 0,0191999
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown -0,007052906
Extradited Alien -0,007423896
Citizen of China 0,08394958
Citizen of Colombia -0,02784040
Citizen of Dominican Republic -0,0136084
Citizen of Ecuador -0,04003641
Citizen of France 0,03503481
Citizen of Germany -0,00383127
Citizen of Ghana -0,05343818
Citizen of Guatemala 0,06671842
Citizen of Jordan 0,03785852
Citizen of Mexico 0,03380138
Citizen of Pakistan 0,06912016
Citizen of Peru 0,03864117
Citizen of Antigua and Barbuda 0,05707506
Citizen of Bangladesh 1,145987
Citizen of Barbados -0,1189466
Citizen of Iraq 0,02872577
Citizen of Malaysia 0,6841187
Citizen of Netherlands -0,09914360
Citizen of Taiwan -0,03231956
Citizen of Armenia 0,08051991
Citizen of Azerbaijan 0,2038079
Citizen of Czech Republic 0,8598920
Citizen of Grenada 0,06530693
Citizen of Tanzania -0,1309906
Citizen of Macedonia 0,5966821
Judicial circuit 0 0,01939867
Judicial circuit 1 0,01829845
Judicial circuit 2 -0,001478788
Judicial circuit 3 0,01886064
Judicial circuit 5 -0,003222378
Judicial circuit 6 0,004508154
Judicial circuit 8 -0,004443360
Judicial circuit 10 0,07597716
Judicial circuit 11 0,0028654
Gender 0,01126936
Some College 0,009314470
College graduate 0,009996194
White 0,003961172
Hispanic -0,006516109
Race other 0,009285599
Unique case number -0,00000007340421

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
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have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

For BIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Citizen of Bangladesh 0,771410749
Citizen of Malaysia 0,301986428
Citizen of Czech Republic 0,416162952
Citizen of Macedonia 0,264366634
Judicial circuit 10 0,061921596

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

The amount of time, in months, that is already served and is credited to the offender

First analysis
For AIC we have that offenders in POOFFICE0 and POOFFICEC receive less months credited.
Further offenders in POOFFICE8 and POOFFICEA receive more months credited. Below is the
map of the district of sentencing. Here a plus sign means more months credited and a minus sign
less months. Further offenders in Hawaii receive less months. Also here is the map of the coun-
try of citizenship. Offenders belonging to the green countries receive more months credited and
offenders of the red countries less months. Further offenders of whom the country of citizenship
is unknown receive more months.
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Offenders who have there birthday later in the year receive less months. Further high school grad-
uate offenders receive less months and offenders with some high school or some college receive more
months. Also Hispanic offenders receive less months. Offenders in circuit 0, which is Washington
D.C., receive more months. This holds also for offender in circuit 1 (which is purple), circuit
2 (which is red), circuit 3 (which is orange) and circuit 8 (which is pink). Offenders in circuit
4 (which is green) and circuit 5 (which is blue) receive less months credited. White/caucasian
offenders receive less months and race other receive more months. Also female offenders receive
more months credited. Further Hispanic offenders receive less months credited. The offenders in
age category 31 thru 35 received more months credited. This holds also for offenders with a higher
unique case number.

For BIC we have the maps below of the district of sentencing and the country of citizenship.
Further offenders of whom the country of citizenship is unknown receive more months credited.

Lastly offenders in circuit 0 and 2 receive more months and offenders in circuit 5 less months cred-
ited.

Second analysis
For AIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
U.S. Citizen 0,008994487
Resident/Legal Alien -0,003506555
Extradited Alien 0,04024320
Citizen of Canada 0,1386506
Citizen of Colombia -0,03292697
Citizen of El Salvador 0,08413472
Citizen of Ghana 0,1341232
Citizen of Guyana 0,3136734
Citizen of Honduras 0,1764331
Citizen of Iran 0,616037
Citizen of Israel 0,1496154
Citizen of Italy -0,2848939
Citizen of Jamaica 0,1065869
Citizen of Korea 0,3274794
Citizen of Philippines 0,2777264
Citizen of Russia 0,1897586
Citizen of Albania -0,05781731
Citizen of Antigua and Barbuda -0,09995778
Citizen of Guinea -0,03780763
Citizen of Kuwait 4,533928
Citizen of Laos -0,02010146
Citizen of Malaysia 1,277662
Citizen of Romania 0,9848903
Citizen of Syria -0,3014344
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Citizen of Armenia -0,1133439
Citizen of Denmark 4,488019
Citizen of Egypt 1,735985
Citizen of Sierra Leone -0,1405498
Citizen of Tanzania 0,1745117
Citizen of United States 0,008994486
Citizen of Bermuda 4,466530
Citizen of Macedonia 0,7914721
Citizen of Serbia 1,613043
Citizen of Kosova 1,842398
Country of citizenship unknown 1,505677
Judicial circuit 0 0,5721798
Judicial circuit 1 0,123712
Judicial circuit 2 0,6226859
Judicial circuit 3 0,06786537
Judicial circuit 5 -0,08217115
Judicial circuit 6 -0,01340138
Judicial circuit 7 0,06251071
Judicial circuit 8 0,06082299
Judicial circuit 11 -0,01771009
Gender 0,04879028
High School graduate -0,004425615
Some College 0,01516897
Education unknown -0,06412465
Black 0,004458369
Hispanic -0,01987028
Race other 0,001247754
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,0000003977732

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

For BIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Citizen of Kuwait 2,156641934
Citizen of Malaysia 0,112807785
Citizen of Romania 0,563946279
Citizen of Denmark 2,447229429
Citizen of Bermuda 2,505746985
Country of citizenship unknown 0,714183519
Judicial circuit 0 0,401795851
Judicial circuit 1 0,025168898
Judicial circuit 2 0,563961596
Judicial circuit 5 -0,059938671
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Gender 0,008601023

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Time in months granted under paragraph 5G1.3. of the guideline

For AIC we have the maps below of the district of sentencing and the country of citizenship.
Where a plus sign means more months granted. This is the same for the green countries. The
offenders belonging to the red countries receive less months granted.

For BIC we have the same as for AIC but the maps are a little bit different.

Second analysis
For AIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,00005235789
Citizen of Canada 0,03238929
Judicial circuit 5 0,005098403
Judicial circuit 8 0,004805668
Gender -0,002284189
Hispanic -0,002498007
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Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

For BIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,00004159981

The dollar value of the special assessment fee assigned by the court

First analysis
For AIC we have that offenders in POOFFICE3 receive a smaller dollar amount. In against of-
fenders in POOFFICE8 and POOFFICEA receive a higher amount. The map below is about the
district of sentencing. Here a minus sign means a smaller amount and a plus sign a larger amount.
Further below is the map of the country of citizenship. Offenders belonging to the green countries
receive a larger amount and that of the red countries a smaller amount. Further offenders of whom
the country of citizenship is unknown are receiving a larger amount.

Furthermore illegal alien offenders receive a smaller amount. This holds also for No schooling, 1st
grade, 3th grade, 7th grade, 9th grade, two years of college, general education diploma and middle
school/junior high. In against offenders with three years of college, some high school or educa-
tion unknown receive a larger amount. Further non-hispanic offenders receive a smaller amount.
Offenders in circuit 1 (which is purple), circuit 3 (which is orange) and circuit 9 (which is deep
pink) receive a larger amount and offenders in circuit 8, which is pink, receive a smaller amount.
Offenders with race other receive a larger amount. This is the same for some college and education
unknown. Further less than high school graduate offenders receive a smaller amount. This holds
also for black offenders. Offenders with the race type other received a larger amount. Furthermore
the offenders in age category less than 21 and 26 thru 30 got a higher amount and that of category
21 thru 25 received a smaller amount. Offenders with a higher birthday year receive a smaller
amount. Lastly offenders with a higher unique case number receive a larger amount.

For BIC we have below the map of the district of sentencing. Also here is the map of the country
of citizenship.
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Offenders which completed 1st grade receive a smaller amount. Further offender in circuit 1, which
is purple, receive a larger amount. Lastly offenders of age category less than 21 receive a smaller
amount.

Second analysis
For AIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,00116856
Resident/Legal Alien -0,004085705
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown 0,1032531
Citizen of Chile 0,3458179
Citizen of Dominican Republic 0,1069968
Citizen of Ghana 0,1200225
Citizen of Guyana 0,05505858
Citizen of Mexico -0,3390014
Citizen of Nigeria -0,07556612
Citizen of Peru -0,1694883
Citizen of Antigua and Barbuda 0,08025715
Citizen of Barbados 0,1614158
Citizen of Costa Rica -0,6511878
Citizen of Taiwan 0,3047756
Citizen of Kenya -1,03317
Citizen of Mauritius -0,7570515
Citizen of Tanzania 0,278304
Citizen of Macedonia -0,1396154
Judicial circuit 1 0,1148545
Judicial circuit 2 0,07524627
Judicial circuit 3 0,06188211
Judicial circuit 5 -0,2484904
Judicial circuit 9 -0,0596252
Judicial circuit 10 -0,5117338
Judicial circuit 11 0,06125664
Gender -0,05100691
Less than High School graduate -0,0164625
Black 0,01448482
Hispanic -0,07501406
Race other 0,03093321
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,007318517
Unique case number -0,0000003877364

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
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have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

For BIC we have the table below.

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,0009031093
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown 0,05985401
Citizen of Dominican Republic 0,08380416
Citizen of Mexico -0,338011
Citizen of Costa Rica -0,3025267
Citizen of Kenya -0,6678881
Citizen of Mauritius -0,4562348
Citizen of Tanzania 0,08275586
Judicial circuit 1 0,09422639
Judicial circuit 2 0,06624639
Judicial circuit 3 0,04449919
Judicial circuit 5 -0,01793721
Judicial circuit 9 -0,05192610
Judicial circuit 10 -0,4974146
Judicial circuit 11 0,0493464
Gender -0,04100184
Less than High School graduate -0,008812355
Black 0,008726797
Hispanic -0,07759184
Race other 0,005672182
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,004897855
Unique case number -0,0000002192876

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.
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No fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution ordered

First analysis
Offenders in POOFFICE0, POOFFICE1, POOFFICE6 and POOFFICE7 receive less often this
cost. In against offenders in POOFFICE3, POOFFICE5 and POOFFICE9 receive it more often.
Further older offenders receive it less often. Below is the maps of the district of sentencing. Here
a plus sign means more often and a minus sign less often. Further for CIRCDIST offenders in
Puerto Rico receive it more often and offenders in Alaska and Hawaii received it less often. For
DISTRICT offenders in Alaska and Hawaii received it less often.

Offenders that are US citizen receive it less often and illegal aliens received it more often. Below
is the map of the country of citizenship. Offenders of the red countries receive it less often and
that of the green countries more often.

Further offenders who have there birthday later in the years receive it less often. Offenders that
completed 1st grade, 3th grade, 5th grade, 6th grade, 7th grade, military training or education
is unknown received it more often. In against offenders with one year of college, tree years of
college, associates degree, graduate degree, some elementary school or some high school receive it
less often. Furthermore non-Hispanic offenders receive it less often. Offenders in circuit 11, which
is gold, receive it more often. This holds also for black/african american offenders and offenders of
whom there is no information on race available in the documents. Further we have that Asian or
Pacific islanders and race other receive it less often. Female offenders received it more often and
the same holds for non-US citizen. Offenders with less than high school graduate and education
unknown receive it more often. Further some college and college graduate offenders received it
more often. White offenders receive it less often and offenders who are supported by more people
received it more often. The last holds also for age category 31 thru 35 and offenders with a higher
birthday year.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,008088844
U.S. Citizen -0,6095157
Illegal Alien 0,5112627
Citizen of Cuba -0,2026619
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Citizen of Bahamas -1,174746
Citizen of Belize -0,2388548
Citizen of Canada -0,4765868
Citizen of China -0,9919976
Citizen of Colombia -0,1235809
Citizen of El Salvador -0,7575741
Citizen of Ghana -0,4583810
Citizen of Great Britain 0,38834
Citizen of Guatemala 1,196685
Citizen of Haiti 0,2059377
Citizen of India -1,013685
Citizen of Iran -1,007152
Citizen of Israel -0,6449921
Citizen of Jamaica 0,1143562
Citizen of Jordan 1,485157
Citizen of Mexico 0,2338208
Citizen of Nicaragua 1,717795
Citizen of Nigeria -1,44623
Citizen of Pakistan 0,6777686
Citizen of Panama 0,04457678
Citizen of Peru 0,7321833
Citizen of Thailand -2,186976
Citizen of Trinidad and Tobago 0,1904545
Citizen of Antigua and Barbuda -1,529517
Citizen of Australia 0,3757569
Citizen of Bangladesh -3,421178
Citizen of Benin -1,730943
Citizen of Brazil -1,309235
Citizen of Iraq -1,716447
Citizen of Laos -0,6471544
Citizen of Romania 0,3590875
Citizen of Spain -3,046546
Citizen of Syria 1,544135
Citizen of Togo -0,02044441
Citizen of Armenia 0,2086239
Citizen of Bulgaria -0,3899882
Citizen of Denmark 0,01251852
Citizen of Estonia 2,807481
Citizen of Gambia -1,171917
Citizen of Iceland -1,735802
Citizen of Mauritius 0,4667672
Citizen of Moldova -0,1427758
Citizen of Morocco -0,3094332
Citizen of Senegal -1,963762
Citizen of Somalia -0,3209820
Citizen of United States -0,02161004
Citizen of Macedonia -1,105047
Judicial circuit 1 0,06733563
Judicial circuit 3 -1,561556
Judicial circuit 4 -0,1793436
Judicial circuit 5 -0,5723583
Judicial circuit 6 0,1219679
Judicial circuit 7 -0,8554834
Judicial circuit 10 -0,4346673
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Judicial circuit 11 0,1354227
Gender 0,1021648
Less than High School graduate 0,07488452
Some College -0,1307027
College graduate -0,213619
Education unknown 0,3657276
White -0,3152844
Black 0,07432742
Race other -0,2420148
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,03095329
Unique case number 0,000001847071

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Fine/cost of supervision ordered or no restitution

First analysis
Offenders in POOFFICE0, POOFFICE1, POOFFICE6 and POOFFICE7 receive more often this
cost. Offenders in POOFFICE2, POOFFICE5, POOFFICE9 and POOFFICEE receive it less of-
ten. Further older offenders receive it more often. Below is the maps of the district of sentencing.
Here a plus sign means that the offenders in this district received this cost more often and a minus
sign for less often. Further offenders in Puerto rico and Northern Mariana Islands received it less
often and offenders in Alaska and Hawaii received it more often.

US citizen offenders receive it more often and illegal alien receive it less often. Further below is
the map of the country of citizenship, where the the offenders of green countries received more
often this cost and the red countries less often.
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Offenders that have there birthday later in the year received this cost more often. Offenders with
no schooling, 1st grade, 5th grade, 6th grade, 7th grade, 9th grade, general education diploma
or education unknown received it less often. In against offenders with one year of college, three
years of college, associates degree or graduate degree received it more often. Offenders in circuit 2,
which is red, received it more often. Further offenders in circuit 4 (which is green), circuit 8 (which
is pink) and circuit 11 (which is gold) received it less often. Black/african american offenders and
american indian/alaskan native offenders received it less often. This holds also for offenders of
whom there is no information in the documents available about the race. Further asian or pacific
islander offenders and type other received it more often. Furthermore female offenders received it
less often. The same holds for non-US citizen. Offenders with less than high school graduate and
education unknown received this cost less often. Further offenders with some college or college
graduate received it more often. This holds also for white offenders and unknown race offenders.
Furthermore offenders who are supported by more people received it less often. The same for age
category 31 thru 35. For the age categories 41 thru 50 and above 50 the offenders received it more
often. Offenders with a higher birthday year received it less often. This holds also for offenders
with a higher unique case number.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,009645062
U.S. Citizen 0,6205053
Illegal Alien -0,5661564
Citizen of Bahamas 0,8012406
Citizen of China 1,783591
Citizen of El Salvador 0,02876499
Citizen of Guatemala -0,9158135
Citizen of Haiti -0,6391153
Citizen of India 0,8796554
Citizen of Iran 1,654352
Citizen of Italy -0,2324069
Citizen of Korea -0,08653208
Citizen of Mexico -0,3786991
Citizen of Nigeria 1,158453
Citizen of Peru -0,7084646
Citizen of Thailand 1,202901
Citizen of Bangladesh 2,748013
Citizen of Benin 0,1058251
Citizen of Brazil 1,990407
Citizen of Iraq 1,669741
Citizen of Portugal -0,01963385
Citizen of Spain 2,613997
Citizen of Ukraine 0,8664907
Citizen of United States 0,007405685
Citizen of Macedonia 0,9064502
Citizen of Serbia -0,8947542
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Country of citizenship unknown -0,07707254
Judicial circuit 2 0,1676328
Judicial circuit 3 1,721036
Judicial circuit 5 0,5169542
Judicial circuit 6 -0,04469401
Judicial circuit 7 1,237004
Judicial circuit 8 -0,007685265
Judicial circuit 10 0,4995806
Judicial circuit 11 -0,1057813
Gender -0,2822229
Less than High School graduate -0,08945971
Some College 0,1530802
College graduate 0,5021410
Education unknown -0,2310124
White 0,111222
Black -0,09682665
Race other 0,1285285
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,03626561
Unique case number -0,000001548236

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Both fine/cost of supervision and restitution ordered

First analysis
Offenders in POOFFICE0 received this cost more often. In against offenders in POOFFICE4,
POOFFICE9 and POOFFICEE received it less often. Further older offenders received it more
often. Below are the maps of the district of sentencing. Where a plus means more often and a
minus means less often. Further offenders in Puerto rico received it more often and in Guam less
often.
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Furthermore US citizen offenders received it more often. Below is the map of the country of citi-
zenship. Offenders of the green countries received it more often and that of the red countries less
often.

Offenders with three years of college, trade or vocational degree, associates degree or graduate
degree received it more often. But offenders with some trade or vocational school received it less
often. Offender of whom there is no information on the hispanic origin available received it less
often. Offenders in circuit 1 (which is purple), circuit 3 (which is orange) and circuit 7 (which is
cyan) received it more often. Further offenders in circuit 8 received it less often. Asian or pacific
islander offenders received it more often and female offenders received it less often. This holds
also for non-US citizen. Offenders with less than high school graduate received it less often and
offenders with some college graduate more often. Further offenders that are white received it more
often and black offenders less often. Offenders above 50 receive it more often and offenders with
a higher birthday year less often.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,016854
U.S. Citizen 1,01186947
Citizen of Great Britain 1,70298982
Citizen of Guyana 4,53400097
Citizen of Korea 1,70874757
Citizen of Bangladesh 3,92195997
Citizen of Romania 0,79790424
Citizen of Gambia 8,1394675
Citizen of Kenya 3,53584109
Citizen of United States 0,14620909
Judicial circuit 0 -0,46730922
Judicial circuit 1 0,33705609
Judicial circuit 2 -0,26960169
Judicial circuit 3 0,67923321
Judicial circuit 4 0,021131
Judicial circuit 7 0,2577368
Judicial circuit 8 -0,55751461
Judicial circuit 10 -0,10628175
Judicial circuit 11 -0,08913969
Gender -0,27670720
Less than High School graduate -0,27494131
College graduate 0,34461217
White 0,05893615
Black -0,51039261
Race other 0,07287519

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.
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No other type of sentences ordered

First analysis
Offenders in POOFFICE5 and POOFFICE7 receive this more often. Below is the map of the
district of sentencing. Where a minus sign means less often and a plus more often. Also here is
the map of the country of citizenship. Offenders of the green countries received it more often and
that of the red countries less often.

Offenders that are resident/legal alien received it more often. Further not a US citizen but alien
status unknown received it less often. Offenders with 11th grade or some trade or vocation school
received it less often. Further offenders with some elementary school received it more often. Offend-
ers in circuit 5 (which is blue) and circuit 11 (which is gold) received it less often. White/caucasian
offenders received it more often. Lastly offender of age category 36 thru 40 received it less often.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Resident/Legal Alien 0,3670226
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown -0,9877271
Extradited Alien -0,2216029
Citizen of Bahamas 0,3698806
Citizen of Canada 1,019188
Citizen of China -1,730082
Citizen of Colombia 0,556797
Citizen of Dominican Republic -0,1467533
Citizen of El Salvador 0,250536
Citizen of Guatemala -0,2688277
Citizen of Haiti 0,2806547
Citizen of Iran 0,8363287
Citizen of Jamaica 0,2961523
Citizen of Pakistan -1,005709
Judicial circuit 0 0,8331555
Judicial circuit 1 0,610775
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Judicial circuit 2 1,037394
Judicial circuit 3 0,6198427
Judicial circuit 5 -1,719458
Judicial circuit 6 -0,2319949
Judicial circuit 7 0,3280817
Judicial circuit 8 0,4373593
Judicial circuit 10 1,689709
Judicial circuit 11 -0,6266577
Gender 0,1355344
Some College -0,1016358
Black -0,1112787
Hispanic 0,2145991
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,02478788
Unique case number -0,000003632755

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Denial of federal benefits ordered

First analysis
Offenders in POOFFICE3 received this more often and offenders in POOFFICE5 and POOF-
FICE7 less often. Below is the map of district of sentencing. Here a minus sign means less often
and a plus means more often. Also below is the map of the country of citizenship. Where the
offenders of the green countries received it more often and that of the red countries less often.

Offenders who are resident/legal alien received it less often and not a US citizen but alien status
unknown received is more often. Further offenders with 1st grade, 6th grade, 11th grade, two
years of college, some trade or vocational school or some college received it more often. In against
offenders with 4th grade, 9th grade, 10th grade, associates degree, some elementary school or mid-
dle school/junior high received it less often. offenders of race type other received it more often.
This is the same for information on race not available in the documents. Lastly the age categories
less then 21 received it less often and 31 thru 35 and 36 thru 40 more often.
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Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Resident/Legal Alien -0,3726602
Illegal Alien 0,07386612
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown 1,156205
Citizen of Bahamas -0,06254879
Citizen of Canada -1,053211
Citizen of China 1,880252
Citizen of Colombia -0,1863386
Citizen of Dominican Republic 0,4526786
Citizen of El Salvador -0,2124054
Citizen of Guatemala 0,4327347
Citizen of Honduras 0,06061044
Citizen of Iran -0,3370504
Citizen of Jamaica -0,1178768
Citizen of Pakistan 1,113462
Citizen of Azerbaijan -0,2032761
Judicial circuit 0 -0,7047825
Judicial circuit 1 -1,195581
Judicial circuit 2 -1,460287
Judicial circuit 3 -0,8394343
Judicial circuit 4 0,1223608
Judicial circuit 5 1,827881
Judicial circuit 6 0,3567542
Judicial circuit 7 -1,120638
Judicial circuit 8 -0,5041373
Judicial circuit 10 -2,053547
Judicial circuit 11 0,5032406
Some College 0,1320889
White 0,04913926
Hispanic -0,3076819
Unique case number 0,000004963034

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

Other unique sentence ordered

First analysis
Offenders of POOFFICE2 received it more often and that of POOFFICE8 less often. Below are
the maps of the district of sentencing. Where a plus sign means more often and a minus means
less often. Further offenders in Puerto rico received it more often.
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Offenders with 7th grade, 10th grade or 11th grade received it more often. Further offenders with
8th grade received it less often. Black/african american offenders received it more often and white
offenders received it less often. Further offenders who are supported by more people received it
less often. Lastly offenders of age category less than 21 or 41 thru 50 received it more often and
offender of age 21 thru 25 and 36 thru 40 received it less often.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age 0,001553925
U.S. Citizen 0,360285168
Illegal Alien -0,303198167
Judicial circuit 4 -0,77581036
Judicial circuit 5 0,472789624
Judicial circuit 6 -0,060538356
Judicial circuit 7 1,07714079
Judicial circuit 9 -0,511183428
Judicial circuit 11 0,416637924
Gender -0,246112760
Less than High School graduate 0,518127251
College graduate -0,273016578
White -1,229379147
Black 0,466394613
Race other -0,161643444
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,298113326

No prison or probation ordered, so only fine cost ordered

For this variable we see that there are no demographics of influence. This holds for both analysis.

Prison only (no alternatives) ordered

First analysis
Offenders of POOFFICE0, POOFFICE2 and POOFFICE7 are receiving more often only a prison
sentence. Offenders of POOFFICE3, POOFFICE5, POOFFICE8, POOFFICE9 and POOF-
FICEC receive it less often. Also older offenders receive it less often. Below are the maps of
the district of sentencing. Where a plus means more often and a minus less often. Further for
CIRCDIST offenders in Virgin island and Hawaii receive it more often. Furthermore offenders in
Alaska and Guam receive it less often. For DISTRICT offenders in Hawaii receive it more often.
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Offenders who are US citizen receive it less often and illegal alien more often. Below is the map
of the country of citizenship. Offenders of the green countries receive it more often and offenders
of the red countries less often. Further offenders of Yugoslavia receive it more often and offenders
of whom the country of citizenship is unknown less often.

Offenders with 3th grade, 4th grade, 11th grade, one year of college, two years of college, grad-
uate degree, some graduate school, middle school/junior high or education unknown received it
more often. Further offenders with 9th grade, three years of college, general education diploma,
associates degree or military training receive it more often. Furthermore non-hispanic offenders
receive it less often. Offenders of circuit 3 (which is orange) and circuit 9 (which is deep pink)
receive it less often. In against offenders of circuit 4 (which is green) and circuit 6 (which is navy)
receive it more often. American indian/alaskan native offenders and offenders of whom there is
no information on race available received it more often. Further offenders that are asian or pacific
islanders or of type other received it less often. This holds also for female offenders. Offenders with
some college receive it more often. Further offenders with college graduate or unknown education
receive it less often. This is the same for white offenders. Further offenders of whom the race
is missing received it more often. Also offenders who are supported by more people received it
more often. For the age categories less than 21 and 21 thru 25 the offenders received it less often.
Further we have that offenders of category 31 thru 35 and 36 thru 40 received it more often. This
holds also for a higher birthday year.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,004940844
U.S. Citizen -0,938689317
Illegal Alien 0,972874458
Not a U.S. Citizen/Alien Status Unknown 0,023390774
Citizen of Cuba -0,627944044
Citizen of Canada 0,512168722
Citizen of China -0,365209649
Citizen of El Salvador -0077586911
Citizen of Guatemala 0,019212589
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Citizen of India -1,762306019
Citizen of Iran 0,952725476
Citizen of Israel -0,439097112
Citizen of Mexico 0,400671089
Citizen of Peru 0,713533256
Citizen of Russia -0,457749800
Citizen of Vietnam -0,465297108
Citizen of Brazil -1,441164262
Citizen of Costa Rica -0,689600536
Citizen of Laos -2,734329468
Citizen of Liberia -0,534401559
Citizen of Romania 0,666186118
Citizen of Syria -1,547581153
Citizen of Togo -2,415904115
Citizen of Yugoslavia 0,569712133
Citizen of Armenia 0,038980859
Citizen of Azerbaijan -1,243679210
Citizen of Egypt 1,052986698
Citizen of Grenada 0,157708211
Citizen of Kenya -1,511361233
Citizen of Somalia -0,693203795
Citizen of Turkey -0,612095099
Citizen of Ukraine -0,134085254
Citizen of Macedonia -1,521776645
Country of citizenship unknown -0,073865717
Judicial circuit 3 -0,206625410
Judicial circuit 4 0,250066467
Judicial circuit 6 0,185616917
Judicial circuit 9 -0,198576135
Judicial circuit 10 -0,096316038
Judicial circuit 11 0,084344174
Gender -0,395602015
College graduate -0,053515855
Education unknown -0,180791675
White -0,038483781
Race other 0,013683474
Race unknown 0,560677406
Number of dependents whom the offender supports 0,013911990

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.
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The offender belongs to zone A in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

First analysis
For this variable we see that there are no demographics of influence.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Age -0,00306118
Illegal Alien -0,47967256
Citizen of Guyana -1,68515053
Citizen of Iran 3,01923398
Citizen of Israel 2,19893804
Citizen of Pakistan -0,45861100
Citizen of Philippines 2,45261689
Citizen of Romania -0,06155136
Citizen of Armenia 4,11703958
Judicial circuit 1 1,47901310
Judicial circuit 2 0,07011925
Judicial circuit 5 -0,12416827
Judicial circuit 8 -0,62136012
Less than High School graduate -0,19865629
Some College 0,11670518
College graduate 0,08212661
Race other 0,11076615
Number of dependents whom the offender supports -0,09780905

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

The offender belongs to zone B in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

First analysis
Offenders in POOFFICE7 are more often in zone B. Below are the maps of district of sentencing.
Where a plus sign means more often in zone B and a minus less often. Further offenders in puerto
rico and hawaii are more often in zone B.
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Below is the map of the country of citizenship. Offenders of the green countries are more often in
Zone B and that of the red countries less often.

Offenders with 9th grade are less often in zone B. Further offenders with graduate degree or some
college are more often in zone B. Offenders in circuit 8, which is pink, are less often in zone B and
offenders of race type other are more often in zone B. Furthermore offenders with less than high
school graduate are less often in zone B and offenders with college graduate more often. Lastly
offender of age category 26 thru 30 are more often in zone B and offenders that are in 31 thru 35
less often.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Citizen of Cuba -0,253577800
Citizen of Ghana 0,986061505
Citizen of Guatemala 0,664757904
Citizen of Guyana 0,472555553
Citizen of Haiti 1,307553271
Citizen of India 1,542209781
Citizen of Iran -4,136686615
Citizen of Israel -1,450885332
Citizen of Pakistan 3,752573628
Citizen of Philippines -3,364658216
Citizen of Vietnam 2,477425584
Citizen of Brazil -0,309758054
Citizen of Czech Republic -0,195616575
Citizen of Egypt 0,534531413
Citizen of Gabon 1,333737519
Citizen of Iceland 0,924632544
Citizen of Kenya -0,895566321
Citizen of Mauritius 1,980468428
Citizen of Sierra Leone 0,548493215
Citizen of Turkey 0,940006799
Citizen of Macedonia -0,004767294
Country of citizenship unknown 1,992555465
Judicial circuit 3 0,177727654
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Judicial circuit 5 -0,235396967
Judicial circuit 8 0,576988077
Judicial circuit 11 0,031797301
Gender 0,042038258
College graduate 0,116368425
Education unknown 0,116608957

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.

The offender belongs to zone D in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

First analysis
Offenders in POOFFICE0 and POOFFICEE are more often in zone D and offenders of POOF-
FICE5 and POOFFICE6 less often. Below are the maps of the district of sentencing. Where a
plus means more often in zone D and a minus less often. Further offenders in Puerto rico are less
often in zone D and offenders in Alaska and Guam more often.

Offenders who are resident/legal alien are less often in zone D. Below is the map of the country of
citizenship. Offenders of the green countries are more often in zone D and that of the red countries
less often.

Offenders with 2nd grade, 8th grade, high school graduate, three years of college, college degree
or some college are more often in zone D. In against offenders with 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th
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grade, one year of college, graduate degree or some elementary school are less often in zone D.
Further we have that offenders in circuit 4, which is green, are less often in zone D. This holds also
for black/african american offenders. Further we have that asian or pacific islanders and offenders
of whom there is no information on race available are more often in zone D. This holds also for
female offenders and white offenders. Lastly offenders of age category less than 21 and 31 thru 35
are less often in zone D. Further offenders of 21 thru 25 are more often in zone D.

Second analysis

Variable Lasso coefficient
Resident/Legal Alien -0,43082959
Citizen of China -0,52619375
Citizen of El Salvador 0,22914737
Citizen of Great Britain 0,54606572
Citizen of Honduras 0,06586673
Citizen of India 0,42466851
Citizen of Jamaica -1,06256708
Citizen of Nigeria -3,07068767
Citizen of Peru 0,69900358
Citizen of Russia -1,14159008
Citizen of Costa Rica -0,36258711
Citizen of Romania 0,94008384
Citizen of Syria 1,51960142
Citizen of Togo 3,59239901
Citizen of Armenia 0,37641970
Citizen of Bulgaria 1,15336606
Citizen of Czech Republic -0,30062467
Judicial circuit 1 -0,14164490
Judicial circuit 2 -0,19222723
Judicial circuit 4 -0,30325687
Judicial circuit 7 0,32808084
Judicial circuit 8 0,01258343
Judicial circuit 10 -0,49900132
Gender 0,01291844
Less than High School graduate -0,32967408
Some College 0,02270335
White 0,28628190
Black -0,20877320

Below stands the map of the country of citizenship. In the map the offenders of the green countries
have a negative influence and the offenders of the red countries have a positive influence.
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C Result of diagnostic

In this section we present the QQ plots and residual plots of the variables represented in the
sections above. For the continuous variables we have that AIC and BIC give the same structure
of the plot. The only difference that can be seen is that in some cases the residual plot of AIC
has more points than that of BIC. Therefore we shall only present the plots of AIC in all cases.
We used for the QQ plots the standardized residuals, but for the residual plots not.

Months of imprisonment that is ordered

We used a log transformation, so that the QQ plots is closer to the normal than before. The
distribution is now not completely normal. In the QQ plot between the quantiles -1 and 1 the
data acts normal and outside this interval it acts totally different. This can be caused by a
not constant variance. For the Residual plots we have four different predicted outcomes and the
residuals have a width branch which is not symmetric around 0. Therefore we can conclude that
the regression is linear. For second analysis we see that the QQ plot has the same structure and
therefore is not present here. The residual plot is different but our conclusion is the same. Below
is the QQ plot and the residual plot for the first analysis at the left and middle. The residual plot
of the second analysis stands right.

Receiving probation

This variable is binary and therefore we used logistic regression. We can see in the QQ plot that
the data doesn’t fit the normal distribution at all. For the Residual plot we see that it acts what
we aspect from a binary variable. Therefore we suspect that we needed to use a different link
function in the regression analyses. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as that
of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

The total dollar amount of both fine and cost of supervision that is imposed

The QQ plot shows us that this outcome variable is also after the log transformation, not normal
at all. Also the residual plot is a bit odd. We have that the points are not randomly around zero
therefore it is probably not linear. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as that
of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.
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Total prison sentence in months without alternative confinement

After the log transformation the distribution is in correspondence with the normal distribution.
We see in the QQ plot that on the lower left corner the distribution deviates a little bit from the
normal distribution. Further we see by the residual plot that the regression is linear, with a not
to large variance. We have that the pattern of the QQ plot of the second analysis is the same
as of the first analysis and therefore is not present here. The Residual plot is different but the
conclusion is the same. This plot is on the right.

The total amount of time credited to the offender at the time of sentencing

Also for this variable we see that after the log transformation the distribution is not normal.
Further the residual plots gives us that is is also not linear. The two plots at the left are from the
first analysis and the right two plots are from the second analysis.

Receiving alternative sentencing

This outcome variable is a binary variable. We see in the QQ plot that it is not normal at all.
The residual plot of this variable gives us the pattern that we suspect. Therefore we assume that
we need to use a different link function to make the distribution normal. Because the pattern of
the second analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first
analysis.
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The total months of an alternative sentence

After the log transformation, we have that the distribution is closer to the normal distribution.
But also now it acts totally different then the normal distribution. Also by looking to the pattern
of the residual plot we see that the regression is not linear. The two plots at the left are from the
first analysis and the right two plots are from the second analysis.

Receiving a cost of supervision

For this variable, which is binary, we see that it is normal at all. Also the residual plot is different
then we suspect. It seems like we are missing some data points. A reason of this can be that in the
analyses for this variable we come thru some warnings. For some lambda’s the cross-validation
version of glmnet didn’t converges. Therefore it is possible that one of these lambda’s gave a
better model. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the first analysis,
we only present the plots for the first analysis.

Receiving a fine/costs of supervision or restitution amount

For this binary variable we see that it is not normal at all. But the residual plot is as we suspect.
Therefore we suspect that we have to use another link function. Because the pattern of the second
analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.
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Receiving a fine/cost of supervision amount

For this variable we also see that it is not normal. The residual plot is as we suspect, therefore
we probably need to use another link function. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the
same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

Home detention

For this variable, which is binary, we see that the residual plot is as we suspect. But the QQ
plot gives us that it is not normal. Therefore we need to use another link function. Because the
pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots
for the first analysis.

Intermittent confinement

For this variable we see that both the QQ plot and the residual plot shows a different pattern then
we want. This can be caused because for some lambda’s the cross-validation version of glmnet
didn’t converged. Therefore it is possible that we selected the wrong model as the best model.
Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present
the plots for the first analysis.
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Total term of community confinement that is ordered in months

We can see in the QQ plot that this variable is not normal at all, even after the log transformation.
Further the residual plot gives us that the regression is probably linear. The two plots at the left
are from the first analysis and the right plot is from the second analysis. The QQ plot of the
second analysis is not present, because it has the same pattern as that of the first analysis.

Total term of home detention ordered in months

Also for this variable we have that the QQ plot gives us that it is not normal, even after the log
transformation. Further we see by the residual plot that the regression is probably not linear.
Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present
the plots for the first analysis.

Total term of intermittent confinement ordered in months

For this variable we see that after the log transformation it is not normal. Further the QQ plot
shows us that it has some outliners. The residual plot let us show that the regression is probably
linear. The two plots at the left are from the first analysis and the right two plots are from the
second analysis.
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Received a prison sentence

This variable is a binary variable. We see in the residual plot that it has the pattern as we suspect
for a binary variable. Also it shows us that we have some outliners. Further the QQ plot shows
that with the link function of the logistic regression the distribution is not normal. Because the
pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots
for the first analysis.

Receiving supervised release

For this binary variable we have that the QQ plots shows us that it is quite normal above the zero
quantile. Further we see that is has some outlines at the bottom. This can also be seen in the
residual plot. Furthermore the residual plot acts as we suspect. Because the pattern of the second
analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

The number of days of imprisonment ordered

We see that for this variable we have that after the log transformation it is not normal at all.
Further we see at the residual plot that it is not linear. Because the pattern of the second analysis
is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.
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The amount of time, in months, that is already served and is credited to the offender

Also for this variable we have that it is not normal. Also after the log transformation. Further
we have that the residual plot shows us that it is not linear. Because the pattern of the second
analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

Time in months granted under paragraph 5G1.3. of the guideline

For this variable we see that is is also after the log transformation not normal at all. From the
residual plot it looks like it is also not quite linear. The two plots at the left are from the first
analysis and the right two plots are from the second analysis.

The dollar value of the special assessment fee assigned by the court

From the QQ plot we see that after the log transformation it looks normal in the range of -2 and
2 but outside it is not normal at all. At the left lower bottom we see that there are some outliers.
Further the residual plot suggest that it is maybe not normal. The two plots at the left are from
the first analysis and the right two plots are from the second analysis.
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No fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution ordered

We see that for this binary variable the residual plot acts as we suspect. But the QQ plot shows
that it is not normal. Therefore we probably need to use some other link function. For the second
analysis we see that it is not normal. Also the residual plot is different then we suspect. The two
plots at the left are from the first analysis and the right two plots are from the second analysis.

Fine/cost of supervision ordered or no restitution

Also for this variable we have that the residual plot acts as we suspect. But here shows the QQ
plot also that the distribution is not normal. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the
same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

Both fine/cost of supervision and restitution ordered

In this case we have that the QQ plot shows that it is not normal. Further the residual plot is
different than we suspect. It looks like there are some values missing. This can be accured because
the glm function of R wasn’t able to compute all coefficients. Because the pattern of the second
analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.
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No other type of sentences ordered

In this case we have that the QQ plot shows that it is not normal. Further the residual plot is
different than we suspect. It looks like there are some values missing. This can be accured because
the glm function of R wasn’t able to compute all coefficients. Because the pattern of the second
analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

Denial of federal benefits ordered

Also here we have that the distribution is not normal. Further the residual plot shows also here
something different than what we want. But it is now closer by what we suspect. Because the
pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the first analysis, we only present the plots
for the first analysis.

Other unique sentence ordered

For this variable we have that it is not normal at all and that the residual plot has a lot of missing
values. The two plots at the left are from the first analysis and the right two plots are from the
second analysis.
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No prison or probation ordered, so only fine cost ordered

Despite that we had some warnings we were able to get a result. But it turns out that this results
are totally wrong. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the first
analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

Prison only (no alternatives) ordered

For this variable we have that the residual plots act as we suspect. Further the QQ plot shows
that is is normal above the quantile 0. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as
that of the first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

The offender belongs to zone A in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

For this variable we see that it is not normal at all. Also the residual plot shows that there are a
lot of values missing. The plots of the second analysis are closer by what we want. The two plots
at the left are from the first analysis and the right two plots are from the second analysis.
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The offender belongs to zone B in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

For this variable we have that the residual plot acts as we suspect. Unfortunately also here it is
not normal. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the first analysis,
we only present the plots for the first analysis.

The offender belongs to zone D in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

In this case the distribution is not normal. In the QQ plot it looks like it is normal between -2
and 2 but because of the big outliners we have on the y-axis a larger range. Also the Residual
plot is not as we suspect. Because the pattern of the second analysis is the same as that of the
first analysis, we only present the plots for the first analysis.

MULTIPLE CONTINOUS

We have here that it seems normal between -2 and 2 but the scale of the axis is different. Therefore
we have also after the log transformation that it is not normal at all. Further we suspect form the
residual plot that it is also not linear.
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D Result of goodness-of-fit test

Months of imprisonment that is ordered

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 3.506166e-203
for the first analysis and 5.002215e-194 for the second analysis. Therefore we have that the model
doesn’t fit te data. From the summary of the lm function in R we have that the p-value of the F
test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known that the coefficients that we used are significant.

Receiving probation

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

The total dollar amount of both fine and cost of supervision that is imposed

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 0 for the first
analysis. For the second analysis it is 0 for AIC and 1 for BIC. Therefore we have that the model
doesn’t fit te data. From the summary of the lm function in R we have that the p-value of the F
test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known that the coefficients that we used are significant.

Total prison sentence in months without alternative confinement

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 1 for both
analysis. Therefore we have that the model does fit te data. From the summary of the lm function
in R we have that the p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known that the
coefficients that we used are significant.

The total amount of time credited to the offender at the time of sentencing

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 0 for both
analysis. Therefore we have that the model doesn’t fit te data. From the summary of the lm
function in R we have that the p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known
that the coefficients that we used are significant.

Receiving alternative sentencing

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

The total months of an alternative sentence

For this variable we have that for AIC the p-value of the chi square test is 0.9999996 for the first
analysis and for BIC it is 1. For the second analysis it is for both AIC and BIC 0. Therefore we
have that the model does fit the data for the first analysis. Further it does not fit the data for
the second analysis. From the summary of the lm function in R we have that the p-value of the
F test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known that the coefficients that we used are significant.
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Receiving a cost of supervision

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

Receiving a fine/costs of supervision or restitution amount

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

Receiving a fine/cost of supervision amount

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

Home detention

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

Intermittent confinement

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

Total term of community confinement that is ordered in months

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 0 for both
analysis. Therefore we have that the model doesn’t fit te data. From the summary of the lm
function in R we have that the p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known
that the coefficients that we used are significant.

Total term of home detention ordered in months

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 1 for the first
analysis. For the second analysis it is 1 for AIC and 7.057007e-113 for BIC. Therefore we have
that the model does fit the data except for BIC of the second analysis. From the summary of the
lm function in R we have that the p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known
that the coefficients that we used are significant.

Total term of intermittent confinement ordered in months

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 0 for the first
analysis. For the second analysis it is 1 for AIC and 0,9997777 for BIC. Therefore we have that
the model doesn’t fit the data for the first analysis. Further it fits the data for the second analysis.
From the summary of the lm function in R we have that the p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for
both analysis. So we known that the coefficients that we used are significant.

Received a prison sentence

For this variable we see that the model does fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 1 for both analysis.

Receiving supervised release

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for the first analysis and is 3.18151e-07 for the second analysis.
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The number of days of imprisonment ordered

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 0 for both
analysis. Therefore we have that the model doesn’t fit te data. From the summary of the lm
function in R we have that the p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known
that the coefficients that we used are significant.

The amount of time, in months, that is already served and is credited to the offender

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 0 for both
analysis. Therefore we have that the model doesn’t fit te data. From the summary of the lm
function in R we have that the p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known
that the coefficients that we used are significant.

Time in months granted under paragraph 5G1.3. of the guideline

For this variable we have that for AIC the p-value of the chi square test is 0.7466439 for the first
analysis and 0 for the second. For BIC we have that the p-value is 1 for the first analysis and 0 for
the second. Therefore we have that the model does fit the data for the first analysis and does not
fit the data for the second analysis.. From the summary of the lm function in R we have that the
p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for the first analysis and is 0,06772 for the second. So we known
that the coefficients that we used are significant.

The dollar value of the special assessment fee assigned by the court

For this variable we have that for AIC and BIC the p-value of the chi square test is 1 for both
analysis. Therefore we have that the model does fit te data. From the summary of the lm function
in R we have that the p-value of the F test is 2.2e-16 for both analysis. So we known that the
coefficients that we used are significant.

No fine/cost of supervision, nor restitution ordered

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

Fine/cost of supervision ordered or no restitution

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

Both fine/cost of supervision and restitution ordered

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

No other type of sentences ordered

For this variable we see that the model does fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 1 for both analysis.

Denial of federal benefits ordered

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.
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Other unique sentence ordered

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

No prison or probation ordered, so only fine cost ordered

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

Prison only (no alternatives) ordered

For this variable we see that the model does fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 1 for both analysis.

The offender belongs to zone A in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

The offender belongs to zone B in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

For this variable we see that the model doesn’t fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 0 for both analysis.

The offender belongs to zone D in the sentence table group which determines eligi-
bility for probation and alternative prison sentences

For this variable we see that the model does fit the data. Because the p-value of the chi square
test is 1 for both analysis.

MULTIPLE CONTINOUS

For this variable we have that the p-value of the chi square test is 0. Therefore we have that the
model doesn’t fit te data. From the summary of the lm function in R we have that the p-value of
the F test is 2.2e-16. So we known that the coefficients that we used are significant.

E R code for making the dataset

data1<-read.spss("opafy14nid.sav",to.data.frame=TRUE)

Number_of_observations<-vector()

factordata1<-vector()

for (i in 1:dim(data1)[1]){

if (is.factor(data1[,i])==TRUE){

factordata1[i]<-levels(data1[,i])[1]

Number_of_observations[i]<-dim(data1)[1]-tabulate(data1[,i])[1]

}

else {

factordata1[i]<-"notfactor"

Number_of_observations[i]<-sum(!is.na(data1[,i]))

}

}
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factordata<-factordata1[which(factordata1!="notfactor")]

# 12 first level is not missing value for pooffice (12)

# 8611 first level is not missing value for sta1_1 (24188)

# 9331 first level is not missing value for nwstat1 (24908)

Number_of_observations[12]<-sum(tabulate(data1[,12]))

Number_of_observations[24188]<-sum(tabulate(data1[,24188]))

Number_of_observations[24908]<-sum(tabulate(data1[,24908]))

percentage_of_observations<-Number_of_observations/(dim(data1)[1])

percentage_above_0.5<-percentage_of_observations[which(percentage_of_observations>0.5)]

#which(percentage_of_observations>0.5)

#### Making matrix for categorical variables.

# Already as factor

basel1<-model.matrix(~-1 + BASEL1, data1)

baselhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + BASELHI, data1)

basesl1<-model.matrix(~-1 + BASESL1, data1)

baseslhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + BASESLHI, data1)

pooffice<-model.matrix(~-1 + POOFFICE, data1)

adjl_b1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_B1, data1)

adjl_bhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_BHI, data1)

adjl_c1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_C1, data1)

adjl_chi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_CHI, data1)

adjl_d1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_D1, data1)

adjl_dhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_DHI, data1)

adjl_e1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_E1, data1)

adjl_ehi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_EHI, data1)

adjl_f1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_F1, data1)

adjl_fhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_FHI, data1)

adjl_g1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_G1, data1)

adjl_ghi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_GHI, data1)

adjl_h1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_H1, data1)

adjl_hhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADJL_HHI, data1)

adsl_b1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_B1, data1)

adsl_bhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_BHI, data1)

adsl_c1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_C1, data1)

adsl_chi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_CHI, data1)

adsl_d1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_D1, data1)

adsl_dhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_DHI, data1)

adsl_e1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_E1, data1)

adsl_ehi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_EHI, data1)

adsl_f1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_F1, data1)

adsl_fhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_FHI, data1)

adsl_g1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_G1, data1)

adsl_ghi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_GHI, data1)

adsl_h1<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_H1, data1)

adsl_hhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + ADSL_HHI, data1)

humlb1<-model.matrix(~-1 + HUMLB1, data1)

humlbhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + HUMLBHI, data1)

humlbs1<-model.matrix(~-1 + HUMLBS1, data1)

humlbshi<-model.matrix(~-1 + HUMLBSHI, data1)

gdline1<-model.matrix(~-1 + GDLINE1, data1)

gdstat1<-model.matrix(~-1 + GDSTAT1, data1)

gdlinehi<-model.matrix(~-1 + GDLINEHI, data1)

gdstathi<-model.matrix(~-1 + GDSTATHI, data1)
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zone<-model.matrix(~-1 + ZONE, data1)

sta1_1<-model.matrix(~-1 + STA1_1, data1)

sta2_1<-model.matrix(~-1 + STA2_1, data1)

nwstat1<-model.matrix(~-1 + NWSTAT1, data1)

nwstat2<-model.matrix(~-1 + NWSTAT2, data1)

# is numerical

Rel2pts<-factor(data1$REL2PTS,exclude=NULL)

rel2pts<-model.matrix(~-1 + Rel2pts)

Sentpts<-factor(data1$SENTPTS,exclude=NULL)

sentpts<-model.matrix(~-1 + Sentpts)

Accgdln<-factor(data1$ACCGDLN,exclude=NULL)

accgdln<-model.matrix(~-1 + Accgdln)

Disposit<-factor(data1$DISPOSIT,exclude=NULL)

disposit<-model.matrix(~-1 + Disposit)

Mand1<-factor(data1$MAND1,exclude=NULL)

mand1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Mand1)

Present<-factor(data1$PRESENT,exclude=NULL)

present<-model.matrix(~-1 + Present)

Quarter<-factor(data1$QUARTER,exclude=NULL)

quarter<-model.matrix(~-1 + Quarter)

Circdist<-factor(data1$CIRCDIST,exclude=NULL)

circdist<-model.matrix(~-1 + Circdist)

Citizen<-factor(data1$CITIZEN,exclude=NULL)

citizen<-model.matrix(~-1+Citizen)

Citwhere<-factor(data1$CITWHERE,exclude=NULL)

citwhere<-model.matrix(~-1 + Citwhere)

District<-factor(data1$DISTRICT,exclude=NULL)

district<-model.matrix(~-1 + District)

Educatn<-factor(data1$EDUCATN,exclude=NULL)

educatn<-model.matrix(~-1 + Educatn)

Hisporig<-factor(data1$HISPORIG,exclude=NULL)

hisporig<-model.matrix(~-1 + Hisporig)

Moncirc<-factor(data1$MONCIRC,exclude=NULL)

moncirc<-model.matrix(~-1 + Moncirc)

Monrace<-factor(data1$MONRACE,exclude=NULL)

monrace<-model.matrix(~-1 + Monrace)

Neweduc<-factor(data1$NEWEDUC,exclude=NULL)

neweduc<-model.matrix(~-1 + Neweduc)

Newrace<-factor(data1$NEWRACE,exclude=NULL)

newrace<-model.matrix(~-1 + Newrace)

Years<-factor(data1$YEARS,exclude=NULL)

years<-model.matrix(~-1 + Years)

Restdet1<-factor(data1$RESTDET1,exclude=NULL)

restdet1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Restdet1)

Booker2<-factor(data1$BOOKER2,exclude=NULL)

booker2<-model.matrix(~-1 + Booker2)

Booker3<-factor(data1$BOOKER3,exclude=NULL)

booker3<-model.matrix(~-1 + Booker3)

Bookercd<-factor(data1$BOOKERCD,exclude=NULL)

bookercd<-model.matrix(~-1 + Bookercd)

Dsind<-factor(data1$DSIND,exclude=NULL)

dsind<-model.matrix(~-1 + Dsind)

Dsjandc<-factor(data1$DSJANDC,exclude=NULL)

dsjandc<-model.matrix(~-1 + Dsjandc)
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Dsplea<-factor(data1$DSPLEA,exclude=NULL)

dsplea<-model.matrix(~-1 + Dsplea)

Dspsr<-factor(data1$DSPSR,exclude=NULL)

dspsr<-model.matrix(~-1 + Dspsr)

Dssor<-factor(data1$DSSOR,exclude=NULL)

dssor<-model.matrix(~-1 + Dssor)

Reas1<-factor(data1$REAS1,exclude=NULL)

reas1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Reas1)

Sorform<-factor(data1$SORFORM,exclude=NULL)

sorform<-model.matrix(~-1 + Sorform)

Sources<-factor(data1$SOURCES,exclude=NULL)

sources<-model.matrix(~-1 + Sources)

Acctresp<-factor(data1$ACCTRESP,exclude=NULL)

acctresp<-model.matrix(~-1+ Acctresp)

Monaccep<-factor(data1$MONACCEP,exclude=NULL)

monaccep<-model.matrix(~-1 + Monaccep)

Abus1<-factor(data1$ABUS1,exclude=NULL)

abus1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Abus1)

Abushi<-factor(data1$ABUSHI,exclude=NULL)

abushi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Abushi)

Aggrol1<-factor(data1$AGGROL1,exclude=NULL)

aggrol1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Aggrol1)

Aggrolhi<-factor(data1$AGGROLHI,exclude=NULL)

aggrolhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Aggrolhi)

Flight1<-factor(data1$FLIGHT1,exclude=NULL)

flight1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Flight1)

Flighthi<-factor(data1$FLIGHTHI,exclude=NULL)

flighthi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Flighthi)

Mitrol1<-factor(data1$MITROL1,exclude=NULL)

mitrol1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Mitrol1)

Mitrolhi<-factor(data1$MITROLHI,exclude=NULL)

mitrolhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Mitrolhi)

Obstrc1<-factor(data1$OBSTRC1,exclude=NULL)

obstrc1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Obstrc1)

Obstrchi<-factor(data1$OBSTRCHI,exclude=NULL)

obstrchi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Obstrchi)

Offvct1<-factor(data1$OFFVCT1,exclude=NULL)

offvct1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Offvct1)

Offvcthi<-factor(data1$OFFVCTHI,exclude=NULL)

offvcthi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Offvcthi)

Rstrvc1<-factor(data1$RSTRVC1,exclude=NULL)

rstrvc1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Rstrvc1)

Rstrvchi<-factor(data1$RSTRVCHI,exclude=NULL)

rstrvchi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Rstrvchi)

Uskid1<-factor(data1$USKID1,exclude=NULL)

uskid1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Uskid1)

Uskidhi<-factor(data1$USKIDHI,exclude=NULL)

uskidhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Uskidhi)

Vulvct1<-factor(data1$VULVCT1,exclude=NULL)

vulvct1<-model.matrix(~-1+ Vulvct1)

Vulvcthi<-factor(data1$VULVCTHI,exclude=NULL)

vulvcthi<-model.matrix(~-1+ Vulvcthi)

Usarm1<-factor(data1$USARM1,exclude=NULL)

usarm1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Usarm1)
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Usarmhi<-factor(data1$USARMHI,exclude=NULL)

usarmhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Usarmhi)

Rleas1<-factor(data1$RLEAS1,exclude=NULL)

rleas1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Rleas1)

Rleashi<-factor(data1$RLEASHI,exclude=NULL)

rleashi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Rleashi)

Faldm1<-factor(data1$FALDM1,exclude=NULL)

faldm1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Faldm1)

Faldmhi<-factor(data1$FALDMHI,exclude=NULL)

faldmhi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Faldmhi)

Abuss1<-factor(data1$ABUSS1,exclude=NULL)

abuss1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Abuss1)

Abusshi<-factor(data1$ABUSSHI,exclude=NULL)

abusshi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Abusshi)

Aggrls1<-factor(data1$AGGRLS1,exclude=NULL)

aggrls1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Aggrls1)

Aggrlshi<-factor(data1$AGGRLSHI,exclude=NULL)

aggrlshi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Aggrlshi)

Flghts1<-factor(data1$FLGHTS1,exclude=NULL)

flghts1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Flghts1)

Flghtshi<-factor(data1$FLGHTSHI,exclude=NULL)

flghtshi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Flghtshi)

Mitrls1<-factor(data1$MITRLS1,exclude=NULL)

mitrls1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Mitrls1)

Mitrlshi<-factor(data1$MITRLSHI,exclude=NULL)

mitrlshi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Mitrlshi)

Obstrs1<-factor(data1$OBSTRS1,exclude=NULL)

obstrs1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Obstrs1)

Obstrshi<-factor(data1$OBSTRSHI,exclude=NULL)

obstrshi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Obstrshi)

Offvcs1<-factor(data1$OFFVCS1,exclude=NULL)

offvcs1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Offvcs1)

Offvcshi<-factor(data1$OFFVCSHI,exclude=NULL)

offvcshi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Offvcshi)

Rstrvs1<-factor(data1$RSTRVS1,exclude=NULL)

rstrvs1<-model.matrix(~-1+Rstrvs1)

Rstrvshi<-factor(data1$RSTRVSHI,exclude=NULL)

rstrvshi<-model.matrix(~-1+Rstrvshi)

Uskids1<-factor(data1$USKIDS1,exclude=NULL)

uskids1<-model.matrix(~-1+Uskids1)

Uskidshi<-factor(data1$USKIDSHI,exclude=NULL)

uskidshi<-model.matrix(~-1+Uskidshi)

Vulvcs1<-factor(data1$VULVCS1,exclude=NULL)

vulvcs1<-model.matrix(~-1+Vulvcs1)

Vulvcshi<-factor(data1$VULVCSHI,exclude=NULL)

vulvcshi<-model.matrix(~-1+Vulvcshi)

Usarms1<-factor(data1$USARMS1,exclude=NULL)

usarms1<-model.matrix(~-1+Usarms1)

Usarmshi<-factor(data1$USARMSHI,exclude=NULL)

usarmshi<-model.matrix(~-1+Usarmshi)

Rleass1<-factor(data1$RLEASS1,exclude=NULL)

rleass1<-model.matrix(~-1 + Rleass1)

Rleasshi<-factor(data1$RLEASSHI,exclude=NULL)

rleasshi<-model.matrix(~-1 + Rleasshi)
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Faldms1<-factor(data1$FALDMS1,exclude=NULL)

faldms1<-model.matrix(~-1+Faldms1)

Faldmshi<-factor(data1$FALDMSHI,exclude=NULL)

faldmshi<-model.matrix(~-1+Faldmshi)

Offtype2<-factor(data1$OFFTYPE2,exclude=NULL)

offtype2<-model.matrix(~-1+Offtype2)

Offtypsb<-factor(data1$OFFTYPSB,exclude=NULL)

offtypsb<-model.matrix(~-1+Offtypsb)

Sentimp<-factor(data1$SENTIMP,exclude=NULL)

sentimp<-model.matrix(~-1+Sentimp)

Typemony<-factor(data1$TYPEMONY,exclude=NULL)

typemony<-model.matrix(~-1+Typemony)

Typeoths<-factor(data1$TYPEOTHS,exclude=NULL)

typeoths<-model.matrix(~-1+Typeoths)

Viol1pts<-factor(data1$VIOL1PTS,exclude=NULL)

viol1pts<-model.matrix(~-1+Viol1pts)

data2<-data.frame(zone,data1$AMTFINEC,data1$AMTREST,data1$AMTTOTAL,

data1$COSTSUP,data1$FINE,data1$TOTREST,data1$SENTTOT,data1$SENTTOT0,

data1$SENSPLT,data1$SENSPLT0,data1$TIMSERVC,data1$ALTDUM,data1$ALTMO,

data1$COMDUM,data1$COSTSDUM,data1$DAYSDUM,data1$ECONDUM,data1$FINEDUM,

data1$FINECDUM,data1$FINEWAIV,data1$HOMDUM,data1$INTDUM,data1$MOCOMCON,

data1$MOHOMDET,data1$MOINTCON,data1$PRISDUM,data1$PROBDUM,data1$RESTDUM,

sentimp,data1$SENTMON,data1$SUPRDUM,data1$TOTDAYS,typemony,typeoths,

data1$HRCOMSRV,data1$PROBATN,data1$SENTYR,data1$SUPREL,data1$TOTPRISN,

data1$TIMSERVM,data1$TIMSERVD,data1$CH5G13ST,data1$SPECASSM,pooffice,

data1$AGE,circdist,citizen,citwhere,district,data1$DOBMON,educatn,hisporig,

moncirc,monrace,data1$MONSEX,data1$NEWCIT,neweduc,newrace,data1$NUMDEPEN,

years,data1$DOBYR,data1$USSCIDN,data1$TOTUNIT,data1$COADJLEV,data1$ACCAP,

data1$CAROFFAP,data1$CRIMHIST,data1$CRIMPTS,data1$CRPTS,data1$POINT1,

data1$POINT2,data1$POINT3,rel2pts,sentpts,data1$SEXCAP,data1$TOTCHPTS,

viol1pts,data1$XCRHISSR,restdet1,accgdln,disposit,mand1,data1$NEWCNVTN,

present,quarter,acctresp,monaccep,abus1,abushi,data1$ADJOFL1,data1$ADJOFLHI,

aggrol1,aggrolhi,flight1,flighthi,mitrol1,mitrolhi,obstrc1,obstrchi,offvct1,

offvcthi,rstrvc1,rstrvchi,data1$TEROR1,data1$TERORHI,uskid1,uskidhi,vulvct1,

vulvcthi,usarm1,usarmhi,rleas1,rleashi,faldm1,faldmhi,data1$HUMAN1,

data1$HUMANHI,abuss1,abusshi,data1$ADJOFS1,data1$ADJOFSHI,aggrls1,aggrlshi,

flghts1,flghtshi,mitrls1,mitrlshi,obstrs1,obstrshi,offvcs1,offvcshi,rstrvs1,

rstrvshi,data1$TERORS1,data1$TERORSHI,uskids1,uskidshi,vulvcs1,vulvcshi,

usarms1,usarmshi,rleass1,rleasshi,faldms1,faldmshi,data1$HUMANS1,data1$HUMANSHI,

data1$ADJOFR1,data1$ADJOFRHI,data1$ADJOFC1,data1$ADJOFCHI,data1$ADJOFU1,

data1$ADJOFUHI,humlb1,humlbhi,humlbs1,humlbshi,data1$BASADJ1,data1$BASADJHI,

data1$BASE1,data1$BASEHI,data1$BASLN1,data1$BASLNHI,data1$BASADS1,data1$BASADSHI,

data1$BASES1,data1$BASESHI,data1$BASLNS1,data1$BASLNSHI,data1$BASADR1,

data1$BASADRHI,data1$BASER1,data1$BASERHI,data1$BASADC1,data1$BASADCHI,

data1$BASEC1,data1$BASECHI,data1$BASADU1,data1$BASADUHI,data1$BASEU1,

data1$BASEUHI,basel1,baselhi,basesl1,baseslhi,booker2,booker3,bookercd,

reas1,data1$CHAP2,dsind,dsjandc,dsplea,dspsr,dssor,sorform,sources,

data1$ENCRYPT1,data1$ENCRYPT2,offtype2,offtypsb,data1$IS924C,data1$IS1028A,

data1$ONLY924C,data1$ONLY1028A,data1$FIREMIN1,data1$FIREMIN2,data1$FAILMIN,

data1$PORNMIN,data1$IDMIN,data1$IMMIMIN,data1$OTHRMIN,data1$REGSXMIN,

data1$REPSXMIN,data1$RELMIN,data1$SEXMIN,data1$ISMETHMIN,data1$DRUGMIN,

data1$METHMIN,data1$LOSSPROB,data1$MITCAP,data1$ADJ_B1,data1$ADJ_BHI,

data1$ADJ_C1,data1$ADJ_CHI,data1$ADJ_D1,data1$ADJ_DHI,data1$ADJ_E1,
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data1$ADJ_EHI,data1$ADJ_F1,data1$ADJ_FHI,data1$ADJ_G1,data1$ADJ_GHI,

data1$ADJ_H1,data1$ADJ_HHI,data1$ADJS_B1,data1$ADJS_BHI,data1$ADJS_C1,

data1$ADJS_CHI,data1$ADJS_D1,data1$ADJS_DHI,data1$ADJS_E1,data1$ADJS_EHI,

data1$ADJS_F1,data1$ADJS_FHI,data1$ADJS_G1,data1$ADJS_GHI,data1$ADJS_H1,

data1$ADJS_HHI,adjl_b1,adjl_bhi,adjl_c1,adjl_chi,adjl_d1,adjl_dhi,adjl_e1,

adjl_ehi,adjl_f1,adjl_fhi,adjl_g1,adjl_ghi,adjl_h1,adjl_hhi,adsl_b1,adsl_bhi,

adsl_c1,adsl_chi,adsl_d1,adsl_dhi,adsl_e1,adsl_ehi,adsl_f1,adsl_fhi,adsl_g1,

adsl_ghi,adsl_h1,adsl_hhi,data1$NOCOMP,data1$AMENDYR,gdline1,gdstat1,gdlinehi,

gdstathi,data1$NOCOUNTS,data1$NOUSTAT,data1$SMIN1,data1$SMAX1,data1$STATMAX,

data1$STATMIN,sta1_1,sta2_1,nwstat1,nwstat2,data1$NOREAVAR,data1$WEAPON,

data1$WEAPSOC,data1$GUNMIN1,data1$GUNMIN2,data1$GUNMIN3,data1$XFOLSOR,data1$GLMIN,

data1$GLMAX,data1$XMAXSOR,data1$XMINSOR)

F R code for single imputation

library(lars)

library(glmpath)

library(glmnet)

control<-data.frame(data1$TOTUNIT,data1$COADJLEV,data1$ACCAP,data1$CAROFFAP,data1$CRIMHIST,

data1$CRIMPTS,data1$CRPTS,data1$POINT1,data1$POINT2,data1$POINT3,rel2pts,sentpts,

data1$SEXCAP,data1$TOTCHPTS,viol1pts,data1$XCRHISSR,restdet1,accgdln,disposit,

mand1,data1$NEWCNVTN,present,quarter,acctresp,monaccep,abus1,abushi,data1$ADJOFL1,

data1$ADJOFLHI,aggrol1,aggrolhi,flight1,flighthi,mitrol1,mitrolhi,obstrc1,obstrchi,

offvct1,offvcthi,rstrvc1,rstrvchi,data1$TEROR1,data1$TERORHI,uskid1,uskidhi,vulvct1,

vulvcthi,usarm1,usarmhi,rleas1,rleashi,faldm1,faldmhi,data1$HUMAN1,data1$HUMANHI,

abuss1,abusshi,data1$ADJOFS1,data1$ADJOFSHI,aggrls1,aggrlshi,flghts1,flghtshi,

mitrls1,mitrlshi,obstrs1,obstrshi,offvcs1,offvcshi,rstrvs1,rstrvshi,data1$TERORS1,

data1$TERORSHI,uskids1,uskidshi,vulvcs1,vulvcshi,usarms1,usarmshi,rleass1,rleasshi,

faldms1,faldmshi,data1$HUMANS1,data1$HUMANSHI,data1$ADJOFR1,data1$ADJOFRHI,

data1$ADJOFC1,data1$ADJOFCHI,data1$ADJOFU1,data1$ADJOFUHI,humlb1,humlbhi,humlbs1,

humlbshi,data1$BASADJ1,data1$BASADJHI,data1$BASE1,data1$BASEHI,data1$BASLN1,

data1$BASLNHI,data1$BASADS1,data1$BASADSHI,data1$BASES1,data1$BASESHI,

data1$BASLNS1,data1$BASLNSHI,data1$BASADR1,data1$BASADRHI,data1$BASER1,

data1$BASERHI,data1$BASADC1,data1$BASADCHI,data1$BASEC1,data1$BASECHI,

data1$BASADU1,data1$BASADUHI,data1$BASEU1,data1$BASEUHI,basel1,baselhi,

basesl1,baseslhi,booker2,booker3,bookercd,reas1,data1$CHAP2,dsind,dsjandc,

dsplea,dspsr,dssor,sorform,sources,data1$ENCRYPT1,data1$ENCRYPT2,offtype2,

offtypsb,data1$IS924C,data1$IS1028A,data1$ONLY924C,data1$ONLY1028A,

data1$FIREMIN1,data1$FIREMIN2,data1$FAILMIN,data1$PORNMIN,data1$IDMIN,

data1$IMMIMIN,data1$OTHRMIN,data1$REGSXMIN,data1$REPSXMIN,data1$RELMIN,

data1$SEXMIN,data1$ISMETHMIN,data1$DRUGMIN,data1$METHMIN,data1$LOSSPROB,

data1$MITCAP,data1$ADJ_B1,data1$ADJ_BHI,data1$ADJ_C1,data1$ADJ_CHI,

data1$ADJ_D1,data1$ADJ_DHI,data1$ADJ_E1,data1$ADJ_EHI,data1$ADJ_F1,

data1$ADJ_FHI,data1$ADJ_G1,data1$ADJ_GHI,data1$ADJ_H1,data1$ADJ_HHI,

data1$ADJS_B1,data1$ADJS_BHI,data1$ADJS_C1,data1$ADJS_CHI,data1$ADJS_D1,

data1$ADJS_DHI,data1$ADJS_E1,data1$ADJS_EHI,data1$ADJS_F1,data1$ADJS_FHI,

data1$ADJS_G1,data1$ADJS_GHI,data1$ADJS_H1,data1$ADJS_HHI,adjl_b1,adjl_bhi,

adjl_c1,adjl_chi,adjl_d1,adjl_dhi,adjl_e1,adjl_ehi,adjl_f1,adjl_fhi,adjl_g1,

adjl_ghi,adjl_h1,adjl_hhi,adsl_b1,adsl_bhi,adsl_c1,adsl_chi,adsl_d1,adsl_dhi,

adsl_e1,adsl_ehi,adsl_f1,adsl_fhi,adsl_g1,adsl_ghi,adsl_h1,adsl_hhi,data1$NOCOMP,

data1$AMENDYR,gdline1,gdstat1,gdlinehi,gdstathi,data1$NOCOUNTS,data1$NOUSTAT,

data1$SMIN1,data1$SMAX1,data1$STATMAX,data1$STATMIN,nwstat1,nwstat2,
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data1$NOREAVAR,data1$WEAPON,data1$WEAPSOC,data1$GUNMIN1,data1$GUNMIN2,

data1$GUNMIN3,data1$XFOLSOR,data1$GLMIN,data1$GLMAX,data1$XMAXSOR,data1$XMINSOR)

demografic<-data.frame(pooffice,data1$AGE,circdist,citizen,citwhere,district,

data1$DOBMON,educatn,hisporig,moncirc,monrace,data1$MONSEX,data1$NEWCIT,

neweduc,newrace,data1$NUMDEPEN,years,data1$DOBYR,data1$USSCIDN)

whichdemografic<-function(y,control,demografic){

all<-data.frame(y,control,demografic)

data3<-na.omit(all)

control1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(control)))

demografic1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(demografic)))

y1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=c(y)))

larscon<-lars(control1,y1)

minlars<-which(larscon$Cp==min(larscon$Cp))

predcon<-predict.lars(larscon,control1,type="coefficients")$coefficients[minlars,]

pcon<-predict.lars(larscon,control1,type="coefficients")$

coefficients[minlars,which(predcon!=0)]

controlnotpenalyse<-subset(data3,select=names(pcon))

x<-data.frame(controlnotpenalyse,demografic1)

x1<-as.matrix(x)

glmdem<-glmpath(x1,y1,nopenalty.subset = 1:dim(controlnotpenalyse)[2], family=gaussian)

minglmaic<-which(glmdem$aic==min(glmdem$aic))

minglmbic<-which(glmdem$bic==min(glmdem$bic))

pred<-predict.glmpath(glmdem,x1,type="coefficients")

con<-dim(controlnotpenalyse)[2]+1

preddem<-subset(pred,select=-c(1:con))

preddemaic<-which(preddem[minglmaic,]!=0)

preddembic<-which(preddem[minglmbic,]!=0)

result<-list(preddemaic,preddembic,preddem,glmdem)

return(result)

}

binwhichdemografic<-function(y,control,demografic){

all<-data.frame(y,control,demografic)

data3<-na.omit(all)

control1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(control)))

demografic1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(demografic)))

y1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=c(y)))

glmcon<-cv.glmnet(control1,y1,family="binomial")

coefficients<-coef(glmcon,s="lambda.min")

cont<-coefficients[which(coefficients!=0),]

controlnotpenalyse<-subset(data3,select=names(cont[-1]))

x<-data.frame(controlnotpenalyse,demografic1)

x1<-as.matrix(x)

glmdemografic<-cv.glmnet(x1,y1,family="binomial")

dem<-coef(glmdemografic, s="lambda.min")

con<-dim(controlnotpenalyse)[2]+1

preddem<-dem[-c(1:con),]

demograficinfluence<-preddem[which(preddem!=0)]

result<-list(demograficinfluence,preddem,glmdemografic)

return(result)

}

### TOTPRISN

y<-log(data1$TOTPRISN+1)

analysetotprisn<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)
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### PROBDUM

y<-data1$PROBDUM

analyseprobdum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### AMTFINEC

y<-log(data1$AMTFINEC+1)

analyseamtfinec<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### SENTTOT

y<-log(data1$SENTTOT+1)

analysesenttot<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### TIMSERVC

y<-log(data1$TIMSERVC+1)

analysetimservc<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### ALTDUM

y<-data1$ALTDUM

analysealtdum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### ALTMO

y<-log(data1$ALTMO+1)

analysealtmo<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### COSTSDUM

y<-data1$COSTSDUM

analysecostsdum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### ECONDUM

y<-data1$ECONDUM

analyseecondum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### FINECDUM

y<-data1$FINECDUM

analysefinecdum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### HOMDUM

y<-data1$HOMDUM

analysehomdum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### INTDUM

y<-data1$INTDUM

analyseintdum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### MOCOMCON

y<-log(data1$MOCOMCON+1)

analysemocomcon<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### MOHOMDET

y<-log(data1$MOHOMDET+1)

analysemohomdet<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### MOINTCON

y<-log(data1$MOINTCON+1)

analysemointcon<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### PRISDUM

y<-data1$PRISDUM

analyseprisdum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### SUPRDUM

y<-data1$SUPRDUM

analysesuprdum<-binwhichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### TOTDAYS

y<-log(data1$TOTDAYS+1)

analysetotdays<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### SUPREL

y<-log(data1$SUPREL+1)

analysesuprel<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)
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### TIMSERVM

y<-log(data1$TIMSERVM+1)

analysetimservm<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### CH5G13ST

y<-log(data1$CH5G13ST+1)

analysech5g13st<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### SPRECASSM

y<-log(data1$SPECASSM+1)

analysespecassm<-whichdemografic(y,control,demografic)

### typemony

Typemony1<-typemony[,1]

Typemony3<-typemony[,3]

Typemony4<-typemony[,4]

analysetypemony1<-binwhichdemografic(Typemony1,control,demografic)

analysetypemony3<-binwhichdemografic(Typemony3,control,demografic)

analysetypemony4<-binwhichdemografic(Typemony4,control,demografic)

### typeoths

Typeoths0<-typeoths[,1]

Typeoths3<-typeoths[,4]

Typeoths77<-typeoths[,5]

analysetypeoths0<-binwhichdemografic(Typeoths0,control,demografic)

analysetypeoths3<-binwhichdemografic(Typeoths3,control,demografic)

analysetypeoths77<-binwhichdemografic(Typeoths77,control,demografic)

### sentimp

Sentimp0<-sentimp[,1]

Sentimp1<-sentimp[,2]

analysesentimp0<-binwhichdemografic(Sentimp0,control,demografic)

analysesentimp1<-binwhichdemografic(Sentimp1,control,demografic)

### zone

ZONEA<-zone[,2]

ZONEB<-zone[,3]

ZONED<-zone[,5]

analysezonea<-binwhichdemografic(ZONEA,control,demografic)

analysezoneb<-binwhichdemografic(ZONEB,control,demografic)

analysezoned<-binwhichdemografic(ZONED,control,demografic)

library(maps)

minzeroplus<-function(waardes,variable){

if (waardes[which(names(demografic)==variable)]<0){

return(c("-"))

}

if (waardes[which(names(demografic)==variable)]==0){

return(c(""))

}

if (waardes[which(names(demografic)==variable)]>0){

return(c("+"))

}

}

four<-function(north,east,south,west){

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,e-,s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("n-,e-,s-"))
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}

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,e-,s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,e-,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c("n-,e-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,e-,w+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,e-,s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("n-,e-,s+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,e-,s+,w+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("n-,s-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c("n-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,w+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("n-,s+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,s+,w+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,e+,s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("n-,e+,s-"))
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}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,e+,s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,e+,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c("n-,e+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,e+,w+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,e+,s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("n-,e+,s+"))

}

if (north=="-" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,e+,s+,w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("e-,s-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c("e-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("e-,s+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,s+,w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("s-"))
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}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c(""))

}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("s+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("s+,w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("e+,s-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c("e+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,w+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("e+,s+"))

}

if (north=="" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,s+,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,e-,s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("n+,e-,s-"))
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}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,e-,s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,e-,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c("n+,e-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,e-,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,e-,s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("n+,e-,s+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="-" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,e-,s+,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("n+,s-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c("n+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("n+,s+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,s+,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,e+,s-,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west==""){

return(c("n+,e+,s-"))
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}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,e+,s-,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,e+,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="" & west==""){

return(c("n+,e+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,e+,w+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,e+,s+,w-"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west==""){

return(c("n+,e+,s+"))

}

if (north=="+" & east=="+" & south=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,e+,s+,w+"))

}

}

three<-function(east,mid,west){

if (east=="-" & mid=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,m-,w-"))

}

if (east=="-" & mid=="-" & west==""){

return(c("e-,m-"))

}

if (east=="-" & mid=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,m-,w+"))

}

if (east=="-" & mid=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,w-"))

}

if (east=="-" & mid=="" & west==""){

return(c("e-"))

}

if (east=="-" & mid=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,w+"))

}

if (east=="-" & mid=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,m+,w-"))

}

if (east=="-" & mid=="+" & west==""){

return(c("e-,m+"))

}

if (east=="-" & mid=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,m+,w+"))

}

if (east=="" & mid=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("m-,w-"))

}
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if (east=="" & mid=="-" & west==""){

return(c("m-"))

}

if (east=="" & mid=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("m-,w+"))

}

if (east=="" & mid=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("w-"))

}

if (east=="" & mid=="" & west==""){

return(c(""))

}

if (east=="" & mid=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("w+"))

}

if (east=="" & mid=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("m+,w-"))

}

if (east=="" & mid=="+" & west==""){

return(c("m+"))

}

if (east=="" & mid=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("m+,w+"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,m-,w-"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="-" & west==""){

return(c("e+,m-"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,m-,w+"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,w-"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="" & west==""){

return(c("e+"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,w+"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,m+,w-"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="+" & west==""){

return(c("e+,m+"))

}

if (east=="+" & mid=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,m+,w+"))

}

}

twoeastwest<-function(east,west){

if (east=="-" & west=="-"){
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return(c("e-,w-"))

}

if (east=="-" & west==""){

return(c("e-"))

}

if (east=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,w+"))

}

if (east=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("w-"))

}

if (east=="" & west==""){

return(c(""))

}

if (east=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("w+"))

}

if (east=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,w-"))

}

if (east=="+" & west==""){

return(c("e+"))

}

if (east=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,w+"))

}

}

twonorthsouth<-function(north,south){

if (north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("n-,s-"))

}

if (north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("n-"))

}

if (north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("n-,s+"))

}

if (north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("s-"))

}

if (north=="" & south==""){

return(c(""))

}

if (north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("s+"))

}

if (north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("n+,s-"))

}

if (north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("n+"))

}

if (north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("n+,s+"))
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}

}

threecns<-function(cent,north,south){

if (cent=="-" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("c-,n-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("c-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("c-,n+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("n-"))

}

if (cent=="" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c(""))

}

if (cent=="" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("n+"))

}
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if (cent=="" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("c+,n-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("c+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("c+,n+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,n+,s+"))

}

}

fourcens<-function(cent,east,north,south){

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,e-,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("c-,e-,n-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,e-,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,e-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("c-,e-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,e-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,e-,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south==""){
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return(c("c-,e-,n+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,e-,n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("c-,n-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("c-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("c-,n+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,e+,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("c-,e+,n-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,e+,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,e+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("c-,e+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,e+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("c-,e+,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south==""){
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return(c("c-,e+,n+"))

}

if (cent=="-" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("c-,e+,n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("e-,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("e-,n-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("e-,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("e-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("e-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("e-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("e-,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("e-,n+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("e-,n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("n-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c(""))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="+" & south==""){
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return(c("n+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("e+,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("e+,n-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("e+,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("e+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("e+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("e+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("e+,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("e+,n+"))

}

if (cent=="" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("e+,n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,e-,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("c+,e-,n-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,e-,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,e-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("c+,e-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,e-,+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,e-,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south==""){
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return(c("c+,e-,n+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="-" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,e-,n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("c+,n-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("c+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("c+,n+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,n+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,e+,n-,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("c+,e+,n-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,e+,n-,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,e+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("c+,e+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,e+,s+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("c+,e+,n+,s-"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south==""){
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return(c("c+,e+,n+"))

}

if (cent=="+" & east=="+" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("c+,e+,n+,s+"))

}

}

threeenw<-function(east,north,west){

if (east=="-" & north=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,n-,w-"))

}

if (east=="-" & north=="-" & west==""){

return(c("e-,n-"))

}

if (east=="-" & north=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,n-,w+"))

}

if (east=="-" & north=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,w-"))

}

if (east=="-" & north=="" & west==""){

return(c("e-"))

}

if (east=="-" & north=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,w+"))

}

if (east=="-" & north=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("e-,n+,w-"))

}

if (east=="-" & north=="+" & west==""){

return(c("e-,n+"))

}

if (east=="-" & north=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("e-,n+,w+"))

}

if (east=="" & north=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("n-,w-"))

}

if (east=="" & north=="-" & west==""){

return(c("n-"))

}

if (east=="" & north=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("n-,w+"))

}

if (east=="" & north=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("w-"))

}

if (east=="" & north=="" & west==""){

return(c(""))

}

if (east=="" & north=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("w+"))

}

if (east=="" & north=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("n+,w-"))
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}

if (east=="" & north=="+" & west==""){

return(c("n+"))

}

if (east=="" & north=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("n+,w+"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="-" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,n-,w-"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="-" & west==""){

return(c("e+,n-"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="-" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,n-,w+"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,w-"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="" & west==""){

return(c("e+"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,w+"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="+" & west=="-"){

return(c("e+,n+,w-"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="+" & west==""){

return(c("e+,n+"))

}

if (east=="+" & north=="+" & west=="+"){

return(c("e+,n+,w+"))

}

}

threemns<-function(mid,north,south){

if (mid=="-" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("m-,n-,s-"))

}

if (mid=="-" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("m-,n-"))

}

if (mid=="-" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("m-,n-,s+"))

}

if (mid=="-" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("m-,s-"))

}

if (mid=="-" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("m-"))

}

if (mid=="-" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("m-,s+"))

}
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if (mid=="-" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("m-,n+,s-"))

}

if (mid=="-" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("m-,n+"))

}

if (mid=="-" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("m-,n+,s+"))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("n-,s-"))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("n-"))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("n-,s+"))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("s-"))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c(""))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("s+"))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("n+,s-"))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(c("n+"))

}

if (mid=="" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("n+,s+"))

}

if (mid=="+" & north=="-" & south=="-"){

return(c("m+,n-,s-"))

}

if (mid=="+" & north=="-" & south==""){

return(c("m+,n-"))

}

if (mid=="+" & north=="-" & south=="+"){

return(c("m+,n-,s+"))

}

if (mid=="+" & north=="" & south=="-"){

return(c("m+,s-"))

}

if (mid=="+" & north=="" & south==""){

return(c("m+"))

}

if (mid=="+" & north=="" & south=="+"){

return(c("m+,s+"))

}
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if (mid=="+" & north=="+" & south=="-"){

return(c("m+,n+,s-"))

}

if (mid=="+" & north=="+" & south==""){

return(("m+,n+"))

}

if (mid=="+" & north=="+" & south=="+"){

return(c("m+,n+,s+"))

}

}

circdistanddistrictplusmin<-function(waardes){

plusmin<-vector()

plusmin1<-vector()

plusmin[8]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist1")

plusmin1[8]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District90")

plusmin[18]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist2")

plusmin1[18]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District0")

plusmin[20]<-c("")

plusmin1[20]<-c("")

plusmin[21]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist3")

plusmin1[21]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District1")

plusmin[22]<-c("")

plusmin1[22]<-c("")

plusmin[31]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist4")

plusmin1[31]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District2")

plusmin[46]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist6")

plusmin1[46]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District3")

plusmin[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist7")

plusmin1[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District5")

plusmin[34]<-c("")

plusmin1[34]<-c("")

nyeast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist8")

nyeast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District7")

nynorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist9")

nynorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District6")

nysouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist10")

nysouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District8")

nywest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist11")

nywest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District9")

plusmin[35]<-four(nynorth,nyeast,nysouth,nywest)

plusmin1[35]<-four(nynorth1,nyeast1,nysouth1,nywest1)

plusmin[36]<-c("")

plusmin1[36]<-c("")

plusmin[37]<-c("")

plusmin1[37]<-c("")

plusmin[52]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist12")

plusmin1[52]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District10")

plusmin[7]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist13")

plusmin1[7]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District11")

plusmin[32]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist14")

plusmin1[32]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District12")

peneast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist15")

peneast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District13")

penmid<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist16")
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penmid1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District14")

penwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist17")

penwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District15")

plusmin[45]<-three(peneast,penmid,penwest)

plusmin1[45]<-three(peneast1,penmid1,penwest1)

plusmin[19]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist19")

plusmin1[19]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District16")

plusmin[38]<-c("")

plusmin1[38]<-c("")

nceast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist20")

nceast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District17")

ncmid<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist21")

ncmid1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District18")

ncwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist22")

ncwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District19")

plusmin[39]<-three(nceast,ncmid,ncwest)

plusmin1[39]<-three(nceast1,ncmid1,ncwest1)

plusmin[40]<-c("")

plusmin1[40]<-c("")

plusmin[47]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist23")

plusmin1[47]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District20")

plusmin[53]<-c("")

plusmin1[53]<-c("")

plusmin[54]<-c("")

plusmin1[54]<-c("")

veast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist24")

veast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District22")

vwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist25")

vwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District23")

plusmin[55]<-twoeastwest(veast,vwest)

plusmin1[55]<-twoeastwest(veast1,vwest1)

wvnorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist26")

wvnorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District24")

wvsouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist27")

wvsouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District25")

plusmin[61]<-twonorthsouth(wvnorth,wvsouth)

plusmin1[61]<-twonorthsouth(wvnorth1,wvsouth1)

least<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist28")

least1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District35")

lmiddle<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist29")

lmiddle1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District96")

lwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist30")

lwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District36")

plusmin[17]<-three(least,lmiddle,lwest)

plusmin1[17]<-three(least1,lmiddle1,lwest1)

mnorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist31")

mnorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District37")

msouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist32")

msouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District38")

plusmin[26]<-twonorthsouth(mnorth,msouth)

plusmin1[26]<-twonorthsouth(mnorth1,msouth1)

teast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist33")

teast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District40")

tnorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist34")
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tnorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District39")

tsouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist35")

tsouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District41")

twest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist36")

twest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District42")

plusmin[50]<-four(tnorth,teast,tsouth,twest)

plusmin1[50]<-four(tnorth1,teast1,tsouth1,twest1)

keast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist37")

keast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District43")

kwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist38")

kwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District44")

plusmin[16]<-twoeastwest(keast,kwest)

plusmin1[16]<-twoeastwest(keast1,kwest1)

plusmin[23]<-c("")

plusmin1[23]<-c("")

miceast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist39")

miceast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District45")

micwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist40")

micwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District46")

plusmin[24]<-twoeastwest(miceast,micwest)

plusmin1[24]<-twoeastwest(miceast1,micwest1)

onorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist41")

onorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District47")

osouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist42")

osouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District48")

plusmin[42]<-twonorthsouth(onorth,osouth)

plusmin1[42]<-twonorthsouth(onorth1,osouth1)

teneast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist43")

teneast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District49")

tenmid<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist44")

tenmid1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District50")

tenwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist45")

tenwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District51")

plusmin[49]<-three(teneast,tenmid,tenwest)

plusmin1[49]<-three(teneast1,tenmid1,tenwest1)

ilcent<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist46")

ilcent1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District53")

ilnorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist47")

ilnorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District52")

ilsouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist48")

ilsouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District54")

plusmin[12]<-threecns(ilcent,ilnorth,ilsouth)

plusmin1[12]<-threecns(ilcent1,ilnorth1,ilsouth1)

innorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist49")

innorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District55")

insouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist50")

insouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District56")

plusmin[13]<-twonorthsouth(innorth,insouth)

plusmin1[13]<-twonorthsouth(innorth1,insouth1)

weast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist51")

weast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District57")

wwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist52")

wwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District58")

plusmin[62]<-twoeastwest(weast,wwest)
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plusmin1[62]<-twoeastwest(weast1,wwest1)

aeast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist53")

aeast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District60")

awest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist54")

awest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District61")

plusmin[3]<-twoeastwest(aeast,awest)

plusmin1[3]<-twoeastwest(aeast1,awest1)

ionorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist55")

ionorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District62")

iosouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist56")

iosouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District63")

plusmin[14]<-twonorthsouth(ionorth,iosouth)

plusmin1[14]<-twonorthsouth(ionorth1,iosouth1)

plusmin[25]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist57")

plusmin1[25]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District64")

miseast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist58")

miseast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District65")

miswest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist59")

miswest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District66")

plusmin[27]<-twoeastwest(miseast,miswest)

plusmin1[27]<-twoeastwest(miseast1,miswest1)

plusmin[29]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist60")

plusmin1[29]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District67")

plusmin[41]<-minzeroplus(waardes, "Circdist61")

plusmin1[41]<-minzeroplus(waardes, "District68")

plusmin[48]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist62")

plusmin1[48]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District69")

plusmin[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes, "Circdist64")

plusmin1[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes, "District70")

ccent<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist65")

ccent1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District73")

ceast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist66")

ceast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District72")

cnorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist67")

cnorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District71")

csouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist68")

csouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District74")

plusmin[4]<-fourcens(ccent,ceast,cnorth,csouth)

plusmin1[4]<-fourcens(ccent1,ceast1,cnorth1,csouth1)

plusmin[11]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist71")

plusmin1[11]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District76")

plusmin[28]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist72")

plusmin1[28]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District77")

plusmin[30]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist73")

plusmin1[30]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District78")

plusmin[44]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist75")

plusmin1[44]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District79")

plusmin[56]<-c("")

plusmin1[56]<-c("")

plusmin[57]<-c("")

plusmin1[57]<-c("")

plusmin[58]<-c("")

plusmin1[58]<-c("")

plusmin[59]<-c("")
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plusmin1[59]<-c("")

waseast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist76")

waseast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District80")

waswest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist77")

waswest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District81")

plusmin[60]<-twoeastwest(waseast,waswest)

plusmin1[60]<-twoeastwest(waseast1,waswest1)

plusmin[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist78")

plusmin1[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District82")

plusmin[15]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist79")

plusmin1[15]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District83")

plusmin[33]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist80")

plusmin1[33]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District84")

okeast<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist81")

okeast1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District86")

oknorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist82")

oknorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District85")

okwest<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist83")

okwest1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District87")

plusmin[43]<-threeenw(okeast,oknorth,okwest)

plusmin1[43]<-threeenw(okeast1,oknorth1,okwest1)

plusmin[51]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist84")

plusmin1[51]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District88")

plusmin[63]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist85")

plusmin1[63]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District89")

almid<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist86")

almid1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District27")

alnorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist87")

alnorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District26")

alsouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist88")

alsouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District28")

plusmin[1]<-threemns(almid,alnorth,alsouth)

plusmin1[1]<-threemns(almid1,alnorth1,alsouth1)

fmid<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist89")

fmid1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District30")

fnorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist90")

fnorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District29")

fsouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist91")

fsouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District31")

plusmin[9]<-threemns(fmid,fnorth,fsouth)

plusmin1[9]<-threemns(fmid1,fnorth1,fsouth1)

gmid<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist92")

gmid1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District33")

gnorth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist93")

gnorth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District32")

gsouth<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist94")

gsouth1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District34")

plusmin[10]<-threemns(gmid,gnorth,gsouth)

plusmin1[10]<-threemns(gmid1,gnorth1,gsouth1)

map.text("state",labels=plusmin) #circdist

title(main="CIRCDIST")

map.text("state",labels=plusmin1) #district

title(main="DISTRICT")

#### Works only with world map
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puertorico<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist5")

puertorico1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District4")

virginisland<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist18")

virginisland1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District91")

alaska<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist63")

alaska1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District95")

guam<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist69")

guam1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District93")

hawaii<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist70")

hawaii1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District75")

northernmarianaislands<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Circdist74")

northernmarianaislands1<-minzeroplus(waardes,"District94")

districts<-c("puerto rico","virgin island","alaska","guam","hawaii",

"northern mariana islands")

contributioncircdist<-c(puertorico,virginisland,alaska,guam,hawaii,

northernmarianaislands)

contributiondistrict<-c(puertorico1,virginisland1,alaska1,guam1,hawaii1,

northernmarianaislands1)

other<-cbind(districts,contributioncircdist,contributiondistrict)

return(other)

}

citizencontribution<-function(waardes){

CIT<-vector()

CIT[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citizen1")

CIT[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citizen2")

CIT[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citizen3")

CIT[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citizen4")

CIT[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citizen5")

CIT[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"CitizenNA")

variables<-c("US Citizen","Resident/legal alien","Illegal alien",

"Not a US citizen/alien status unknown","Extradited alien","Citizen unknown")

contribution<-cbind(variables,CIT)

return(contribution)

}

citwherecontribution<-function(waardes){

plusmin<-rep("",1627)

plusmin[457]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere20")

plusmin[20]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere21")

plusmin[119]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere22")

plusmin[219]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere23")

plusmin[221]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere24")

plusmin[345]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere25")

plusmin[417]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere26")

plusmin[430]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere27")

plusmin[438]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere28")

plusmin[485]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere30")

plusmin[495]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere31")

plusmin[1377]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere32")

plusmin[558]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere33")

plusmin[469]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere34")

plusmin[595]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere35")

plusmin[584]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere36")

plusmin[665]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere37")

plusmin[667]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere38")
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plusmin[689]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere39")

plusmin[672]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere40")

plusmin[839]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere41")

plusmin[847]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere42")

plusmin[850]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere43")

plusmin[858]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere44")

plusmin[860]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere45")

plusmin[862]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere46")

plusmin[1206]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere47")

plusmin[947]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere48")

plusmin[985]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere49")

plusmin[1052]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere50")

plusmin[1051]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere51")

plusmin[1117]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere52")

plusmin[1122]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere53")

plusmin[1124]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere54")

plusmin[1167]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere55")

plusmin[1309]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere56")

plusmin[1413]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere57")

plusmin[1425]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere58")

plusmin[1582]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere59")

plusmin[1596]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere60")

plusmin[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere61")

plusmin[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere62")

plusmin[137]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere63")

plusmin[177]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere64")

plusmin[196]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere65")

plusmin[239]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere66")

plusmin[188]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere67")

plusmin[238]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere68")

plusmin[450]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere69")

plusmin[646]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere70")

plusmin[596]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere71")

plusmin[670]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere72")

plusmin[821]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere73")

plusmin[848]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere74")

plusmin[845]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere75")

plusmin[945]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere76")

plusmin[946]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere78")

plusmin[948]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere79")

plusmin[1032]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere80")

plusmin[1061]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere81")

plusmin[1201]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere82")

plusmin[1241]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere83")

plusmin[1215]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere84")

plusmin[511]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere85")

plusmin[1398]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere87")

plusmin[1434]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere88")

plusmin[1403]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere89")

plusmin[1619]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere90")

plusmin[486]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere100")

plusmin[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere102")

plusmin[22]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere103")

plusmin[184]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere105")
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plusmin[216]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere107")

plusmin[187]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere108")

plusmin[214]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere110")

plusmin[197]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere113")

plusmin[189]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere114")

plusmin[910]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere116")

plusmin[433]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere117")

plusmin[444]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere118")

plusmin[441]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere121")

plusmin[434]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere122")

plusmin[432]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere123")

plusmin[687]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere124")

plusmin[464]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere126")

plusmin[484]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere127")

plusmin[472]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere129")

plusmin[496]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere130")

plusmin[499]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere131")

plusmin[515]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere132")

plusmin[516]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere133")

plusmin[569]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere136")

plusmin[597]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere137")

plusmin[593]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere138")

plusmin[647]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere139")

plusmin[691]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere140")

plusmin[849]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere141")

plusmin[892]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere142")

plusmin[901]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere143")

plusmin[903]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere144")

plusmin[959]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere146")

plusmin[957]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere150")

plusmin[958]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere151")

plusmin[967]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere152")

plusmin[1031]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere153")

plusmin[992]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere155")

plusmin[993]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere156")

plusmin[1026]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere158")

plusmin[1028]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere159")

plusmin[564]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere160")

plusmin[964]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere161")

plusmin[1015]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere163")

plusmin[962]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere164")

plusmin[1013]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere166")

plusmin[1098]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere168")

plusmin[1100]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere169")

plusmin[1086]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere170")

plusmin[1216]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere174")

plusmin[950]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere177")

plusmin[1345]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere182")

plusmin[1348]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere183")

plusmin[1376]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere185")

plusmin[1349]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere186")

plusmin[1387]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere187")

plusmin[1380]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere190")

plusmin[1621]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere191")
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plusmin[954]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere192")

plusmin[1346]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere193")

plusmin[1394]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere196")

plusmin[386]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere197")

plusmin[1414]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere198")

plusmin[1438]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere199")

plusmin[1429]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere200")

plusmin[1431]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere201")

plusmin[1439]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere203")

plusmin[1441]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere204")

plusmin[1442]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere206")

plusmin[1572]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere207")

plusmin[1623]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere209")

plusmin[1624]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere210")

plusmin[1501]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere211")

plusmin[220]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere212")

plusmin[991]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere214")

plusmin[931]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere215")

plusmin[1422]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere216")

plusmin[1014]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere219")

plusmin[1383]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere220")

plusmin[943]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere221")

plusmin[which(plusmin=="-")]<-c("red")

plusmin[which(plusmin=="")]<-c("white")

plusmin[which(plusmin=="+")]<-c("green")

map("world",fill=TRUE, col=plusmin)

title(main="CITWHERE")

yugoslavia<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Citwhere91")

na<-minzeroplus(waardes,"CitwhereNA")

x<-cbind(c("Yugoslavia","unknown"),c(yugoslavia,na))

return(x)

}

educatncontribution<-function(waardes){

contribution<-vector()

contribution[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn0")

contribution[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn1")

contribution[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn2")

contribution[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn3")

contribution[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn4")

contribution[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn5")

contribution[7]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn6")

contribution[8]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn7")

contribution[9]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn8")

contribution[10]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn9")

contribution[11]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn10")

contribution[12]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn11")

contribution[13]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn12")

contribution[14]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn13")

contribution[15]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn14")

contribution[16]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn15")

contribution[17]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn16")

contribution[18]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn21")

contribution[19]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn22")

contribution[20]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn23")
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contribution[21]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn24")

contribution[22]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn31")

contribution[23]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn32")

contribution[24]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn33")

contribution[25]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn34")

contribution[26]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn35")

contribution[27]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn36")

contribution[28]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Educatn37")

contribution[29]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"EducatnNA")

education<-c("No schooling","1st grade completed","2st grade completed",

"3st grade completed","4st grade completed","5st grade completed",

"6st grade completed","7st grade completed","8st grade completed",

"9st grade completed","10st grade completed","11st grade completed",

"high school graduate","one year of college","two years of college",

"three years of college","college graduate","general education diploma",

"trade or vocational degree","associates degree","graduate degree",

"some elementary school","some high school",

"some trade or vocational school","some college","some graduate school",

"military training","middle school/junior high","unknown")

x<-cbind(education,contribution)

return(x)

}

hisporigcontribution<-function(waardes){

contribution<-vector()

contribution[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Hisporig0")

contribution[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Hisporig1")

contribution[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Hisporig2")

contribution[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"HisporigNA")

HISPORIG<-c("information on hispanic origin not available","non-hispanic","hispanic",

"missing")

x<-cbind(HISPORIG,contribution)

return(x)

}

moncirccontribution<-function(waardes){

contribution<-vector()

contribution[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc0")

contribution[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc1")

contribution[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc2")

contribution[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc3")

contribution[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc4")

contribution[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc5")

contribution[7]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc6")

contribution[8]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc7")

contribution[9]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc8")

contribution[10]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc9")

contribution[11]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc10")

contribution[12]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Moncirc11")

collor<-c("gold","deeppink","pink","deeppink","brown","red","orange","darkgreen","gold",

"gold","deeppink","cyan","cyan","pink","brown","navy","blue","purple","green",

"purple","purple","purple","navy","navy","pink","blue","pink","deeppink","pink",

"deeppink","purple","orange","brown","red","red","red","red","green","green",

"green","pink","navy","brown","deeppink","orange","purple","green","pink",

"navy","blue","brown","red","green","green","green","deeppink","deeppink",

"deeppink","deeppink","deeppink","green","cyan","brown")
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map("state",fill=TRUE,col=collor)

title(main="judicial circuit")

jucicialcircuit<-c("0 (dark green)","1 (purple)","2 (red)","3 (orange)","4 (green)",

"5 (blue)","6 (navy)","7 (cyan)","8 (pink)","9 (deeppink)","10 (brown)",

"11 (gold)")

x<-cbind(jucicialcircuit,contribution)

return(x)

}

monracecontribution<-function(waardes){

contribution<-vector()

contribution[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Monrace1")

contribution[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Monrace2")

contribution[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Monrace3")

contribution[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Monrace4")

contribution[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Monrace5")

contribution[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Monrace7")

contribution[7]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Monrace8")

contribution[8]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Monrace9")

contribution[9]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"MonraceNA")

race<-c("white/caucasian","black/african american","american indian/ alaskan native",

"asian or pacific islander","multi-racial","other",

"info on race not available in docs","non-US american indians","missing data")

x<-cbind(race,contribution)

return(x)

}

neweduccontribution<-function(waardes){

contribution<-vector()

contribution[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Neweduc1")

contribution[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Neweduc3")

contribution[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Neweduc5")

contribution[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Neweduc6")

contribution[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"NeweducNA")

neweducation<-c("less than HS graduate","HS graduate","some college",

"college graduate","unknown")

x<-cbind(neweducation,contribution)

return(x)

}

newracecontribution<-function(waardes){

contribution<-vector()

contribution[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Newrace1")

contribution[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Newrace2")

contribution[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Newrace3")

contribution[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Newrace6")

contribution[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"NewraceNA")

race<-c("white","black","hispanic","other","unknown")

x<-cbind(race,contribution)

return(x)

}

yearscontribution<-function(waardes){

contribution<-vector()

contribution[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Years1")

contribution[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Years2")

contribution[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Years3")

contribution[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Years4")
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contribution[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Years5")

contribution[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Years6")

contribution[7]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"Years7")

contribution[8]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"YearsNA")

age<-c("younger than 21","21 thru 25","26 thru 30","31 thru 35","36 thru 40",

"41 thru 50","older than 50","unknown")

x<-cbind(age,contribution)

return(x)

}

poofficecontribution<-function(waardes){

contribution<-vector()

contribution[1]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE0")

contribution[2]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE1")

contribution[3]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE2")

contribution[4]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE3")

contribution[5]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE4")

contribution[6]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE5")

contribution[7]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE6")

contribution[8]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE7")

contribution[9]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE8")

contribution[10]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICE9")

contribution[11]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICEA")

contribution[12]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICEC")

contribution[13]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICED")

contribution[14]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICEE")

contribution[15]<-minzeroplus(waardes,"POOFFICEG")

probationoffice<-c("0","1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9","A","C","D","E","G")

x<-cbind(probationoffice,contribution)

return(x)

}

totprisnaic<-analysetotprisn[[3]]

[which(analysetotprisn[[4]]$aic==min(analysetotprisn[[4]]$aic)),]

totprisnbic<-analysetotprisn[[3]]

[which(analysetotprisn[[4]]$bic==min(analysetotprisn[[4]]$bic)),]

probdumcv<-analyseprobdum[[2]]

amtfinecaic<-analyseamtfinec[[3]]

[which(analyseamtfinec[[4]]$aic==min(analyseamtfinec[[4]]$aic)),]

amtfinecbic<-analyseamtfinec[[3]]

[which(analyseamtfinec[[4]]$bic==min(analyseamtfinec[[4]]$bic)),]

senttotaic<-analysesenttot[[3]]

[which(analysesenttot[[4]]$aic==min(analysesenttot[[4]]$aic)),]

senttotbic<-analysesenttot[[3]]

[which(analysesenttot[[4]]$bic==min(analysesenttot[[4]]$bic)),]

timservcaic<-analysetimservc[[3]]

[which(analysetimservc[[4]]$aic==min(analysetimservc[[4]]$aic)),]

timservcbic<-analysetimservc[[3]]

[which(analysetimservc[[4]]$bic==min(analysetimservc[[4]]$bic)),]

altdumcv<-analysealtdum[[2]]

altmoaic<-analysealtmo[[3]]

[which(analysealtmo[[4]]$aic==min(analysealtmo[[4]]$aic)),]

altmobic<-analysealtmo[[3]]

[which(analysealtmo[[4]]$bic==min(analysealtmo[[4]]$bic)),]

costsdumcv<-analysecostsdum[[2]]

econdumcv<-analyseecondum[[2]]
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finecdumcv<-analysefinecdum[[2]]

homdumcv<-analysehomdum[[2]]

intdumcv<-analyseintdum[[2]]

mocomconaic<-analysemocomcon[[3]]

[which(analysemocomcon[[4]]$aic==min(analysemocomcon[[4]]$aic)),]

mocomconbic<-analysemocomcon[[3]]

[which(analysemocomcon[[4]]$bic==min(analysemocomcon[[4]]$bic)),]

mohomdetaic<-analysemohomdet[[3]]

[which(analysemohomdet[[4]]$aic==min(analysemohomdet[[4]]$aic)),]

mohomdetbic<-analysemohomdet[[3]]

[which(analysemohomdet[[4]]$bic==min(analysemohomdet[[4]]$bic)),]

mointconaic<-analysemointcon[[3]]

[which(analysemointcon[[4]]$aic==min(analysemointcon[[4]]$aic)),]

mointconbic<-analysemointcon[[3]]

[which(analysemointcon[[4]]$bic==min(analysemointcon[[4]]$bic)),]

prisdumcv<-analyseprisdum[[2]]

suprdumcv<-analysesuprdum[[2]]

totdaysaic<-analysetotdays[[3]]

[which(analysetotdays[[4]]$aic==min(analysetotdays[[4]]$aic)),]

totdaysbic<-analysetotdays[[3]]

[which(analysetotdays[[4]]$bic==min(analysetotdays[[4]]$bic)),]

suprelaic<-analysesuprel[[3]]

[which(analysesuprel[[4]]$aic==min(analysesuprel[[4]]$aic)),]

suprelbic<-analysesuprel[[3]]

[which(analysesuprel[[4]]$bic==min(analysesuprel[[4]]$bic)),]

timservmaic<-analysetimservm[[3]]

[which(analysetimservm[[4]]$aic==min(analysetimservm[[4]]$aic)),]

timservmbic<-analysetimservm[[3]]

[which(analysetimservm[[4]]$bic==min(analysetimservm[[4]]$bic)),]

ch5g13staic<-analysech5g13st[[3]]

[which(analysech5g13st[[4]]$aic==min(analysech5g13st[[4]]$aic)),]

ch5g13stbic<-analysech5g13st[[3]]

[which(analysech5g13st[[4]]$bic==min(analysech5g13st[[4]]$bic)),]

sprecassmaic<-analysespecassm[[3]]

[which(analysespecassm[[4]]$aic==min(analysespecassm[[4]]$aic)),]

sprecassmbic<-analysespecassm[[3]]

[which(analysespecassm[[4]]$bic==min(analysespecassm[[4]]$bic)),]

typemony1cv<-analysetypemony1[[2]]

typemony3cv<-analysetypemony3[[2]]

typemony4cv<-analysetypemony4[[2]]

typeoths0cv<-analysetypeoths0[[2]]

typeoths3cv<-analysetypeoths3[[2]]

typeoths77cv<-analysetypeoths77[[2]]

sentimp0cv<-analysesentimp0[[2]]

sentimp1cv<-analysesentimp1[[2]]

zoneacv<-analysezonea[[2]]

zonebcv<-analysezonea[[2]]

zonedcv<-analysezoned[[2]]

#### TOTPRISN

#aic,bic

poofficecontribution(totprisnaic)

minzeroplus(totprisnaic,"data1.MONSEX")

#### PROBDUM

poofficecontribution(probdumcv)
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minzeroplus(probdumcv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(probdumcv)

citizencontribution(probdumcv)

citwherecontribution(probdumcv)

educatncontribution(probdumcv)

hisporigcontribution(probdumcv)

moncirccontribution(probdumcv)

monracecontribution(probdumcv)

minzeroplus(probdumcv,"data1.MONSEX")

neweduccontribution(probdumcv)

yearscontribution(probdumcv)

minzeroplus(probdumcv,"data1.DOBYR")

minzeroplus(probdumcv,"data1.USSCIDN")

#### AMTFINEC

#aic

poofficecontribution(amtfinecaic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(amtfinecaic)

citizencontribution(amtfinecaic)

citwherecontribution(amtfinecaic)

educatncontribution(amtfinecaic)

moncirccontribution(amtfinecaic)

monracecontribution(amtfinecaic)

minzeroplus(amtfinecaic,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(amtfinecaic,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(amtfinecaic)

newracecontribution(amtfinecaic)

minzeroplus(amtfinecaic,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(amtfinecaic)

minzeroplus(amtfinecaic,"data1.DOBYR")

#bic

poofficecontribution(amtfinecbic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(amtfinecbic)

citizencontribution(amtfinecbic)

citwherecontribution(amtfinecbic)

educatncontribution(amtfinecbic)

moncirccontribution(amtfinecbic)

monracecontribution(amtfinecbic)

minzeroplus(amtfinecbic,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(amtfinecbic,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(amtfinecbic)

newracecontribution(amtfinecbic)

minzeroplus(amtfinecbic,"data1.DOBYR")

### SENTTOT AIC and BIC is the same

poofficecontribution(senttotaic)

minzeroplus(senttotaic,"data1.MONSEX")

#### TIMSERVC

#aic

poofficecontribution(timservcaic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(timservcaic)

citizencontribution(timservcaic)

citwherecontribution(timservcaic)

educatncontribution(timservcaic)

hisporigcontribution(timservcaic)

moncirccontribution(timservcaic)
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monracecontribution(timservcaic)

minzeroplus(timservcaic,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(timservcaic,"data1.NEWCIT")

newracecontribution(timservcaic)

#bic

circdistanddistrictplusmin(timservcbic)

citwherecontribution(timservcbic)

moncirccontribution(timservcbic)

### ALTDUM

poofficecontribution(altdumcv)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(altdumcv)

citizencontribution(altdumcv)

citwherecontribution(altdumcv)

educatncontribution(altdumcv)

hisporigcontribution(altdumcv)

monracecontribution(atldumcv)

minzeroplus(altdumcv,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(altdumcv,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(altdumcv)

newracecontribution(altdumcv)

yearscontribution(altdumcv)

### ALTMO

#aic

poofficecontribution(altmoaic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(altmoaic)

citizencontribution(altmoaic)

citwherecontribution(altmoaic)

educatncontribution(altmoaic)

hisporigcontribution(altmoaic)

moncirccontribution(altmoaic)

monracecontribution(altmoaic)

minzeroplus(altmoaic,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(altmoaic,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(altmoaic)

#bic

citizencontribution(altmobic)

citwherecontribution(altmobic)

minzeroplus(altmobic,"data1.NEWCIT")

#### COSTSDUM

poofficecontribution(costsdumcv)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(costsdumcv)

citizencontribution(costsdumcv)

citwherecontribution(costsdumcv)

educatncontribution(costsdumcv)

hisporigcontribution(costsdumcv)

moncirccontribution(costsdumcv)

monracecontribution(costsdumcv)

minzeroplus(costsdumcv,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(costsdumcv,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(costsdumcv)

yearscontribution(costsdumcv)

minzeroplus(costsdumcv,"data1.USSCIDN")

### ECONDUM

poofficecontribution(econdumcv)
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minzeroplus(econdumcv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(econdumcv)

citizencontribution(econdumcv)

citwherecontribution(econdumcv)

minzeroplus(econdumcv,"data1.DOBMON")

educatncontribution(econdumcv)

hisporigcontribution(econdumcv)

monracecontribution(econdumcv)

minzeroplus(econdumcv,"data1.MONSEX")

neweduccontribution(econdumcv)

newracecontribution(econdumcv)

minzeroplus(econdumcv,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(econdumcv)

minzeroplus(econdumcv,"data1.DOBYR")

### FINECDUM

poofficecontribution(finecdumcv)

minzeroplus(finecdumcv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(finecdumcv)

citizencontribution(finecdumcv)

citwherecontribution(finecdumcv)

minzeroplus(finecdumcv,"data1.DOBMON")

educatncontribution(finecdumcv)

hisporigcontribution(finecdumcv)

moncirccontribution(finecdumcv)

monracecontribution(finecdumcv)

minzeroplus(finecdumcv,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(finecdumcv,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(finecdumcv)

newracecontribution(finecdumcv)

minzeroplus(finecdumcv,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(finecdumcv)

minzeroplus(finecdumcv,"data1.DOBYR")

### HOMDUM

poofficecontribution(homdumcv)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(homdumcv)

citizencontribution(homdumcv)

citwherecontribution(homdumcv)

educatncontribution(homdumcv)

hisporigcontribution(homdumcv)

moncirccontribution(homdumcv)

monracecontribution(homdumcv)

minzeroplus(homdumcv,"data1.MONSEX")

neweduccontribution(homdumcv)

minzeroplus(homdumcv,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(homdumcv)

minzeroplus(homdumcv,"data1.USSCIDN")

### MOCOMCON AIC and BIC are the same

poofficecontribution(mocomconaic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(mocomconaic)

citizencontribution(mocomconaic)

citwherecontribution(mocomconaic)

hisporigcontribution(mocomconaic)

minzeroplus(mocomconaic,"data1.NEWCIT")

newracecontribution(mocomconaic)
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### MOHOMDET AIC

poofficecontribution(mohomdetaic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(mohomdetaic)

citizencontribution(mohomdetaic)

citwherecontribution(mohomdetaic)

educatncontribution(mohomdetaic)

hisporigcontribution(mohomdetaic)

moncirccontribution(mohomdetaic)

monracecontribution(mohomdetaic)

minzeroplus(mohomdetaic,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(mohomdetaic,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(mohomdetaic)

yearscontribution(mohomdetaic)

### MOINTCON

#aic

poofficecontribution(mointconaic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(mointconaic)

citwherecontribution(mointconaic)

educatncontribution(mointconaic)

#bic

poofficecontribution(mointconbic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(mointconbic)

citwherecontribution(mointconbic)

educatncontribution(mointconbic)

### PRISDUM

poofficecontribution(prisdumcv)

minzeroplus(prisdumcv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(prisdumcv)

citizencontribution(prisdumcv)

citwherecontribution(prisdumcv)

educatncontribution(prisdumcv)

hisporigcontribution(prisdumcv)

moncirccontribution(prisdumcv)

monracecontribution(prisdumcv)

minzeroplus(prisdumcv,"data1.MONSEX")

neweduccontribution(prisdumcv)

newracecontribution(prisdumcv)

yearscontribution(prisdumcv)

minzeroplus(prisdumcv,"data1.DOBYR")

minzeroplus(prisdumcv,"data1.USSCIDN")

### SUPRDUM

poofficecontribution(suprdumcv)

minzeroplus(suprdumcv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(suprdumcv)

citizencontribution(suprdumcv)

citwherecontribution(suprdumcv)

educatncontribution(suprdumcv)

hisporigcontribution(suprdumcv)

moncirccontribution(suprdumcv)

monracecontribution(suprdumcv)

minzeroplus(suprdumcv,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(suprdumcv,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(suprdumcv)

newracecontribution(suprdumcv)
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minzeroplus(suprdumcv,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(suprdumcv)

minzeroplus(suprdumcv,"data1.DOBYR")

minzeroplus(suprdumcv,"data1.USSCIDN")

### TOTDAYS

#aic

poofficecontribution(totdaysaic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(totdaysaic)

citizencontribution(totdatysaic)

citwherecontribution(totdaysaic)

educatncontribution(totdaysaic)

hisporigcontribution(totdaysaic)

moncirccontribution(totdaysaic)

monracecontribution(totdaysaic)

minzeroplus(totdaysaic,"data1.MONSEX")

neweduccontribution(totdaysaic)

newracecontribution(totdaysaic)

yearscontribution(totdaysaic)

minzeroplus(totdaysaic,"data1.USSCIDN")

#bic

poofficecontribution(totdaysbic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(totdaysbic)

citizencontribution(totdatysbic)

citwherecontribution(totdaysbic)

educatncontribution(totdaysbic)

monracecontribution(totdaysbic)

### TIMSERVM

#aic

poofficecontribution(timservmaic)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(timservmaic)

citwherecontribution(timservmaic)

minzeroplus(timservmaic,"data1.DOBMON")

educatncontribution(timservmaic)

hisporigcontribution(timservmaic)

moncirccontribution(timservmaic)

monracecontribution(timservmaic)

minzeroplus(timservmaic,"data1.MONSEX")

newracecontribution(timservmaic)

yearscontribution(timservmaic)

minzeroplus(timservmaic,"data1.USSCIDN")

#bic

circdistanddistrictplusmin(timservmbic)

citwherecontribution(timservmbic)

moncirccontribution(timservmbic)

### CH5G13ST

#aic

circdistanddistrictplusmin(ch5g13staic)

citwherecontribution(ch5g13staic)

#bic

circdistanddistrictplusmin(ch5g13stbic)

citwherecontribution(ch5g13stbic)

### SPRECASSM

#aic

poofficecontribution(sprecassmaic)
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circdistanddistrictplusmin(sprecassmaic)

citizencontribution(sprecassmaic)

citwherecontribution(sprecassmaic)

educatncontribution(sprecassmaic)

hisporigcontribution(sprecassmaic)

moncirccontribution(sprecassmaic)

monracecontribution(sprecassmaic)

neweduccontribution(sprecassmaic)

newracecontribution(sprecassmaic)

yearscontribution(sprecassmaic)

minzeroplus(sprecassmaic,"data1.DOBYR")

minzeroplus(sprecassmaic,"data1.USSCIDN")

#bic

circdistanddistrictplusmin(sprecassmbic)

citwherecontribution(sprecassmbic)

educatncontribution(sprecassmbic)

moncirccontribution(sprecassmbic)

yearscontribution(sprecassmbic)

### TYPEMONY 1

poofficecontribution(typemony1cv)

minzeroplus(typemony1cv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(typemony1cv)

citizencontribution(typemony1cv)

citwherecontribution(typemony1cv)

minzeroplus(typemony1cv,"data1.DOBMON")

educatncontribution(typemony1cv)

hisporigcontribution(typemony1cv)

moncirccontribution(typemony1cv)

monracecontribution(typemony1cv)

minzeroplus(typemony1cv,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(typemony1cv,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(typemony1cv)

newracecontribution(typemony1cv)

minzeroplus(typemony1cv,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(typemony1cv)

minzeroplus(typemony1cv,"data1.DOBYR")

### TYPEMONY 3

poofficecontribution(typemony3cv)

minzeroplus(typemony3cv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(typemony3cv)

citizencontribution(typemony3cv)

citwherecontribution(typemony3cv)

minzeroplus(typemony3cv,"data1.DOBMON")

educatncontribution(typemony3cv)

moncirccontribution(typemony3cv)

monracecontribution(typemony3cv)

minzeroplus(typemony3cv,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(typemony3cv,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(typemony3cv)

newracecontribution(typemony3cv)

minzeroplus(typemony3cv,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(typemony3cv)

minzeroplus(typemony3cv,"data1.DOBYR")

minzeroplus(typemony3cv,"data1.USSCIDN")
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### TYPEMONY 4

poofficecontribution(typemony4cv)

minzeroplus(typemony4cv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(typemony4cv)

citizencontribution(typemony4cv)

citwherecontribution(typemony4cv)

educatncontribution(typemony4cv)

hisporigcontribution(typemony4cv)

moncirccontribution(typemony4cv)

monracecontribution(typemony4cv)

minzeroplus(typemony4cv,"data1.MONSEX")

minzeroplus(typemony4cv,"data1.NEWCIT")

neweduccontribution(typemony4cv)

newracecontribution(typemony4cv)

yearscontribution(typemony4cv)

minzeroplus(typemony4cv,"data1.DOBYR")

### typeoths 0

poofficecontribution(typeoths0cv)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(typeoths0cv)

citizencontribution(typeoths0cv)

citwherecontribution(typeoths0cv)

educatncontribution(typeoths0cv)

hisporigcontribution(typeoths0cv)

moncirccontribution(typeoths0cv)

monracecontribution(typeoths0cv)

yearscontribution(typeoths0cv)

### typeoths 3

poofficecontribution(typeoths3cv)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(typeoths3cv)

citizencontribution(typeoths3cv)

citwherecontribution(typeoths3cv)

educatncontribution(typeoths3cv)

monracecontribution(typeoths3cv)

yearscontribution(typeoths3cv)

### typeoths 77

poofficecontribution(typeoths77cv)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(typeoths77cv)

educatncontribution(typeoths77cv)

monracecontribution(typeoths77cv)

newracecontribution(typeoths77cv)

minzeroplus(typeoths77cv,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(typeoths77cv)

### SENTIMP 1

poofficecontribution(sentimp1cv)

minzeroplus(sentimp1cv,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(sentimp1cv)

citizencontribution(sentimp1cv)

citwherecontribution(sentimp1cv)

educatncontribution(sentimp1cv)

hisporigcontribution(sentimp1cv)

moncirccontribution(sentimp1cv)

monracecontribution(sentimp1cv)

minzeroplus(sentimp1cv,"data1.MONSEX")

neweduccontribution(sentimp1cv)
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newracecontribution(sentimp1cv)

minzeroplus(sentimp1cv,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(sentimp1cv)

minzeroplus(sentimp1cv,"data1.DOBYR")

### ZONE B

poofficecontribution(zonebcv)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(zonebcv)

citwherecontribution(zonebcv)

educatncontribution(zonebcv)

moncirccontribution(zonebcv)

monracecontribution(zonebcv)

minzeroplus(zonebcv,"data1.MONSEX")

neweduccontribution(zonebcv)

yearscontribution(zonebcv)

### ZONE D

poofficecontribution(zonedcv)

circdistanddistrictplusmin(zonedcv)

citizencontribution(zonedcv)

citwherecontribution(zonedcv)

educatncontribution(zonedcv)

moncirccontribution(zonedcv)

monracecontribution(zonedcv)

minzeroplus(zonedcv,"data1.MONSEX")

newracecontribution(zonedcv)

yearscontribution(zonedcv)

G R code for multiple imputation

library(glmnet)

### continuous outcome 16

ycont<-data.frame(data2$data1.TOTPRISN,data2$data1.AMTFINEC,data2$data1.FINE,

data2$data1.SENTTOT,data2$data1.SENSPLT,data2$data1.SENSPLT0,data2$data1.TIMSERVC,

data2$data1.ALTMO,data2$data1.MOCOMCON,data2$data1.MOHOMDET,data2$data1.MOINTCON,

data2$data1.TOTDAYS,data2$data1.SUPREL,data2$data1.TIMSERVM,data2$data1.CH5G13ST,

data2$data1.SPECASSM)

y<-log(ycont+1)

all<-data.frame(y,control,demografic)

data3<-na.omit(all)

control1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(control)))

demografic1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(demografic)))

y1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(y)))

lambda<-cv.glmnet(control1,y1,family="mgaussian")

multiplecontrol<-glmnet(control1,y1,family="mgaussian")

coefficients<-predict(multiplecontrol, type="coefficients",s=lambda$lambda.min)

cont<-coefficients[[1]][which(coefficients[[1]]!=0),]

controlnotpenalyse<-subset(data3,select=names(cont[-1]))

x<-data.frame(controlnotpenalyse,demografic1)

x1<-as.matrix(x)

multipledemocrafic<-cv.glmnet(x1,y1,family="mgaussian",

penalty.factor=c(rep(0,dim(controlnotpenalyse)[2]),

rep(1,dim(demografic1)[2])))

dem<-coef(multipledemocrafic, s="lambda.min")

demograficinfluence<-dem[[1]][which(dem[[1]]!=0),]
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con<-dim(controlnotpenalyse)[2]+1

demcontinous<-dem[[1]][-c(1:con),]

poofficecontribution(demcontinous)

minzeroplus(demcontinous,"data1.AGE")

circdistanddistrictplusmin(demcontinous)

citizencontribution(demcontinous)

citwherecontribution(demcontinous)

minzeroplus(demcontinous,"data1.DOBMON")

educatncontribution(demcontinous)

hisporigcontribution(demcontinous)

moncirccontribution(demcontinous)

monracecontribution(demcontinous)

minzeroplus(demcontinous,"data1.MONSEX")

neweduccontribution(demcontinous)

newracecontribution(demcontinous)

minzeroplus(demcontinous,"data1.NUMDEPEN")

yearscontribution(demcontinous)

minzeroplus(demcontinous,"data1.DOBYR")

minzeroplus(demcontinous,"data1.USSCIDN")

H R code for diagnostics

library(glmpath)

resfitaic<-function(y,analyse){

glmall<-analyse[[4]]

minglmaic<-which(glmall$aic==min(glmall$aic))

predall<-predict.glmpath(glmall,x1,type="coefficients")

predallaic<-which(predall[minglmaic,]!=0)[-1]

x<-subset(data2,select=names(predallaic))

data3<-data.frame(y,x)

data4<-na.omit(data3)

covariate<-subset(data4,select=-c(y))

analyselm<-lm(y~.,data4)

res<-analyselm$residuals

fit<-analyselm$fitted.values

result<-list(covariate,res,fit,data4,analyselm)

return(result)

}

resfitbic<-function(y,analyse){

glmall<-analyse[[4]]

minglmbic<-which(glmall$bic==min(glmall$bic))

predall<-predict.glmpath(glmall,x1,type="coefficients")

predallbic<-which(predall[minglmbic,]!=0)[-1]

x<-subset(data2,select=names(predallbic))

data3<-data.frame(y,x)

data4<-na.omit(data3)

covariate<-subset(data4,select=-c(y))

analyselm<-lm(y~.,data4)

res<-analyselm$residuals

fit<-analyselm$fitted.values

result<-list(covariate,res,fit,data4,analyselm)

return(result)

}
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binresfitcv<-function(y,analyse){

glmall<-analyse[[3]]

predall<-coef(glmall,s="lambda.min")

predallcv<-predall[which(predall!=0),]

x<-subset(data2,select=names(predallcv[-1]))

data3<-data.frame(y,x)

data4<-na.omit(data3)

covariate<-subset(data4,select=-c(y))

analyselm<-glm(y~.,family=binomial,data4)

res<-residuals(analyselm, type="deviance")

fit<-analyselm$fitted.values

result<-list(covariate,res,fit,data4,analyselm)

return(result)

}

### TOTPRISN AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TOTPRISN+1),analysetotprisn)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TOTPRISN+1),analysetotprisn)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TOTPRISN BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TOTPRISN+1),analysetotprisn)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TOTPRISN+1),analysetotprisn)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z,ylim=c(-5,5))

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### PROBDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.PROBDUM,analyseprobdum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.PROBDUM,analyseprobdum)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### AMTFINEC AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.AMTFINEC+1),analyseamtfinec)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.AMTFINEC+1),analyseamtfinec)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### AMTFINEC BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.AMTFINEC+1),analyseamtfinec)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.AMTFINEC+1),analysetamtfinec)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SENTTOT AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SENTTOT+1),analysesenttot)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SENTTOT+1),analysesenttot)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)
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lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SENTTOT BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SENTTOT+1),analysesenttot)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SENTTOT+1),analysesenttot)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TIMSERVC AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVC+1),analysetimservc)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVC+1),analysetimservc)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TIMSERVC BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVC+1),analysetimservc)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVC+1),analysetimservc)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### ALTDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.ALTDUM,analysealtdum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.ALTDUM,analysealtdum)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### ALTMO AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.ALTMO+1),analysealtmo)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.ALTMO+1),analysealtmo)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### ALTMO BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.ALTMO+1),analysealtmo)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.ALTMO+1),analysealtmo)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### COSTSDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.COSTSDUM,analysecostsdum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.COSTSDUM,analysecostsdum)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### ECONDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.ECONDUM,analyseecondum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.ECONDUM,analyseecondum)[[2]]
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z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### FINECDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.FINECDUM,analysefinecdum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.FINECDUM,analysefinecdum)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### HOMDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.HOMDUM,analysehomdum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.HOMDUM,analysehomdum)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### INTDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.INTDUM,analyseintdum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.INTDUM,analyseintdum)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### MOCOMCON AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOCOMCON+1),analysemocomcon)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOCOMCON+1),analysemocomcon)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### MOCOMCON BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOCOMCON+1),analysemocomcon)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOCOMCON+1),analysemocomcon)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### MOHOMDET AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOHOMDET+1),analysemohomdet)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOHOMDET+1),analysemohomdet)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### MOHOMDET BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOHOMDET+1),analysemohomdet)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOHOMDET+1),analysemohomdet)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### MOINTCON AIC
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fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOINTCON+1),analysemointcon)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOINTCON+1),analysemointcon)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### MOINTCON BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOINTCON+1),analysemointcon)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOINTCON+1),analysemointcon)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### PRISDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.PRISDUM,analyseprisdum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.PRISDUM,analyseprisdum)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SUPRDUM

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.SUPRDUM,analysesuprdum)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.SUPRDUM,analysesuprdum)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TOTDAYS AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TOTDAYS+1),analysetotdays)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TOTDAYS+1),analysetotdays)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TOTDAYS BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TOTDAYS+1),analysetotdays)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TOTDAYS+1),analysetotdays)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SUPREL AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SUPREL+1),analysesuprel)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SUPREL+1),analysesuprel)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SUPREL BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SUPREL+1),analysesuprel)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SUPREL+1),analysesuprel)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))
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plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TIMSERVM AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVM+1),analysetimservm)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVM+1),analysetimservm)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TIMSERVM BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVM+1),analysetimservm)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVM+1),analysetimservm)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### CH5G13ST AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.CH5G13ST+1),analysech5g13st)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.CH5G13ST+1),analysech5g13st)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### CH5G13ST BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.CH5G13ST+1),analysech5g13st)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.CH5G13ST+1),analysech5g13st)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SPECASSM AIC

fit<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SPECASSM+1),analysespecassm)[[3]]

res<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SPECASSM+1),analysespecassm)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SPECASSM BIC

fit<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SPECASSM+1),analysespecassm)[[3]]

res<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SPECASSM+1),analysespecassm)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TYPEMONY 1

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony1,analysetypemony1)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony1,analysetypemony1)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TYPEMONY 3

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony3,analysetypemony3)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony3,analysetypemony3)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)
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qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TYPEMONY 4

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony4,analysetypemony4)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony4,analysetypemony4)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TYPEOTHS 0

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths0,analysetypeoths0)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths0,analysetypeoths0)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TYPEOTHS 3

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths3,analysetypeoths3)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths3,analysetypeoths3)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### TYPEOTHS 77

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths77,analysetypeoths77)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths77,analysetypeoths77)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SENTIMP 0

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$Sentimp0,analysesentimp0)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$Sentimp0,analysesentimp0)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z,ylim=c(-5,5))

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### SENTIMP 1

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$Sentimp1,analysesentimp1)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$Sentimp1,analysesentimp1)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### ZONE A

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONEA,analysezonea)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONEA,analysezonea)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### ZONE B

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONEB,analysezoneb)[[3]]
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res<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONEB,analysezoneb)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### ZONE D

fit<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONED,analysezoned)[[3]]

res<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONED,analysezoned)[[2]]

z<-(res-mean(res))/sd(res)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fit,y=res,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue", main="Residual plot")

### MULTIPLE CONTINUOUS

ycont<-data.frame(data2$data1.TOTPRISN,data2$data1.AMTFINEC,data2$data1.FINE,

data2$data1.SENTTOT,data2$data1.SENSPLT,data2$data1.SENSPLT0,data2$data1.TIMSERVC,

data2$data1.ALTMO,data2$data1.MOCOMCON,data2$data1.MOHOMDET,data2$data1.MOINTCON,

data2$data1.TOTDAYS,data2$data1.SUPREL,data2$data1.TIMSERVM,data2$data1.CH5G13ST,

data2$data1.SPECASSM)

y<-log(ycont+1)

all<-data.frame(y,control,demografic)

data3<-na.omit(all)

control1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(control)))

demografic1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(demografic)))

y1<-as.matrix(subset(data3,select=names(y)))

x<-subset(data2,select=names(demograficinfluence[-1]))

data3<-data.frame(y,x)

datacontinous<-na.omit(data3)

covariatecontinous<-subset(datacontinous,select=names(x))

analyselmcontinous<-lm(cbind(data2.data1.TOTPRISN,data2.data1.AMTFINEC,data2.data1.FINE,

data2.data1.SENTTOT,data2.data1.SENSPLT,data2.data1.SENSPLT0,

data2.data1.TIMSERVC,data2.data1.ALTMO,data2.data1.MOCOMCON,

data2.data1.MOHOMDET,data2.data1.MOINTCON,data2.data1.TOTDAYS,

data2.data1.SUPREL,data2.data1.TIMSERVM,data2.data1.CH5G13ST,

data2.data1.SPECASSM)~.,datacontinous)

rescontinous<-analyselmcontinous$residuals

fitcontinous<-analyselmcontinous$fitted.values

z<-(rescontinous-mean(rescontinous))/sd(rescontinous)

qqnorm(z)

lines(x=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4),y=c(-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4))

plot(x=fitcontinous,y=rescontinous,xlab="predicted outcome", ylab="residue",

main="Residual plot")

I R code for Goodness-of-fit test

### TOTPRISN AIC

totprisnaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TOTPRISN+1),analysetotprisn)

fittotprisnaic<-totprisnaic[[3]]

restotprisnaic<-totprisnaic[[2]]

covariatetotprisnaic<-totprisnaic[[1]]

data4totprisnaic<-totprisnaic[[4]]

TOTPRISNlmaic<-totprisnaic[[5]]

chi2totprisnaic<-sum(restotprisnaic^2/fittotprisnaic)

pchisq(chi2totprisnaic, (dim(data4totprisnaic)[1]-dim(covariatetotprisnaic)[2]-1) ,
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ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(TOTPRISNlmaic)

### TOTPRISN BIC

totprisnbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TOTPRISN+1),analysetotprisn)

fittotprisnbic<-totprisnbic[[3]]

restotprisnbic<-totprisnbic[[2]]

covariatetotprisnbic<-totprisnbic[[1]]

data4totprisnbic<-totprisnbic[[4]]

TOTPRISNlmbic<-totprisnbic[[5]]

chi2totprisnbic<-sum(restotprisnbic^2/fittotprisnbic)

pchisq(chi2totprisnbic, (dim(data4totprisnbic)[1]-dim(covariatetotprisnbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(TOTPRISNlmbic)

### PROBDUM

probdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.PROBDUM,analyseprobdum)

fitprobdumcv<-probdumcv[[3]]

resprobdumcv<-probdumcv[[2]]

covariateprobdumcv<-probdumcv[[1]]

data4probdumcv<-probdumcv[[4]]

probdumlmcv<-probdumcv[[5]]

chi2probdumcv<-sum(resprobdumcv^2/fitprobdumcv)

pchisq(chi2probdumcv, (dim(data4probdumcv)[1]-dim(covariateprobdumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### AMTFINEC AIC

amtfinecaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.AMTFINEC+1),analyseamtfinec)

fitamtfinecaic<-amtfinecaic[[3]]

resamtfinecaic<-amtfinecaic[[2]]

covariateamtfinecaic<-amtfinecaic[[1]]

data4amtfinecaic<-amtfinecaic[[4]]

amtfineclmaic<-amtfinecaic[[5]]

chi2amtfinecaic<-sum(resamtfinecaic^2/fitamtfinecaic)

pchisq(chi2amtfinecaic, (dim(data4amtfinecaic)[1]-dim(covariateamtfinecaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(amtfineclmaic)

### AMTFINEC BIC

amtfinecbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.AMTFINEC+1),analyseamtfinec)

fitamtfinecbic<-amtfinecbic[[3]]

resamtfinecbic<-amtfinecbic[[2]]

covariateamtfinecbic<-amtfinecbic[[1]]

data4amtfinecbic<-amtfinecbic[[4]]

amtfineclmbic<-amtfinecbic[[5]]

chi2amtfinecbic<-sum(resamtfinecbic^2/fitamtfinecbic)

pchisq(chi2amtfinecbic, (dim(data4amtfinecbic)[1]-dim(covariateamtfinecbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(amtfineclmbic)

### SENTTOT AIC

senttotaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SENTTOT+1),analysesenttot)

fitsenttotaic<-senttotaic[[3]]

ressenttotaic<-senttotaic[[2]]

covariatesenttotaic<-senttotaic[[1]]

data4senttotaic<-senttotaic[[4]]

senttotlmaic<-senttotaic[[5]]

chi2senttotaic<-sum(ressenttotaic^2/fitsenttotaic)

pchisq(chi2senttotaic, (dim(data4senttotaic)[1]-dim(covariatesenttotaic)[2]-1) ,
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ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(senttotlmaic)

### SENTTOT BIC

senttotbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SENTTOT+1),analysesenttot)

fitsenttotbic<-senttotbic[[3]]

ressenttotbic<-senttotbic[[2]]

covariatesenttotbic<-senttotbic[[1]]

data4senttotbic<-senttotbic[[4]]

senttotlmbic<-senttotbic[[5]]

chi2senttotbic<-sum(ressenttotbic^2/fitsenttotbic)

pchisq(chi2senttotbic, (dim(data4senttotbic)[1]-dim(covariatesenttotbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(senttotlmbic)

### TIMSERVC AIC

timservcaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVC+1),analysetimservc)

fittimservcaic<-timservcaic[[3]]

restimservcaic<-timservcaic[[2]]

covariatetimservcaic<-timservcaic[[1]]

data4timservcaic<-timservcaic[[4]]

timservclmaic<-timservcaic[[5]]

chi2timservcaic<-sum(restimservcaic^2/fittimservcaic)

pchisq(chi2timservcaic, (dim(data4timservcaic)[1]-dim(covariatetimservcaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(timservclmaic)

### TIMSERVC BIC

timservcbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVC+1),analysetimservc)

fittimservcbic<-timservcbic[[3]]

restimservcbic<-timservcbic[[2]]

covariatetimservcbic<-timservcbic[[1]]

data4timservcbic<-timservcbic[[4]]

timservclmbic<-timservcbic[[5]]

chi2timservcbic<-sum(restimservcbic^2/fittimservcbic)

pchisq(chi2timservcbic, (dim(data4timservcbic)[1]-dim(covariatetimservcbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(timservclmbic)

### ALTDUM

altdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.ALTDUM,analysealtdum)

fitaltdumcv<-altdumcv[[3]]

resaltdumcv<-altdumcv[[2]]

covariatealtdumcv<-altdumcv[[1]]

data4altdumcv<-altdumcv[[4]]

altdumlmcv<-altdumcv[[5]]

chi2altdumcv<-sum(resaltdumcv^2/fitaltdumcv)

pchisq(chi2altdumcv, (dim(data4altdumcv)[1]-dim(covariatealtdumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### ALTMO AIC

altmoaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.ALTMO+1),analysealtmo)

fitaltmoaic<-altmoaic[[3]]

resaltmoaic<-altmoaic[[2]]

covariatealtmoaic<-altmoaic[[1]]

data4altmoaic<-altmoaic[[4]]

altmolmaic<-altmoaic[[5]]

chi2altmoaic<-sum(resaltmoaic^2/fitaltmoaic)

pchisq(chi2altmoaic, (dim(data4altmoaic)[1]-dim(covariatealtmoaic)[2]-1) ,
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ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(altmolmaic)

### ALTMO BIC

altmobic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.ALTMO+1),analysealtmo)

fitaltmobic<-altmobic[[3]]

resaltmobic<-altmobic[[2]]

covariatealtmobic<-altmobic[[1]]

data4altmobic<-altmobic[[4]]

altmolmbic<-altmobic[[5]]

chi2altmobic<-sum(resaltmobic^2/fitaltmobic)

pchisq(chi2altmobic, (dim(data4altmobic)[1]-dim(covariatealtmobic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(altmolmbic)

### COSTSDUM

costsdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.COSTSDUM,analysecostsdum)

fitcostsdumcv<-costsdumcv[[3]]

rescostsdumcv<-costsdumcv[[2]]

covariatecostsdumcv<-costsdumcv[[1]]

data4costsdumcv<-costsdumcv[[4]]

costsdumlmcv<-costsdumcv[[5]]

chi2costsdumcv<-sum(rescostsdumcv^2/fitcostsdumcv)

pchisq(chi2costsdumcv, (dim(data4costsdumcv)[1]-dim(covariatecostsdumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### ECONDUM

econdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.ECONDUM,analyseecondum)

fitecondumcv<-econdumcv[[3]]

resecondumcv<-econdumcv[[2]]

covariateecondumcv<-econdumcv[[1]]

data4econdumcv<-econdumcv[[4]]

econdumlmcv<-econdumcv[[5]]

chi2econdumcv<-sum(resecondumcv^2/fitecondumcv)

pchisq(chi2econdumcv, (dim(data4econdumcv)[1]-dim(covariateecondumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### FINECDUM

finecdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.FINECDUM,analysefinecdum)

fitfinecdumcv<-finecdumcv[[3]]

resfinecdumcv<-finecdumcv[[2]]

covariatefinecdumcv<-finecdumcv[[1]]

data4finecdumcv<-finecdumcv[[4]]

finecdumlmcv<-finecdumcv[[5]]

chi2finecdumcv<-sum(resfinecdumcv^2/fitfinecdumcv)

pchisq(chi2finecdumcv, (dim(data4finecdumcv)[1]-dim(covariatefinecdumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### HOMDUM

homdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.HOMDUM,analysehomdum)

fithomdumcv<-homdumcv[[3]]

reshomdumcv<-homdumcv[[2]]

covariatehomdumcv<-homdumcv[[1]]

data4homdumcv<-homdumcv[[4]]

homdumlmcv<-homdumcv[[5]]

chi2homdumcv<-sum(reshomdumcv^2/fithomdumcv)

pchisq(chi2homdumcv, (dim(data4homdumcv)[1]-dim(covariatehomdumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### INTDUM
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intdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.INTDUM,analyseintdum)

fitintdumcv<-intdumcv[[3]]

resintdumcv<-intdumcv[[2]]

covariateintdumcv<-intdumcv[[1]]

data4intdumcv<-intdumcv[[4]]

intdumlmcv<-intdumcv[[5]]

chi2intdumcv<-sum(resintdumcv^2/fitintdumcv)

pchisq(chi2intdumcv, (dim(data4intdumcv)[1]-dim(covariateintdumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### MOCOMCON AIC

mocomconaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOCOMCON+1),analysemocomcon)

fitmocomconaic<-mocomconaic[[3]]

resmocomconaic<-mocomconaic[[2]]

covariatemocomconaic<-mocomconaic[[1]]

data4mocomconaic<-mocomconaic[[4]]

mocomconlmaic<-mocomconaic[[5]]

chi2mocomconaic<-sum(resmocomconaic^2/fitmocomconaic)

pchisq(chi2mocomconaic, (dim(data4mocomconaic)[1]-dim(covariatemocomconaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(mocomconlmaic)

### MOCOMCON BIC

mocomconbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOCOMCON+1),analysemocomcon)

fitmocomconbic<-mocomconbic[[3]]

resmocomconbic<-mocomconbic[[2]]

covariatemocomconbic<-mocomconbic[[1]]

data4mocomconbic<-mocomconbic[[4]]

mocomconlmbic<-mocomconbic[[5]]

chi2mocomconbic<-sum(resmocomconbic^2/fitmocomconbic)

pchisq(chi2mocomconbic, (dim(data4mocomconbic)[1]-dim(covariatemocomconbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(mocomconlmbic)

### MOHOMDET AIC

mohomdetaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOHOMDET+1),analysemohomdet)

fitmohomdetaic<-mohomdetaic[[3]]

resmohomdetaic<-mohomdetaic[[2]]

covariatemohomdetaic<-mohomdetaic[[1]]

data4mohomdetaic<-mohomdetaic[[4]]

mohomdetlmaic<-mohomdetaic[[5]]

chi2mohomdetaic<-sum(resmohomdetaic^2/fitmohomdetaic)

pchisq(chi2mohomdetaic, (dim(data4mohomdetaic)[1]-dim(covariatemohomdetaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(mohomdetlmaic)

### MOHOMDET BIC

mohomdetbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOHOMDET+1),analysemohomdet)

fitmohomdetbic<-mohomdetbic[[3]]

resmohomdetbic<-mohomdetbic[[2]]

covariatemohomdetbic<-mohomdetbic[[1]]

data4mohomdetbic<-mohomdetbic[[4]]

mohomdetlmbic<-mohomdetbic[[5]]

chi2mohomdetbic<-sum(resmohomdetbic^2/fitmohomdetbic)

pchisq(chi2mohomdetbic, (dim(data4mohomdetbic)[1]-dim(covariatemohomdetbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(mohomdetlmbic)

### MOINTCON AIC
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mointconaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.MOINTCON+1),analysemointcon)

fitmointconaic<-mointconaic[[3]]

resmointconaic<-mointconaic[[2]]

covariatemointconaic<-mointconaic[[1]]

data4mointconaic<-mointconaic[[4]]

mointconlmaic<-mointconaic[[5]]

chi2mointconaic<-sum(resmointconaic^2/fitmointconaic)

pchisq(chi2mointconaic, (dim(data4mointconaic)[1]-dim(covariatemointconaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(mointconlmaic)

### MOINTCON BIC

mointconbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.MOINTCON+1),analysemointcon)

fitmointconbic<-mointconbic[[3]]

resmointconbic<-mointconbic[[2]]

covariatemointconbic<-mointconbic[[1]]

data4mointconbic<-mointconbic[[4]]

mointconlmbic<-mointconbic[[5]]

chi2mointconbic<-sum(resmointconbic^2/fitmointconbic)

pchisq(chi2mointconbic, (dim(data4mointconbic)[1]-dim(covariatemointconbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(mointconlmbic)

### PRISDUM

prisdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.PRISDUM,analyseprisdum)

fitprisdumcv<-prisdumcv[[3]]

resprisdumcv<-prisdumcv[[2]]

covariateprisdumcv<-prisdumcv[[1]]

data4prisdumcv<-prisdumcv[[4]]

prisdumlmcv<-prisdumcv[[5]]

chi2prisdumcv<-sum(resprisdumcv^2/fitprisdumcv)

pchisq(chi2prisdumcv, (dim(data4prisdumcv)[1]-dim(covariateprisdumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### SUPRDUM

suprdumcv<-binresfitcv(data2$data1.SUPRDUM,analysesuprdum)

fitsuprdumcv<-suprdumcv[[3]]

ressuprdumcv<-suprdumcv[[2]]

covariatesuprdumcv<-suprdumcv[[1]]

data4suprdumcv<-suprdumcv[[4]]

suprdumlmcv<-suprdumcv[[5]]

chi2suprdumcv<-sum(ressuprdumcv^2/fitsuprdumcv)

pchisq(chi2suprdumcv, (dim(data4suprdumcv)[1]-dim(covariatesuprdumcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### TOTDAYS AIC

totdaysaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TOTDAYS+1),analysetotdays)

fittotdaysaic<-totdaysaic[[3]]

restotdaysaic<-totdaysaic[[2]]

covariatetotdaysaic<-totdaysaic[[1]]

data4totdaysaic<-totdaysaic[[4]]

totdayslmaic<-totdaysaic[[5]]

chi2totdaysaic<-sum(restotdaysaic^2/fittotdaysaic)

pchisq(chi2totdaysaic, (dim(data4totdaysaic)[1]-dim(covariatetotdaysaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(totdayslmaic)

### TOTDAYS BIC

totdaysbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TOTDAYS+1),analysetotdays)
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fittotdaysbic<-totdaysbic[[3]]

restotdaysbic<-totdaysbic[[2]]

covariatetotdaysbic<-totdaysbic[[1]]

data4totdaysbic<-totdaysbic[[4]]

totdayslmbic<-totdaysbic[[5]]

chi2totdaysbic<-sum(restotdaysbic^2/fittotdaysbic)

pchisq(chi2totdaysbic, (dim(data4totdaysbic)[1]-dim(covariatetotdaysbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(totdayslmbic)

### SUPREL AIC

suprelaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SUPREL+1),analysesuprel)

fitsuprelaic<-suprelaic[[3]]

ressuprelaic<-suprelaic[[2]]

covariatesuprelaic<-suprelaic[[1]]

data4suprelaic<-suprelaic[[4]]

suprellmaic<-suprelaic[[5]]

chi2suprelaic<-sum(ressuprelaic^2/fitsuprelaic)

pchisq(chi2suprelaic, (dim(data4suprelaic)[1]-dim(covariatesuprelaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(suprellmaic)

### SUPREL BIC

suprelbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SUPREL+1),analysesuprel)

fitsuprelbic<-suprelbic[[3]]

ressuprelbic<-suprelbic[[2]]

covariatesuprelbic<-suprelbic[[1]]

data4suprelbic<-suprelbic[[4]]

suprellmbic<-suprelbic[[5]]

chi2suprelbic<-sum(ressuprelbic^2/fitsuprelbic)

pchisq(chi2suprelbic, (dim(data4suprelbic)[1]-dim(covariatesuprelbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(suprellmbic)

### TIMSERVM AIC

timservmaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVM+1),analysetimservm)

fittimservmaic<-timservmaic[[3]]

restimservmaic<-timservmaic[[2]]

covariatetimservmaic<-timservmaic[[1]]

data4timservmaic<-timservmaic[[4]]

timservmlmaic<-timservmaic[[5]]

chi2timservmaic<-sum(restimservmaic^2/fittimservmaic)

pchisq(chi2timservmaic, (dim(data4timservmaic)[1]-dim(covariatetimservmaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(timservmlmaic)

### TIMSERVM BIC

timservmbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.TIMSERVM+1),analysetimservm)

fittimservmbic<-timservmbic[[3]]

restimservmbic<-timservmbic[[2]]

covariatetimservmbic<-timservmbic[[1]]

data4timservmbic<-timservmbic[[4]]

timservmlmbic<-timservmbic[[5]]

chi2timservmbic<-sum(restimservmbic^2/fittimservmbic)

pchisq(chi2timservmbic, (dim(data4timservmbic)[1]-dim(covariatetimservmbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(timservmlmbic)

### CH5G13ST AIC
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ch5g13staic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.CH5G13ST+1),analysech5g13st)

fitch5g13staic<-ch5g13staic[[3]]

resch5g13staic<-ch5g13staic[[2]]

covariatech5g13staic<-ch5g13staic[[1]]

data4ch5g13staic<-ch5g13staic[[4]]

ch5g13stlmaic<-ch5g13staic[[5]]

chi2ch5g13staic<-sum(resch5g13staic^2/fitch5g13staic)

pchisq(chi2ch5g13staic, (dim(data4ch5g13staic)[1]-dim(covariatech5g13staic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(ch5g13stlmaic)

### CH5G13ST BIC

ch5g13stbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.CH5G13ST+1),analysech5g13st)

fitch5g13stbic<-ch5g13stbic[[3]]

resch5g13stbic<-ch5g13stbic[[2]]

covariatech5g13stbic<-ch5g13stbic[[1]]

data4ch5g13stbic<-ch5g13stbic[[4]]

ch5g13stlmbic<-ch5g13stbic[[5]]

chi2ch5g13stbic<-sum(resch5g13stbic^2/fitch5g13stbic)

pchisq(chi2ch5g13stbic, (dim(data4ch5g13stbic)[1]-dim(covariatech5g13stbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(ch5g13stlmbic)

### SPECASSM AIC

specassmaic<-resfitaic(log(data2$data1.SPECASSM+1),analysespecassm)

fitspecassmaic<-specassmaic[[3]]

resspecassmaic<-specassmaic[[2]]

covariatespecassmaic<-specassmaic[[1]]

data4specassmaic<-specassmaic[[4]]

specassmlmaic<-specassmaic[[5]]

chi2specassmaic<-sum(resspecassmaic^2/fitspecassmaic)

pchisq(chi2specassmaic, (dim(data4specassmaic)[1]-dim(covariatespecassmaic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(specassmlmaic)

### SPECASSM BIC

specassmbic<-resfitbic(log(data2$data1.SPECASSM+1),analysespecassm)

fitspecassmbic<-specassmbic[[3]]

resspecassmbic<-specassmbic[[2]]

covariatespecassmbic<-specassmbic[[1]]

data4specassmbic<-specassmbic[[4]]

specassmlmbic<-specassmbic[[5]]

chi2specassmbic<-sum(resspecassmbic^2/fitspecassmbic)

pchisq(chi2specassmbic, (dim(data4specassmbic)[1]-dim(covariatespecassmbic)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(specassmlmbic)

### TYPEMONY 1

typemony1cv<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony1,analysetypemony1)

fittypemony1cv<-typemony1cv[[3]]

restypemony1cv<-typemony1cv[[2]]

covariatetypemony1cv<-typemony1cv[[1]]

data4typemony1cv<-typemony1cv[[4]]

typemony1lmcv<-typemony1cv[[5]]

chi2typemony1cv<-sum(restypemony1cv^2/fittypemony1cv)

pchisq(chi2typemony1cv, (dim(data4typemony1cv)[1]-dim(covariatetypemony1cv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### TYPEMONY 3
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typemony3cv<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony3,analysetypemony3)

fittypemony3cv<-typemony3cv[[3]]

restypemony3cv<-typemony3cv[[2]]

covariatetypemony3cv<-typemony3cv[[1]]

data4typemony3cv<-typemony3cv[[4]]

typemony3lmcv<-typemony3cv[[5]]

chi2typemony3cv<-sum(restypemony3cv^2/fittypemony3cv)

pchisq(chi2typemony3cv, (dim(data4typemony3cv)[1]-dim(covariatetypemony3cv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### TYPEMONY 4

typemony4cv<-binresfitcv(data2$Typemony4,analysetypemony4)

fittypemony4cv<-typemony4cv[[3]]

restypemony4cv<-typemony4cv[[2]]

covariatetypemony4cv<-typemony4cv[[1]]

data4typemony4cv<-typemony4cv[[4]]

typemony4lmcv<-typemony4cv[[5]]

chi2typemony4cv<-sum(restypemony4cv^2/fittypemony4cv)

pchisq(chi2typemony4cv, (dim(data4typemony4cv)[1]-dim(covariatetypemony4cv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### TYPEOTHS 0

typeoths0cv<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths0,analysetypeoths0)

fittypeoths0cv<-typeoths0cv[[3]]

restypeoths0cv<-typeoths0cv[[2]]

covariatetypeoths0cv<-typeoths0cv[[1]]

data4typeoths0cv<-typeoths0cv[[4]]

typeoths0lmcv<-typeoths0cv[[5]]

chi2typeoths0cv<-sum(restypeoths0cv^2/fittypeoths0cv)

pchisq(chi2typeoths0cv, (dim(data4typeoths0cv)[1]-dim(covariatetypeoths0cv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### TYPEOTHS 3

typeoths3cv<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths3,analysetypeoths3)

fittypeoths3cv<-typeoths3cv[[3]]

restypeoths3cv<-typeoths3cv[[2]]

covariatetypeoths3cv<-typeoths3cv[[1]]

data4typeoths3cv<-typeoths3cv[[4]]

typeoths3lmcv<-typeoths3cv[[5]]

chi2typeoths3cv<-sum(restypeoths3cv^2/fittypeoths3cv)

pchisq(chi2typeoths3cv, (dim(data4typeoths3cv)[1]-dim(covariatetypeoths3cv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### TYPEOTHS 77

typeoths77cv<-binresfitcv(data2$Typeoths77,analysetypeoths77)

fittypeoths77cv<-typeoths77cv[[3]]

restypeoths77cv<-typeoths77cv[[2]]

covariatetypeoths77cv<-typeoths77cv[[1]]

data4typeoths77cv<-typeoths77cv[[4]]

typeoths77lmcv<-typeoths77cv[[5]]

chi2typeoths77cv<-sum(restypeoths77cv^2/fittypeoths77cv)

pchisq(chi2typeoths77cv, (dim(data4typeoths77cv)[1]-dim(covariatetypeoths77cv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### SENTIMP 0

sentimp0cv<-binresfitcv(data2$Sentimp0,analysesentimp0)

fitsentimp0cv<-sentimp0cv[[3]]

ressentimp0cv<-sentimp0cv[[2]]

covariatesentimp0cv<-sentimp0cv[[1]]
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data4sentimp0cv<-sentimp0cv[[4]]

sentimp0lmcv<-sentimp0cv[[5]]

chi2sentimp0cv<-sum(ressentimp0cv^2/fitsentimp0cv)

pchisq(chi2sentimp0cv, (dim(data4sentimp0cv)[1]-dim(covariatesentimp0cv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### SENTIMP 1

sentimp1cv<-binresfitcv(data2$Sentimp1,analysesentimp1)

fitsentimp1cv<-sentimp1cv[[3]]

ressentimp1cv<-sentimp1cv[[2]]

covariatesentimp1cv<-sentimp1cv[[1]]

data4sentimp1cv<-sentimp1cv[[4]]

sentimp1lmcv<-sentimp1cv[[5]]

chi2sentimp1cv<-sum(ressentimp1cv^2/fitsentimp1cv)

pchisq(chi2sentimp1cv, (dim(data4sentimp1cv)[1]-dim(covariatesentimp1cv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### ZONE A

zoneacv<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONEA,analysezonea)

fitzoneacv<-zoneacv[[3]]

reszoneacv<-zoneacv[[2]]

covariatezoneacv<-zoneacv[[1]]

data4zoneacv<-zoneacv[[4]]

zonealmcv<-zoneacv[[5]]

chi2zoneacv<-sum(reszoneacv^2/fitzoneacv)

pchisq(chi2zoneacv, (dim(data4zoneacv)[1]-dim(covariatezoneacv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### ZONE B

zonebcv<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONEB,analysezoneb)

fitzonebcv<-zonebcv[[3]]

reszonebcv<-zonebcv[[2]]

covariatezonebcv<-zonebcv[[1]]

data4zonebcv<-zonebcv[[4]]

zoneblmcv<-zonebcv[[5]]

chi2zonebcv<-sum(reszonebcv^2/fitzonebcv)

pchisq(chi2zonebcv, (dim(data4zonebcv)[1]-dim(covariatezonebcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### ZONE D

zonedcv<-binresfitcv(data2$ZONED,analysezoned)

fitzonedcv<-zonedcv[[3]]

reszonedcv<-zonedcv[[2]]

covariatezonedcv<-zonedcv[[1]]

data4zonedcv<-zonedcv[[4]]

zonedlmcv<-zonedcv[[5]]

chi2zonedcv<-sum(reszonedcv^2/fitzonedcv)

pchisq(chi2zonedcv, (dim(data4zonedcv)[1]-dim(covariatezonedcv)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

### MULTIPLE CONTINUOUS

chi2continous<-sum(rescontinous^2/fitcontinous)

pchisq(chi2continous, (dim(datacontinous)[1]-dim(covariatecontinous)[2]-1) ,

ncp = 0, lower.tail = FALSE)

summary(analyselmcontinous)
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